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Abstract 

In this project, a recently developed methodology for the formation of spread oppositely charged 

polyelectrolyte/surfactant (P/S) films at the air/water interface has been extended. This 

methodology involves the dispensing of P/S aggregates onto a bare air/water interface, which 

results in their dissociation due to Marangoni spreading and the formation of a kinetically-

trapped film as a result of counterion release into the bulk. Initial research had shown that 

successive spreading or surface area compression of poly(sodium styrene-sulfonate) (NaPSS)/ 

dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) films can form extended structures (ESs). 

The aim of this PhD project is to gain precise control of the structures self-assembled in P/S films 

at the air/water interface prepared by the aggregates spreading methodology under static and 

dynamic conditions with the ambition of tuning the film properties in three dimensions and with 

a focus on biocompatible systems. For this purpose, various optical and neutron reflectometry 

techniques have been used to determine the dynamic behaviour, structure and morphology of 

films created by four different systems: poly(L-lysine)/sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), poly(L-

arginine)/SDS, poly(ethyleneimine)/SDS and NaPSS/DTAB. 

Self-assembled structures of spread P/S films have been resolved in three dimensions for the first 

time. Various approaches for tuning the properties, morphologies and structures of the films 

have been explored and validated with respect to different physicochemical variables. It has been 

shown that ESs form spontaneously in some systems regardless of the aggregate charge used in 

the spreading processes; others require the use of overcharged aggregates. Also, changes in the 

polyelectrolyte charge density results in films with different morphologies. Furthermore, the 

stability of the material self-assembled in ESs varies according to the system studied, with the 

most stable and tunable reservoirs originating in spread polypeptide/surfactant (PP/S) films, 

where interactions related to secondary structures may be preserved in the ESs. 

The results suggest a need for more experiments on different systems under different conditions 

to understand better the physicochemical properties of these films, and in turn help develop 

biomedical or film transfer applications with potential economic and environmental advantages.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Surfactants 

Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules composed of a hydrophilic or polar moiety soluble in water 

known as the head (or headgroup) and a hydrophobic or nonpolar moiety insoluble in water 

known as the tail. They are generally classified depending on the nature of the headgroups which 

can be non-ionic (aliphatic alcohol ethoxylates), cationic (dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide), 

anionic (sodium dodecyl sulfate) or zwitterionic (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine). The tail is 

often composed of one or more hydrocarbon chains, but fluorocarbon chains are also used. 

Surfactants find application in a wide range of industries such as cosmetics, detergents, food, 

pharmaceuticals, paints or oil recovery. Several textbooks include detailed descriptions of their 

characteristics, properties, uses and importance in colloid and surface science.1–3 The chemical 

structure of the most common surfactants studied in this field is depicted in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1. Chemical structures of (A) SDS, (B) DTAB, (C) tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (TTAB) and (D) 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). 

The spontaneous adsorption at a hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface reducing the interfacial 

tension is one of the main characteristics of these molecules. The term surface tension (γ) is 

generally used in the studies of phenomena at the air/water interface, so this terminology is 
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adopted for the air/water interface hereinafter. Water molecules in solution are stabilised by 

attractive intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding and polar interactions between 

neighbours. At the interface, though, the absence of neighbouring water molecules above the 

outmost layer results in the formation of stronger bonds (due to cohesion) and a higher energy 

state with respect to molecules in the bulk. Thus, surface tension is a thermodynamic property 

defined as the variation of free energy (G) per unit area (A) of a system at a constant temperature 

(T) and composition (ni): 

 
𝛾 = (

𝜕𝐺

𝛿𝐴
)

𝑇,𝑛𝑖

 (1.1) 

Additionally, changes in the surface tension dγ can be linked to the surface excess of the ith 

component (Γi) and its chemical potential (µi) by the well-known Gibbs equation:4 

 𝑑𝛾 = − ∑ 𝛤𝑖𝑑𝜇𝑖

𝑖

 (1.2) 

Γi is defined as the excess of surfactant molecules at the interface per unit area over the same 

volume in the bulk, and as the latter is negligible it can be approximated to zero, and then it is 

the amount of surfactant molecules per unit area. Γi can be expressed in terms of molarity or 

mass, i.e., µmol/m2 or mg/m2, with the latter being particularly useful when comparing species 

with different molecular masses such as proteins and surfactants. In the case of polymers, a way 

to define their concentration is in terms of monomer units, which detaches the definition from 

the molecular weight of the polymer. This is particularly useful for polyelectrolytes where it can 

be helpful to compare the stoichiometry of binding in terms of charges on monomers of the 

polyelectrolyte with opposite charges on surfactant molecules irrespective of the polyelectrolyte 

molecular weight. Γ is positive for surface active molecules in aqueous systems, and negative for 

aqueous solutions of electrolytes, which means they do not adsorb at interfaces. This is a critical 

point in this project because it will allow one to understand the significance of the synergy 

between polyelectrolytes and surfactants in conferring unique properties to their mixtures. 

Surfactant molecules in aqueous solutions are in dynamic equilibrium between the bulk, the 

interface  and  any  self-assembled  structure.  Figure  1.2  depicts  a  typical  variation  in  surface 
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Figure 1.2. (A) Idealised variation of the equilibrium surface tension of water/surfactant systems with the logarithm 
of the total surfactant concentration. (B) Illustration of the aggregation state of surfactant molecules at three 
different concentration ranges. 

tension as a function of the logarithm of surfactant concentration, as well as an illustration of 

three distinct concentration ranges. In the range of low concentrations, the adsorption of 

individual surfactant molecules (monomers) at the interface with the hydrophobic tail pointing 

towards the air and the hydrophilic head immersed in water leads to a decrease in the surface 

tension until the interface is saturated. The surface tension remains approximately constant after 

this point, known as the critical micelle concentration (cmc), and monomers start to form self-

assembled supramolecular aggregates, typically spherical micelles. The hydrophobic tails 

accumulate in the interior of these aggregates to minimise their contact with water, whereas the 

hydrophilic heads orient themselves on the outer region to maximise their contact with water 

(and any counterions present in the solution). This is what Tanford described for the first time as 

the hydrophobic effect.5 This effect, in turn, is related to the entropic contribution explained 

below, which also applies to monomer adsorption at the interface when the surfactant 

concentration is lower than its cmc. The introduction of surfactant molecules into an aqueous 

solution results in the disruption of the hydrogen bond network and a reorganisation of water 

molecules around the tails that maximises the number of hydrogen bonds. This causes the water 

structure to become more ordered, which is an entropically unfavourable process. As a result, 
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the adsorption of surfactant molecules at the interface when [Surfactant] < cmc and their self-

assembly into supramolecular aggregates when [Surfactant] > cmc is entropically more 

favourable because the hydrogen bond network is less disturbed and the hydrophobic tails can 

interact with each other. 

Each surfactant molecule has a characteristic cmc value that depends on the length of the tail, 

the nature of the headgroup, temperature and ionic strength. The form and shape of the micelles 

depend on the concentration and the molecular architecture of the surfactant. The latter can be 

approximated by the area occupied by its hydrophilic headgroup, a0, the volume of its 

hydrocarbon chain, v, and the maximum effective length of the chains or critical chain length, lc. 

Indeed, Israelachvili et al. introduced the critical packing parameter (cpp) defined as 

 𝑐𝑝𝑝 =  𝑣 𝑎0𝑙𝑐⁄  (1.3) 

which can be used to predict the shape of the micelles formed by a given surfactant.6,7 Figure 

1.3A shows the typical preferred supramolecular aggregates formed by surfactants depending 

on the cpp. Finally, as the surfactant concentration increases significantly above the cmc, the 

form and shape of micelles change, and the formation of liquid crystalline phases such as cubic, 

hexagonal or lamellar phases (Figure 1.3B) may be favoured at very high surfactant 

concentrations.  

 

Figure 1.3. (A) Molecular architecture and preferred self-assembled structure of surfactants with different cpp. (B) 
Examples of liquid crystalline phases found in surfactant solutions. Figures adapted from Ramanathan et al, 2013.8 
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1.2 Polyelectrolytes 

Polyelectrolytes are macromolecules composed of one or more chemical units (monomers) that 

are repeated throughout a chain and either present ionisable groups that may dissociate in polar 

solvents like water, or ions from the solution can bind to them. Polyelectrolytes have been 

investigated extensively owing to their numerous applications in everyday products,9 industry,10–

12 and biomedicine.13–15 Furthermore, because many biologically relevant molecules such as 

proteins or nucleic acids are polyelectrolytes, a greater knowledge of their behaviour might lead 

to novel applications of these macromolecules, particularly in biocompatible systems. The 

advances in synthetic methods allow nowadays precise control of the polydispersity and 

architecture of these molecules, which range from the most basic, linear polyelectrolytes, to 

more sophisticated ones such as cross-linked, branched or dendritic polyelectrolytes. In addition, 

the introduction of groups with specific properties such as photoresponsive,16 

thermoresponsive17 or hydrophobic units18 can be used to control their functionality. 

Polyelectrolytes can be classified according to various properties.15,19,20 Based on their origin they 

can be natural (e.g. nucleic acids, proteins or polysaccharides), synthetic (e.g. poly(acrylic acid) 

or poly(styrene)) or chemically modified (N-trimethyl chitosan or pectin). They can be composed 

of repeating units of single (homo-polyelectrolytes) or various (co-polyelectrolytes) monomers. 

They can be polyanions, polycations or polyampholytes depending on the charge of the ionisable 

groups. Lastly, depending on the degree of dissociation they can be strong when they dissociate 

completely in solution, and weak when they dissociate partially. The chemical structure of the 

most common polyelectrolytes studied in this field is depicted in Figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4. Chemical structures of (A) NaPSS, (B) hyperbranched (PEI) and (C) poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
chloride) (Pdadmac). The protonation degree of PEI varies depending on the pH of the medium. 
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Generally, polyelectrolytes exhibit excellent water-solubility and strong electrostatic interactions 

with oppositely charged ions, molecules or surfaces.19,21,22 Their dissociation in water leaves 

charges on the polyelectrolyte chains and releases counterions to the solution the fraction of 

these charges is balanced between the strong electrostatic interactions and the reduction of 

translational entropy caused by the localisation of the counterions. This phenomenon can lead 

to counterion condensation and was described by Manning.23–26 The presence of charges in the 

polyelectrolyte chains generally leads to swelling of the polyelectrolyte coil in dilute solutions. 

Although to a lesser extent than in uncharged polymers, the stiffness of the polyelectrolyte can 

have a significant impact on the molecule's conformation27 and its ability to bind to other 

molecules or surfaces.28–31 This property is usually quantified as the persistence length (lP), which 

is an important parameter in polymer science as it determines the rigidity of a polymer chain. It 

is defined as the extent to which the direction of a polymer (or polyelectrolyte) is correlated or, 

in other words, the extent to which the polymer chain can be considered as a random coil. It 

varies from a few nanometres for flexible polyelectrolytes such as NaPSS,27 to tens or hundreds 

of nanometers for rigid polyelectrolytes such as DNA32 or xanthan.33 

Several factors can influence the structure of polyelectrolytes in the bulk solution. Dobrynin et 

al.34 explained how properties of polyelectrolyte solutions rely not only on the molecule’s 

characteristics (e.g., molecular weight, chain length and charge density) and concentration but 

also on the ionic strength and pH of the solution.34–37 Polyelectrolytes with high charge density 

present generally an extended conformation due to the electrostatic repulsion between charged 

monomers, whereas those with low charge density present a more compact structure due to a 

decrease of the repulsive interactions and, in some cases, the emergence of hydrophobic 

interactions. In terms of the ionic strength of the medium, the greater the ionic force, the greater 

the charge screening in the polyelectrolyte coil. Thus, a large increase in the ionic strength 

produces a dramatic contraction of the polyelectrolyte coils, which may overlap resulting in 

phase separation at high ionic strengths chains.37–39 Varying the pH of the solution has a similar 

effect on weak polyelectrolytes. Their charge density depends on the acidity constant of the 

monomer and the pH of the solution. Thus, changing the pH might result in sudden changes in 

the structure of the polyelectrolyte.40,41 
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In addition to the behaviour of polyelectrolytes in solution, numerous studies have focused on 

their behaviour at interfaces.19,22,37,42–45 On the one hand, if the polyelectrolyte chains are 

amphiphilic, they can adsorb spontaneously at fluid interfaces as long as the hydrophobic 

sections can be rearranged to minimise interaction with the hydrophilic phase or vice versa. On 

the other hand, although the vast majority of polyelectrolytes lack surface activity, they can be 

modified by introducing hydrophobic units into the chain,9,46,47 or by interacting with surface-

active species.48–57 

1.2.1 Polypeptides 

Polypeptides are polymers whose repeating units are amino acids linked by peptide bonds 

between the carboxyl group of one amino acid and the amide group of the next amino acid in 

the sequence. There are 20 natural amino acids present in proteins depicted in Figure 1.5, which, 

along with a wide variety of synthesised amino acids, provide the possibility of synthesizing a 

huge number of polypeptide sequences with varying lengths. 

 

Figure 1.5. Chemical structure, name, and single letter code of the 20 natural amino acids present in proteins. The 
chart key provides information about the side chains. Figure adapted from 
https://www.compoundchem.com/2014/09/16/aminoacids/.58 

The primary structure, the most basic level of polypeptide structure, refers to the linear sequence 

of amino acids that make up the chain. Each polypeptide has a unique sequence that determines 

https://www.compoundchem.com/2014/09/16/aminoacids/
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its function. Folding of local regions of the polypeptide chains into structural elements stabilised 

by hydrogen bonds is referred to as secondary structure. The two main types of secondary 

structures are α-helices and β-sheets. On the one hand, α-helices are right-handed spirals 

stabilised by intramolecular hydrogen bonds between each carbonyl oxygen atom and the amide 

hydrogen of another amino acid four residues ahead in the chain. The side chains of the amino 

acids point outwards the helix. β-sheets, on the other hand, are flat and extended structures 

composed of a series of parallel or anti-parallel β-strands stabilised by hydrogen bonds between 

the carbonyl oxygen and the amide hydrogen of peptide bonds on adjacent strands. In this case, 

the amino acid side chains points above or below the plane of the sheet. A schematic illustration 

of these two types of secondary structures is shown in Figure 1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6. Schematic illustration of the α-helix (left) and β-sheet (right) secondary structures. The black dots indicate 
the intramolecular or intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed in α-helices and β-sheets, respectively. Figure adapted 
from https://basicmedicalkey.com/structure-function-relationships-in-proteins.59 

The ability of polypeptides to adopt secondary structures make them unique compared to other 

synthetic polyelectrolytes such as NaPSS, PEI or Pdadmac. Because of this ability, polypeptides 

can be used as building blocks to create a variety of self-assembled supramolecular 

structures.60,61 For example, super-helices62 can be formed by the winding of α-helices and 

https://basicmedicalkey.com/structure-function-relationships-in-proteins
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interactions between β-sheets can occur through the formation of hydrogen bonds between 

their βedges and other polypeptide chains.63,64 These interactions between secondary structure 

elements give rise to a vast array of structural possibilities, including the formation of 

nanotubes,65–67 and nanofibrils.64,68,69 The secondary structure of a polypeptide is sometimes 

critical in defining its properties and function to the extent that it can control its antibacterial 

activity,70 the stiffness of a gel,71 or the morphology of self-assembled vesicles.72 It also affects 

its stiffness, with the order of decreasing stiffness being α > β > random coil.73 

Aside from their designability and ability to form secondary structures, polypeptides have 

important properties such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, and biomimicry. Therefore, they 

are widely used molecules with applications in tissue engineering,74–78 drug79 and gene delivery,80 

or cancer therapy.81 In this work only homopolypeptides have been used, i.e. polypeptides 

formed by the repetition of a single amino acid. The chemical structure of some of the most 

common homopolypeptides used in biomedical applications is depicted in Figure 1.7. 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Chemical structures of (A) poly(L-alanine), (B) poly(L-glutamic acid), (C) poly(L-lysine) (PLL) and (D) poly(L-
arginine) (PLA). 
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1.3 Oppositely charged polyelectrolyte/surfactant mixtures 

1.3.1 Background 

In the last decades, the properties and behaviour of oppositely charged 

polyelectrolyte/surfactant mixtures have been extensively studied by several active groups 

including Campbell and Varga,49,50,82–84 von Klitzing,48,85–87 Braunschweig,88–90 Guzmán and 

Rubio9,52,91–94 and Richdmond.95–97 Surfactants reduce the interfacial tension while polymers 

enhance the viscoelastic and rheological properties of the system. Most polyelectrolytes are not 

surface-active on their own, but their interactions with surfactants allow tuning of their 

adsorption properties. Indeed, synergy to lower the surface tension comes from increasing 

surfactant packing by neutralising the charge layer of the headgroups, which results in an 

enhancement of the surface properties of P/S mixtures at much lower concentrations than either 

component alone. The simplest interfacial structure formed by these systems is referred to as 

‘surface monolayer’, which is defined as a single monolayer of surfactant in contact with air 

(hydrophobic driving force) with hydrated polyelectrolyte bound to the headgroups (electrostatic 

force). Nevertheless, these systems may present more complex structures such as multilayers 

depending on the materials used and the conditions (pH, temperature, ionic strength, etc.). The 

structure, rheological properties and phase behaviour of these systems enable them to be used 

as stabilisers of foams and emulsions, in the cosmetic9,98 and detergent industry,99 for 

wastewater treatment10 or food processing.100,101 Furthermore, the use of biocompatible P/S 

mixtures in pharmacy and medicine has become very interesting in order to reduce the toxicity 

of many drugs and useful materials in these fields, as well as to develop new drug delivery and 

coating fabrication systems.102,103 

1.3.2 Bulk phase behaviour 

Numerous studies have shown that understanding the bulk behaviour of P/S mixtures is critical 

for fully understanding their interfacial behaviour.9,48,52,55,104,105 Indeed, many applications of 

these systems involve the adsorption or deposition of P/S complexes or supramolecular 

aggregates previously formed in the bulk solution.50,53,106,107 
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The bulk phase behaviour of polymer/surfactant mixtures depends on the type of interactions 

(Van der Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions) 

between polymer chains and surfactant molecules or micelles. These interactions are determined 

by the nature of the components of the mixture. Thus, factors such as polymer charge density, 

molecular weight or stiffness, and surfactant concentration, chain length or nature of the head, 

have a significant impact on the properties of these systems. 

Uncharged polymer/surfactant systems associate mainly through hydrophobic interactions 

leading to a cooperative association.9,52,108,109 This means that surfactant molecules remain free 

in the solution until a certain surfactant concentration, known as the critical aggregate 

concentration (cac), is reached, several orders of magnitude below the cmc of the 

surfactant.110,111 Once the cac is reached, the attractive forces that cause surfactant molecules to 

bind to other surfactant molecules that are already bound to the polymer chains start to 

contribute to the cooperative association. At this point, micelle-like structures begin to self-

assemble on the polyelectrolyte chains, resulting in the commonly known as ‘pearl necklace’ 

structure.112 Finally, as surfactant concentration increase further, polymer chains become 

saturated and surfactant molecules begin to self-assemble in the solution forming micelles.  

In addition to Van der Waals and London forces, hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic interactions, 

oppositely charged P/S mixtures exhibit strong electrostatic interactions between the surfactant 

headgroups and the charged monomers of the polyelectrolyte, rendering the previous 

description of the bulk phase behaviour not completely applicable in this case.9,48,52,104,113 

Furthermore, the P/S association releases counterions to the solution increasing the entropy, 

which is typically the driving force for the assembly. In this case, at low surfactant concentrations, 

free surfactant molecules are in equilibrium with P/S complexes formed as a consequence of the 

association of micelle-like supramolecular surfactant aggregates with single polyelectrolyte 

chains. Since these complexes still have a high charge density, they are soluble, and the solution 

is in a one-phase region. Beyond the cac, polyelectrolyte chains become saturated decreasing the 

net charge of P/S complexes; hence, electrostatic repulsions between complexes are reduced 

and they lose colloidal stability leading to the formation of macroscopic P/S aggregates involving 

many polyelectrolyte chains. Consequently, the solutions become increasingly cloudy due to the 
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presence of particles suspended in the bulk solution. When the surfactant concentration in the 

system approaches the point at which charge neutralisation of polyelectrolyte chains occurs, the 

aggregates become highly insoluble due to reduced colloidal stability and associative separation 

occurs.114 Eventually precipitation and sedimentation (if aggregates are denser than the solvent) 

or creaming (if aggregates are less dense than the solvent) of macroscopic flocks occurs. Finally, 

additional surfactant molecules added to the system are adsorbed onto P/S aggregates giving 

rise to overcharged aggregates that retain colloidal stability but themselves are present as 

kinetically-stabilised colloidal dispersions.57,115 

Over the last decade, numerous studies have paid special attention to the non-equilibrium effects 

that P/S systems present and their influence in both their bulk and the interfacial behaviour. 

Aside from the P/S ratio, many other factors can affect the properties of these systems, ranging 

from the specific characteristics of the polyelectrolyte and surfactant used to the mixing 

protocol.48 When solutions of polyelectrolyte and surfactant are mixed to get a P/S solution in 

the equilibrium one-phase region, local concentrations in the equilibrium two-phase region can 

lead to the formation of non-equilibrium (kinetically-trapped) P/S aggregates. These kinetically-

trapped aggregates can persist in solution over extended time scales. Indeed, such non-

equilibrium effects are inherent to the underlying nature of the experiments that will be 

conducted in this PhD project. 

There are important parameters that can affect the non-equilibrium characteristics of these 

systems. Mészáros et al. have dedicated many efforts to this topic, and some of their most 

important contributions are summarised below. They have shown that the mixing protocol 

followed to prepare P/S solutions (order of addition,116,117 speed of the P/S mixing115,117,118 or 

surfactant and polyelectrolyte concentration119,120) has strong influences on the physical state, 

the size and the structure of P/S aggregates. A good and visual example is presented in Figure 

1.8. In this work, they studied the influence of the order of addition on the final state of PEI/SDS 

solutions at high surfactant concentrations. The rapid addition of the polyelectrolyte solution to 

the surfactant one prevented the aggregation of P/S complexes because the adsorption of the 

excess SDS kinetically-stabilised the dispersion. On the other hand, the slow addition of SDS to 

the PEI solution resulted in a cloudy solution as a result of precipitation.116 Later, they 
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investigated systematically the effects of two different protocols on the same P/S system: i) the 

‘stop-flow mixing protocol’, in which the mixture is obtained rapidly, and ii) the ‘gentle mixing 

protocol’, in which the components mixing is less efficient.115 They found that the size and the 

structure of resulting P/S aggregates are affected by the protocol used, and that it is possible to 

have a greater range of kinetically-stable colloidal dispersion (i.e., avoid precipitation) when an 

appropriate mixing protocol is applied. A similar study carried out with a poly(vinylamine)/SDS 

mixture also showed that the bulk properties of the system are affected by the mixing protocol 

used.118 

 

Figure 1.8. Appearance resulting from two solutions with the same final concentration of PEI and SDS prepared by 
different protocols. A transparent solution results from the addition of the PEI solution to the SDS solution, while in 
the opposite case the slow precipitation of P/S aggregates manifested as high turbid samples. Figure reproduced 
from Mészáros et al., 2003.116 

The ionic strength of the solution, which is strongly affected by the presence of an additional 

electrolyte in P/S solutions, causes the screening of polyelectrolyte and surfactant charges. As a 

result, high ionic strength can lead to the total screening of polyelectrolyte charges, suppressing 

electrostatic interactions with surfactant. Therefore, ionic strength is another important factor 

to consider when studying the equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium nature of P/S interactions. 

Similarly, the charge density of weak polyelectrolytes depends on the pH of the solution. Thus, a 

modification of the pH influences also the non-equilibrium features of P/S mixtures.121 Mészáros 

et al. showed that the addition of moderate concentrations of salt resulted in a narrower 
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concentration range where kinetically-trapped aggregates were observed compared to that in 

the absence of salt. Furthermore, the formation of kinetically-trapped aggregates was 

suppressed at high ionic strength, showing therefore the high impact of salt concentration on the 

non-equilibrium nature of P/S association.122 Naderi et al. found that compact P/S aggregates 

formed at high surfactant concentrations were more stable to the addition of NaCl than larger 

aggregates obtained a low surfactant concentrations.57 Hence, the size and state of the 

aggregates and their stability in the solution can be tuned by carefully controlling the mixing 

protocol, the ionic strength and the pH of the medium. It can be concluded then that, in general, 

an increase in ionic strength promotes equilibrium whilst the entropy associated with counterion 

release in samples without added inert electrolyte promotes kinetically-trapped states.  

Varga and Campbell recently reported a general physical description of the behaviour of P/S 

mixtures at the air/water interface.49 They showed that the nature of the bulk binding 

interactions and the characteristics of the precipitate may be used to explain the interfacial 

properties of P/S mixtures, but we will return to this point in the following section. Turbidity 

measurements were performed to characterise the bulk behaviour of three different P/S systems 

as a function of surfactant concentration and sample age. The results are presented in Figure 1.9 

and exhibit similar features. At low surfactant concentrations, the low turbidity detected is 

associated with the presence of soluble and stable P/S complexes in the one-phase region. The 

equilibrium two phase region is indicated by high turbidity of freshly-prepared mixtures, which 

decreases with time due to precipitation as a consequence of the lack of colloidal stability of P/S 

aggregates near to charge neutralisation. At surfactant concentrations near to the phase 

boundaries, the P/S mixture showed high turbidity during extended time scales, which is related 

to the formation and persistence of kinetically-trapped aggregates. Finally, at higher bulk 

surfactant concentrations, the turbidity generally remains higher than at low bulk surfactant 

concentrations because of the presence of kinetically-stabilised colloidal dispersion of 

aggregates. 
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Figure 1.9. Variation of the optical density at 400 nm (turbidity) with respect to the total concentration of surfactant 
and the sample age recorded using UV-vis spectroscopy: (A) 100 and (B) 10 ppm Pdadmac/SDS in 0.1 mM NaCl and 
(C) 100 ppm NaPSS/DTAB in pure water. Two-phases regions are indicated with shaded areas. Figure reproduced 
from Varga and Campbell, 2017.49 

1.3.3 Air/water interface 

1.3.3.1 Background 

Goddard and co-workers noted for the first time the differences in the interfacial behaviour of 

uncharged polymer/surfactant and P/S mixtures showing that the addition of a small amount of 

polyelectrolyte can result in a significant lowering of the interfacial tension of dilute surfactant 

solutions.123,124 Consequently, a large number of studies to explain the interfacial properties of 

P/S systems began to emerge. However, the dominant influence that non-equilibrium effects 

could have on the behaviour of these systems at interfaces remained not fully appreciated for 

many years,104,125 leading to some misinterpretation in the studies conducted. 

Thomas, Penfold and co-workers dedicated many efforts to understanding the surface tension 

isotherms of P/S mixtures through the use of neutron reflectometry (NR), which allows for 

determining the composition and structure of mixed layers formed at the air/water interface (a 

detailed description of the NR technique is presented in section 3.3.5).51,84,126,127 Thus, they 

related the surface tension isotherms with the structure and composition of the interface 

obtained using NR.46,56,104,128–130 They proposed a general classification104 of P/S mixtures 

according to the type of adsorption they present: type 1, thick layers characterised by very strong 

adsorption at the air/water interface and a plateau in the surface tension isotherm such as 

NaPSS/DTAB,56,130 and type 2, more compact layers characterised by a peak in the surface tension 
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isotherm such as Pdadmac with sodium alkyl sulfates.128 Despite acknowledging the lack of 

reproducibility130 in data recorded or the impossibility of applying a common structural model in 

the analysis of the different NR isotopic contrasts,56 which are now known to be non-equilibrium 

features, they considered that the surface properties of P/S mixtures that had reached steady-

state represented true equilibrium. They even elaborated two thermodynamic models to explain 

the data,131,132 which was later shown to be an incorrect assumption.49 

 

Figure 1.10. Idealised surface tension isotherm of P/S mixtures characterised by the (A) presence and (B) absence of 
a surface tension peak. Figure adapted from Guzmán et al., 2020.93  

Over the last decade, it has been demonstrated that many steady-state interfacial properties of 

P/S mixtures explained in terms of equilibrium adsorption were actually far from the 

equilibrium.52,83,88,119,133–135 Guzmán et al. have recently collected in a review the current state of 

the physical chemistry of P/S mixtures focusing on equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium behaviour.93 

1.3.3.2 Impact of bulk aggregation on interfacial depletion 

Campbell, Varga and co-workers have contributed significantly in recent years to the study of the 

relation between bulk and interfacial behaviour properties of P/S mixtures by paying special 

attention to non-equilibrium effects and preparation protocols.82,83,106,133,136,137 In 2010 they 

studied the Pdadmac/SDS system to examine the origin of the surface tension peak paying special 

attention to the influence that non-equilibrium effects can have on the interfacial properties of 

the system.82 They demonstrated that the surface tension peak is caused by slow precipitation 

and the subsequent loss of surface-active material, as well as the possibility to tune the interfacial 

properties of the mixtures by using different sample handling methods, which are clear 

indications of the pronounced non-equilibrium nature of the system. Further work showed that 

the experimental surface tension values agree with the ones calculated from the surface excess 
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obtained by NR.133 Later it was demonstrated that NaPSS/DTAB mixtures presented a surface 

tension peak after extremely slow precipitation.137 This contrasts sharply with Thomas, Penfold 

and coworkers’ classification of NaPSS/DTAB as a type 1 system,56,130 i.e. a system presenting a 

plateau in the surface tension isotherm. In this work a new method to predict the surface tension 

of P/S mixtures was also developed and rigorously tested using NaPSS/DTAB, Pdadmac/SDS and 

DNA/DTAB systems. 

Finally, Campbell and Varga described the general behaviour of P/S mixtures at the air/water 

interface in terms of equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium extremes.49 Through a comparison of the 

bulk phase behaviour (Figure 1.9), a comprehensive characterisation of the surface tension with 

respect to the sample age, as shown in Figure 1.11 allowed them to demonstrate that freshly-

prepared samples of both types of systems presented a plateau in the surface tension isotherm 

and a surface tension peak appeared after bulk equilibration because of the aggregation of P/S 

complexes and the consequent depletion of material from the interface.133 Therefore, they 

demonstrated that the classification of P/S systems in type 1 and type 2 is redundant.  

 

Figure 1.11. Variation of the surface tension with respect to the total concentration of surfactant and the sample 
age: (A) 100 and (B) 10 ppm Pdadmac/SDS in 0.1 mM NaCl and (C) 100 ppm NaPSS/ DTAB in pure water. Two-phases 
regions are indicated with shaded areas. Figure reproduced from Varga and Campbell, 2017.49 

1.3.3.3 Impact of aggregate interactions on the interfacial properties 

All the knowledge about the bulk and interfacial properties of P/S mixtures has been applied to 

the development of different mechanisms for the formation of P/S films at fluid interfaces. 

Pdadmac/SDS82,83,136,138 and PEI/SDS106,139,140 have been two of the most studied systems in this 

context. In addition to the depletion of material from interfaces as a result of bulk aggregation 
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discussed in the previous section, attention was drawn to how interactions of the formed 

aggregates with interfaces affect the interfacial properties. Campbell, Varga and co-workers 

made an important contribution by demonstrating the formation of P/S films at the air/water 

interface via different mechanisms involving aggregate interactions. To avoid the previously 

described effects of mixing methodology on the system, freshly prepared P/S mixtures were used 

in the articles referred to in the following text. The formation of interfacial P/S multilayers 

through transport under gravity of aggregates self-assembled in the bulk rather than through 

their direct self-assembly at the surface was demonstrated in Pdadmac/SDS mixtures.136  

This work was followed by the study of the effects of bulk aggregation at different pH in the phase 

separation region on PEI/SDS monolayers at the dynamic air/water interface created by an 

overflowing cylinder.140 At high pH, i.e., low charge density of PEI chains, depletion of monomers 

and small complexes occurs. At low pH, i.e., high charge density of PEI chains, the amount of 

PEI/SDS present at the air/water interface can be dominated by the dissociation and Marangoni 

spreading (i.e., the spreading of a liquid over another one with higher interfacial tension) from 

aggregates rather than the conventionally assumed adsorption of complexes. Ellipsometry 

measurements using fast data acquisition rates were essential to show that the signal fluctuated 

between the typical values of pure water and patches of monolayer delivered by aggregate 

dissociation as shown in Figure 1.12. Furthermore, this study demonstrated that the behaviour 

of P/S mixtures at dynamic interfaces cannot be directly related to their static properties.  

 

Figure 1.12. Ellipsometry thickness (ηd) measured for PEI/SDS at pH 4 as a function of time using a 1 s (red line) and 
0.1 s (blue line) data acquisition rate. Both sets of data exhibit fluctuations of the signal between typical values for 
the pure water and a surface P/S monolayer. Figure reproduced from Angus-Smyth et al., 2013.140 
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Finally, the impact of non-equilibrium aggregates on the structure and morphology of 

Pdadmac/SDS mixtures was studied using different preparation protocols.83 In this work, three 

different mechanisms of aggregate interactions were defined for the first time: (1) spontaneous 

association related to the charge/structure of the aggregates in relation to that of the surfactant 

headgroups in the surface monolayer, (2) unspecific interactions that can be removed by 

aspiration, and (3) unspecific transport under gravity related to the relative densities of the 

aggregates and solution with respect to the location of the interface. 

1.3.4 Spread films 

For nearly a century, non-equilibrium effects have been used to create loaded films of 

macromolecules, with the earliest studies focusing on spread protein films.141,142 When the 

amphiphilic material self-assembles at the air/water interface, the free energy of the system is 

lowered, making the spreading process thermodynamically favourable. Various methodologies 

have been used to achieve this, such as the use of organic solvents, aqueous solutions, and 

protein crystals,143 and a plethora of studies have validated the efficiency of the spreading 

methodology in forming kinetically-trapped protein films.144–147 

Building on the spreading methodology used to create loaded films of proteins and the non-

equilibrium features of P/S systems presented in the previous section, Campbell, Varga and co-

workers exploited the aggregate interactions in the development of a new methodology to create 

P/S films at the air/water interface spread from neutral aggregates.53 The spreading of a small 

aliquot of NaPSS/DTAB neutral aggregates on pure water resulted in their dissociation remaining 

the material kinetically trapped in the spread film due to the entropy associated with counterion 

release to the macroscopic bulk. This method resulted in a significantly higher amount of 

interfacial material delivered to the interface compared to the equivalent film formed by 

adsorption of P/S complexes. The same effect was observed for Pdadmac/SDS layers.49 This 

methodology has two important advantages: i) the presence of a high amount of material at the 

interface compared to the adsorption method, and ii) it is fully aqueous and thereby may have 

economic and environmental advantages due to reducing toxicity over other spreading methods. 
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Two years later, Tummino et al. studied the influence of aggregates charge and ionic strength of 

the subphase on the properties and composition of NaPSS/DTAB films spread from aggregates.50 

Figures 1.13A/B and C/D shows the surface excess of NaPSS and DTAB during five consecutive 

compression/expansion cycles together with the surface pressure – area isotherms of films 

spread from undercharged and overcharged aggregates, respectively. In the case of 

undercharged aggregates, the first compression results in squeezing out of excess material, as 

revealed by the plateau in surface pressure and surface excess. Compression is followed by large 

hysteresis in surface pressure data. After the first cycle, the film behaved like a perfectly soluble 

membrane similar to what has been observed in films spread from neutral aggregates.53 In the 

case of overcharged aggregates, the surface excess of both components continued to increase 

after surface pressure data reached the plateau (Figure 1.13D). Further compression/expansion 

cycles of these films exhibited a limiting behaviour in their surface response, characterised by the 

retention of hysteresis and a kink in the hysteresis loop at the beginning of the expansion (as 

marked by a green arrow in Figure 1.13C). This behavior was attributed to the formation of ESs 

or reservoirs that are reincorporated during the expansion, after a comprehensive study utilizing 

techniques such as ellipsometry, Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) and NR.  

Since the surface composition of films spread from undercharged and overcharged aggregates 

was similar, the formation of ESs was attributed to nucleation by the presence of some 

aggregates embedded in the film, and an analogy to the behaviour of lung surfactant where 

surfactant protein-B has a similar role was made.148,149 The application of BAM allowed imaging 

of different lateral morphologies for the ESs formed from successive spreading and surface area 

compression. However, these ESs were not stable enough over time to allow direct resolution of 

their detailed structure. Additionally, while the ESs were found to consist of both polyelectrolyte 

and surfactant for samples on pure water and overcharged P/S aggregates, the authors observed 

that loops of material composed solely of polyelectrolyte were formed on a subphase with 

elevated ionic strength regardless the charge of P/S aggregates. Thus, control over the 

morphology and composition of the extended structures in three dimensions was demonstrated 

for the first time. 
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Figure 1.13. Time-resolved surface excess values of DTAB (red squares) and NaPSS (blue circles) obtained by NR 
during five consecutive compression/expansion cycles of films spread from (A) undercharged and (C) overcharged 
NaPSS/DTAB aggregates. The surface pressure was recorded at the same time and is shown in the insets. The 
dependence of the surfactant surface excess with the area during the first compression marked by the green circle 
in panels A and C is shown for (B) undercharged aggregates and (D) overcharged aggregates. Figure reproduced from 
Tummino et al., 2018.50 

The group of Von Klitzing et al. have recently made significant advances in understanding the 

phenomenon of ES formation in P/S films at the air/water interface. First, they found that the 

formation of ESs below the surface monolayer composed of surfactant bilayers and an additional 

mixed layer resulted in foam films that are highly unstable and rapidly collapse.86 Secondly, they 

conducted a systematic comparison of the properties and structure of monosulfonated 

poly(phenylene sulfone) and NaPSS mixtures with CTAB, which are rigid and flexible 

polyelectrolytes.87 They showed that compensation of all interfacial charges, specifically, P/S 

ratios close to 1, is the main driving force for the formation of ESs. Furthermore, they 

demonstrated that ES formation can be eliminated by using flexible polymers such as NaPSS, 

which can effectively compensate the charges of the surfactant monolayer. This finding is in 
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contrast to those of other authors. Tummino et al.50 observed ES formation in NaPSS/DTAB films 

spread from overcharged aggregates, but the flexibility of NaPSS could explain why they were 

not stable over time. Penfold et al. observed the formation of multilayers in adsorbed films of 

NaPSS and decyl, dodecyl and tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide at high surfactant 

concentrations.56,150 As a result, the discrepancies in the overall physical picture indicate that 

more work on these systems is required to gain a complete understanding. The spreading 

method has only been tested on the NaPSS/DTAB system exploiting the effect of the charge of 

the aggregates and the ionic strength of the medium. Expanding the methodology by using other 

polyelectrolyte architectures, such as hyperbranched or dendrimers, and varying the secondary 

structure of polypeptides would enhance the methodology and lead to more comprehensive 

results and a general understanding of the methodology. Additionally, considering the effect of 

polyelectrolyte stiffness on the dynamic properties and structure of P/S films, using 

polyelectrolytes of varying rigidity could provide further insights into these systems. Finally, in 

addition to the ionic strength, the influence of other external parameters on the properties of 

spread P/S films could be investigated. It is well known, for example, that the charge density of 

weak polyelectrolytes varies significantly with pH. Therefore, it would be interesting to study the 

effect of the subphase pH on the spreading of P/S aggregates involving weak polyelectrolytes and 

the properties of the P/S films they form. Another parameter that could be explored is the 

compression ratio, defined as A0/A, where A0 is the initial surface area. In principle, the variation 

of the compression ratio could control the coverage of ESs in the collapse region, and it could 

influence the structure and morphology of the films,151–153 as well as their rheological 

properties.154 
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2 Project design 

2.1 Aims and objectives 

The aim of this PhD project is to gain precise control of the structures self-assembled in spread 

polyelectrolyte/surfactant films at the air/water interface prepared from the dissociation of 

aggregates under static and dynamic conditions with the ambition of tuning the film properties 

in three dimensions and with a focus on biocompatible systems. 

PLL/SDS, PLA/SDS, PEI/SDS and NaPSS/DTAB systems were studied using the spreading 

methodology and various interfacial tools were used to characterise the dynamics, morphology, 

and structure of the films. The Langmuir technique is crucial in studying the dynamics of systems 

during compression/expansion cycles and the structure of films at specific compression ratios or 

pressures. Reflection techniques such as NR, ellipsometry, and BAM are also used to obtain 

information about the structure, composition, and morphology of the P/S films. NR is particularly 

helpful in understanding the dynamics of the systems and determining the structure of the films, 

while ellipsometry and BAM provides information about the homogeneity/heterogeneity and 

lateral morphology of the films. 

There are three specific objectives of this project: 

(1) Stepping towards biocompatible systems with a view to potential applications. 

(2) Gaining three-dimensional control over film structures. 

(3) Tuning the film properties according to the system and various external variables. 

The first objective is to extend the spreading methodology to biocompatible systems for potential 

use in biomedical applications. For this reason, it was first decided to avoid the use of cationic 

surfactants, as they are highly cytotoxic because they disrupt the negatively charged membrane 

of cells.1–3 Therefore, it is convenient to use cationic polyelectrolytes. Different cationic 

polyelectrolytes with interesting applications were identified such as chitosan,4 tanfloc,5,6 or 

polypeptides such as poly(L-histidine), PLL and PLA. The latter were chosen because of their 
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numerous biomedical applications such as tissue engineering,7–11 drug and gene delivery,12–16 and 

cancer therapy.17 

The second objective, which applies to all the systems studied, is to control the nucleation of ESs 

in P/S films, their stability and the ability of these systems to respread during expansion the 

excess of material expelled during compression. For this purpose, the behaviour of P/S films was 

studied during consecutive compression/expansion cycles to determine if there is ES formation, 

if the material is reincorporated during expansion, and if there is material loss from one cycle to 

the next. This will provide information on the ability of each system to regenerate the monolayer 

and provide a reproducible response to successive lateral compression/expansion. In addition, 

the stability of the ESs and their structure will be assessed in experiments at constant 

compression ratios or pressures. Any links to the structural dynamic properties of lung surfactant 

will be discussed. 

The third objective is to evaluate the impact of three variables on the Marangoni spreading and 

dissociation of P/S aggregates and the properties of P/S films that have not been exploited 

before. First, tuning the PP/S interactions in the film and exploring links to any differences in the 

secondary structure created in bulk. Second, tuning the film morphology and mechanical 

properties of the films as a function of the maximum compression ratio reached. Third, tuning 

the P/S interactions in the film by controlling specific characteristics of the polyelectrolyte such 

as charge density, stiffness, or architecture. Fourth, tuning the aggregate charge, which has been 

demonstrated to have a significant influence on the properties of NaPSS/DTAB films.18 This 

physicochemical insight will furnish the scientific community with a set of tools for tuning the 

structure and properties of P/S films. 

Lastly, it is hoped that, through addressing the objectives described above, the project's insights 

into the ES formation and dynamics of P/S films, as well as the developed methodologies, may 

lead to a better understanding of the physicochemical processes that occur during the formation 

of lipid reservoirs in lung surfactant during respiration. The use of polypeptides is particularly 

interesting because the surfactant proteins SP-B, which is 30–45% α-helical, and SP-C, which is 

primarily α-helical, are essential for stabilising the formation of lipid reservoirs, minimising 
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surface tension during exhalation and respreading the material back to the monolayer during 

expiration.19 

2.2 Scope of the different studies 

Study 1 (chapter 4) focuses on the dynamic behavior and structure of biocompatible spread 

PLL/SDS films aiming to precisely control the film structures. This work was published in August 

2022 in letter format in Chemical Communications (current impact factor ~6).20 For that reason, 

the materials and methods section is included in the supplementary information. 

Study 2 (chapter 5) constitutes a comparative study of the properties of PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS 

films aiming to determine the impact of specific PP/S interactions and the secondary structure 

on the properties, structure, and morphology of the films. Different compression ratios were also 

applied to evaluate the possibility of tuning the mechanical behaviour and morphology of the 

films. This study was submitted in December to Nanoscale (current impact factor ~8) and at the 

time of the thesis submission is in peer review.21  

Study 3 (chapter 6) focuses on effects of the pH subphase on the Marangoni spreading and 

dissociation of hyperbranched PEI/SDS aggregates, as well as on the properties of the resulting 

films. This work will be submitted to a physical chemistry journal such as Langmuir or Colloids 

and Interfaces (current impact factor ~4) shortly following some further refinement. 

Finally, prior to this project, there were three published research articles that contained data on 

the new P/S films spread methodology involving the dissociation of aggregates.18,22,23 Chapters 

4, 5 and 6 provide the next stages of this development in article form.20,21,24 As a result of this 

progress, and following publication of all three new papers, the intention of the co-authors is to 

publish the basis of the study 4 (chapter 7) as a review article with the intended platform being 

Advances in Colloid and Interface Science (current impact factor ~13). Editorial approval for the 

submission of this work to the journal has been secured. The following remarks provide context 

to the intentions of the co-authors and the inclusion of this fourth results chapter as part of this 

thesis, even though some of the figures comprise previously published data. The scope is that 

data from a range of techniques involving both undercharged and overcharged aggregates from 
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4 systems - NaPSS/DTAB, PLL/SDS, PEI/SDS at pH 4 and PEI/SDS at pH 10 - will be systematically 

compared and reviewed. It may be noted that, at the present time, the neutron data in figure 

7.4C need to be re-recorded and those in 7.5A and 7.6A are missing; these data acquisitions are 

planned in 'easy access' time on the Fluid Interfaces Grazing Angles ReflectOmeter (FIGARO) 

gifted to us on 30th March 2023. The introduction to the review will be based on that of this 

thesis, so it is omitted in chapter 7 to avoid repetition, and as a review article there will be no 

Materials and Methods section. The main figures of results are presented with brief 

interpretations in the results section. Short summaries of the general behaviour of each system 

depending on the charge of the aggregates used help place the significance of the results into 

perspective. This chapter will form the basis of the intended comprehensive review planned for 

submission in the summer of 2023. 

2.3 Contributions 

The co-authors have made valuable contributions to the project by providing assistance with 

experiments, research design, proofreading the papers, and offering advice. For transparency, 

the contributions to the planning and execution, data acquisition, analysis and writing the 

manuscript of each chapter are outlined in this section. The following abbreviations will be used 

to refer to the person who have made specific contributions: Javier Carrascosa-Tejedor (JCT), 

Richard A. Campbell (RAC), Marina Efstratiou (ME), Laura M. Miñarro (LMM), Imre Varga (IV) 

Andrea Tummino (AT). In addition to the contributions to each chapter detailed below, JCT has 

written the proposals submitted to the Institut Laue-Langevin and ISIS for the neutron 

reflectometry beamtimes. 

Chapter 4 is based on the study of PLL/SDS spread films carried out during this PhD. The main 

contributions to chapter 4 are detailed below: 

- Planning and execution: JCT and RAC. 

- Data acquisition: JCT except for Figure 4.1A acquired by ME. 

- Analysis: JCT. 

- Writing the manuscript: JCT (first draft) and all co-authors (revisions) 
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Chapter 5 is based on the results from the PLL/SDS system obtained by JCT in this PhD, and those 

obtained from the PLA/SDS system by LMM during her master’s degree studies under the 

supervision of JCT. The main contributions to chapter 5 are detailed below: 

- Planning and execution: JCT and RAC. 

- Data acquisition: JCT and LMM (see Table 2.1 for more details). 

- Analysis: JCT and LMM (see Table 2.1 for more details). 

- Writing the manuscript: JCT (first draft) and all co-authors (revisions). 

Table 2.1. Contributions to the acquisition and processing/analysis of the data used in the figures presented in 
chapter 5. 

Figure Panel Acquisition Processing/Analysis 

5.1 N/A JCT/LMM JCT/LMM 

5.2 N/A N/A N/A 

5.3 
A JCT JCT 

B LMM LMM 

5.4 A, B and C JCT JCT 

5.5 
A, C and E JCT JCT 

B, D and F LMM LMM 

5.6 
A, C and E JCT JCT 

B, D and F LMM LMM 

5.7 
A, C and E JCT JCT 

B, D and F LMM LMM 

Figures in the 
supplementary 

information 
N/A JCT JCT 

 

Chapter 6 is a continuation of the work done by AT on the PEI/SDS system from his PhD thesis 

(Eötvös-Lorànd University, Budapest, 2018). Although during his thesis AT studied the dynamics 

of these films using the Langmuir trough and applying the low-QZ approach, the data have been 

reanalysed in this thesis and the study has been completed applying electrophoretic mobility, 

ellipsometry, BAM and NR full-QZ measurements. The main contributions to chapter 6 are 

detailed below: 

- Planning and execution: JCT, IV and RAC. 

- Data acquisition: JCT and AT (see Table 2.2 for more details). 

- Analysis: JCT and AT (see Table 2.2 for more details). 
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- Writing the manuscript: JCT and RAC (first draft) and all co-authors (revisions). 

Table 2.2. Contributions to the acquisition and processing/analysis of the data used in the figures presented in 
chapter 6. 

Figure Panel Acquisition Processing/Analysis 

6.1 A and B IV IV 

6.2 A and B AT AT 

6.3 A and B AT AT/JCT 

6.4 A, and B JCT JCT 

6.5 A, and B JCT JCT 

6.6 A, B, C and D AT/JCT JCT 

6.7 A, B, C and D AT/JCT JCT 

 

Chapter 7 presents results obtained in the study of NaPSS/DTAB, PLL/SDS, PEI/SDS at pH 4 and 

PEI/SDS at pH 10 systems. The main contributions to chapter 7 are detailed below: 

- Planning and execution: JCT and RAC. 

- Data acquisition: JCT and AT. 

- Analysis: JCT and AT. 

- Writing the manuscript: JCT (first draft) and all co-authors (revisions). 

Table 2.3. Contributions to the acquisition and processing/analysis of the data used in the figures presented in 
chapter 7. 

Figure Panel Acquisition Processing/Analysis 

7.1 

A JCT JCT 

B JCT JCT 

C AT AT 

D AT AT 

7.2 A, B, C and D JCT JCT 

7.3 A, B, C and D JCT JCT 

7.4 

A AT AT 

B JCT JCT 

C AT AT/JCT 

D AT AT/JCT 

7.5 

A N/A N/A 

B JCT JCT 

C AT/JCT AT/JCT 

D AT/JCT JCT 
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Figure Panel Acquisition Processing/Analysis 

7.6 

A N/A N/A 

B JCT JCT 

C AT/JCT AT/JCT 

D AT/JCT JCT 

7.7 
A and B JCT JCT 

C and D AT AT 

7.8 A, B, C and D JCT JCT 

7.9 A, B, C and D JCT JCT 

7.10 

A AT AT 

B JCT JCT 

C AT AT/JCT 

D AT AT/JCT 

7.11 

A JCT JCT 

B JCT JCT 

C AT/JCT JCT 

D AT/JCT JCT 

7.12 

A JCT JCT 

B JCT JCT 

C AT/JCT AT/JCT 

D AT/JCT JCT 

 

2.4 Experiments at large scale facilities 

The use of large scale facilities has been essential in achieving the objectives of this thesis. The 

project made use of two neutron reflectometers: FIGARO at the Institut Laue-Langevin 

(Grenoble, France) and INTER at the ISIS Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (Didcot, United 

Kingdom). These experiments are very expensive and heavily labour-intensive, requiring the 

collaboration of several researchers. All contributors including local contacts are/will be credited 

as co-authors on resulting publications.  

The following is a list of the NR experiments in which the data presented in this thesis were 

collected. Details include the instrument used, systems under study, dates of the experiment and 

working team. 

- #9-12-461 on FIGARO at the ILL, NaPSS/DTAB and PEI/SDS films, 5 days in 2016 and 2017 

https://doi.ill.fr/10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-12-461 

Richard Campbell, Bence Feher, Andrea Tummino & Imre Varga  

- #9-10-1433 on FIGARO at the ILL, NaPSS/DTAB films,  8 days in 2017 and 2018 

https://doi.ill.fr/10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-12-461T
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https://doi.ill.fr/10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-10-1433 

Richard Campbell, Bence Feher, Attila Kardos, Federica Sebastiani, Jutta Toscano, Andrea 

Tummino & Imre Varga 

- RB1820556 on INTER at ISIS, PEI/SDS films, 2 days in 2018 

https://doi.org/10.5286/ISIS.E.99690519 

Richard Campbell, Andrea Tummino, Maximilian Skoda & Imre Varga  

- #9-12-614 on FIGARO at the ILL, PLL/SDS films, 3 days in 2020 

https://doi.ill.fr/10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-12-614 

Armando Maestro, Andrea Tummino & Javier Carrascosa-Tejedor 

- #9-12-631 on FIGARO at the ILL, PLL/SDS films, 2 days in 2021 

https://doi.ill.fr/10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-12-631 

Armando Maestro, Andreas Santamaria, & Javier Carrascosa-Tejedor 

- #9-10-1656 on FIGARO at the ILL, PLL/SDS films, 2 days in 2021 

https://doi.ill.fr/10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-10-1656 

Armando Maestro, Andreas Santamaria & Javier Carrascosa-Tejedor 

- RB2210138 on INTER at ISIS, PLL/SDS films, 3 days in 2022 

https://doi.org/10.5286/ISIS.E.RB2210138 

Richard Campbell, Marina Efstratiou, Maximilian Skoda & Javier Carrascosa-Tejedor 

- RB2200007 on INTER at ISIS, PEI/SDS films, 1 day in 2022 

https://doi.org/10.5286/ISIS.E.RB2210138 

Richard Campbell, Marina Efstratiou, Maximilian Skoda & Javier Carrascosa-Tejedor 
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3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Materials 

15–30 kDa PLL hydrobromide powder, 5–15 kDa PLA hydrochloride powder, 17 kDa NaPSS, 750 

kDa hyperbranched PEI solution (50% in water), SDS, sodium dodecyl-d25 sulfate (d-SDS), DTAB, 

ethanol (≥99.8%), acetone (≥99.5%), D2O (99.9% D), NaOH and HCl were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. Dodecyl-d25-trimethylammonium bromide (d-DTAB) was purchased from CDN Isotopes. 

PLL, NaPSS, PEI, d-SDS, d-DTAB and all solvents were used as received. SDS and DTAB were 

recrystallised twice in ethanol and 4:1 acetone:ethanol mixture, respectively, followed by drying 

under vacuum. Ultra-pure water was generated by passing deionised water through a Milli-Q unit 

(total organic content ≤ 4 ppb, resistivity = 18 MΩ·cm). 

3.2 Sample preparation 

Stocks of 200 ppm by mass PLL, PLA and NaPSS solutions were prepared by dissolving the powder 

or solution in water and rotating the vial for a few hours. A stock solution of 2000 ppm PEI was 

prepared by diluting the original PEI solution in water and rotating the vial for a few hours. This 

solution was further diluted in water to a concentration of 200 ppm. Stock solutions of SDS 10 

mM and DTAB 20 mM were prepared in H2O and diluted to the required concentration for each 

experiment. 

Fresh mixtures of P/S aggregates were always prepared by mixing the same volume of the 

polyelectrolyte and surfactant solutions at double their final concentrations. The mixtures were 

immediately used use to limit the growth of large aggregates prior to the experiment. 

NaPSS/DTAB and PEI/SDS mixtures were prepared by rapidly mixing the solutions under 

continuous stirring for 3–5 s. PLL/SDS mixtures were prepared by rapidly adding an aliquot of SDS 

to a vessel containing the aliquot of PLL while magnetic stirring was maintained for 3–5 s. 
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3.3 Techniques 

3.3.1 Electrophoretic mobility/ζ-potential 

When particles present in a colloidal dispersion adsorb charged species or ionisation of their 

surface groups occurs, they acquire a net surface charge that strongly affects the physicochemical 

properties of the system.1 Knowing the charge of P/S aggregates in solution is an important tool 

for understanding these systems because it can determine whether the aggregates form a one-

phase or two-phase region.2 

The application of an electric field to a solution of charged particles causes an acceleration of 

these towards the oppositely charged electrode. At the same time, they experience an opposite 

viscous force that increases linearly with the velocity of the particles. Once the equilibrium 

between these two forces is reached, particles move at a constant velocity. Then, the 

electrophoretic mobility, μ, can be defined as the velocity of the particle, v, per unit of the applied 

electric field, E, which depends on the charge of the particles, Q, their radius, a, and the viscosity 

of the medium, η. 

 
𝜇 =

𝑣

𝐸
=

𝑄

6𝜋𝜂𝑎
 (3.1) 

The zeta potential, ζ, is generally used to characterise the charge of particles in solution. It cannot 

be directly measured and it is deduced from μ:3 

 
𝜇 =

𝜀0𝜀𝑚𝜁

𝜂
 (3.2) 

where 𝜀0 and 𝜀𝑚 are the electric permittivity of vacuum and the solvent, respectively. 

In this study, the electrophoretic mobility and zeta-potential of freshly-prepared P/S solutions 

were determined using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.) on the basis of 

laser doppler velocimetry and phase analysis light scattering techniques (M3-PALS). 

Measurements were performed with a constant concentration of P 100 ppm by varying the S 

concentration in a range where the transition from undercharged to overcharged aggregates 

through charge neutrality was observed. 
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3.3.2 Surface tension measurements 

Surface tension is a thermodynamic property defined as the energy required to increase the area 

of an interface divided by its area (equation 1.1 and 1.2). Its reduction is caused by lowering of 

the interfacial free energy through the presence of surface-active species. There are different 

techniques that can be used to characterise the behaviour of amphiphilic molecules at interfaces 

and determine surface tension.4–8 Among the different measurement techniques are: i) force 

methods that use a microbalance, and ii) shape methods that use a droplet or bubble.8 

The two main techniques based on measurements with a microbalance used are Wilhelmy plate 

and Noüy Ring methods. In this project, the Wilhelmy method has been used. Figure 3.1A shows 

a schematic representation of this method. A plate made of filter paper (or platinum) with a well-

defined geometry is partially immersed at the air/water interface. Consequently, this plate 

experiences different forces: surface tension (the force exerted by the liquid meniscus on the 

plate), gravity and the Archimedes pull. The total force (F) can be defined as: 

 𝐹 = 2(𝑤 + 𝑡) 𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷 + (𝜌𝑝𝑤𝑙𝑡)𝑔 − (𝜌𝑙𝑤ℎ𝑡)𝑔 (3.3) 

where ρP and ρl are the density of the plate and the liquid, respectively, g is the gravitational 

force, φ is the contact angle and w, l, t and h are the width, the length, the thickness and the 

immersed depth of the plate, respectively. When the plate is maintained at a constant immersion 

during the whole experiment, the contribution of gravity and the Archimedes pull will also be 

constant and therefore equation 3.3 can be reduced to: 

 𝐹 = 2(𝑤 + 𝑡) 𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷 (3.4) 

If the plate is completely wetted φ = 0, which in turn makes the term cos φ = 1. The complete 

wetting of the plate is important to ensure a near-zero contact angle. 

The Langmuir technique allows one to study the phase and mechanical behaviour of thin films at 

the air/water interface when applying increasing lateral pressure, and has been used extensively 

to characterise Langmuir films formed by highly insoluble molecules such as lipids.6,9 The method 

uses a Wilhelmy plate to measure surface pressure (Π), which is defined as the difference 

between the surface tension of pure water (γ0) and that of the film (γ). 
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 𝛱 = 𝛾0 − 𝛾 (3.5) 

 

Figure 3.1. (A) Schematic representation of the Wilhelmy plate method adapted from Martin and Szablewski, 2001.10 
(B) Schematic representation (not to scale) of a Langmuir trough. The green arrows indicate the direction of barriers 
movement during compression or expansion. Adapted from Larsen, 2014.11 

The determination of the surface pressure as a function of surface area (A) at constant 

temperature provides a Π–A isotherm, which provides information about the phase behaviour of 

the film. Π–A isotherms can also be used to determine the phase diagram of binary mixtures at 

the interface. Typically for insoluble films, the Π–A isotherm shows different regions: i) when no 

external pressure is applied , the film is in a so-called two-dimensional gas state; ii) compression 

of the film (i.e., area reduction) causes interactions between molecules, resulting in an increase 

in Π and a series of two-dimensional transformations as a consequence of the increasing 

interactions between molecules; iii) eventually, at very low areas, the monolayer can collapse 

into three-dimensional structures causing a sharp decrease in Π. The collapse is related to the 

maximum Π of the monolayer, and different mechanisms exist depending on the nature and 

structure of the film.12 It can be reversible or irreversible depending on whether the excess 

material expelled from the surface monolayer after the collapse is reincorporated upon 

expansion or not. Finally, surface compression/expansion isotherms are generated by repeatedly 

compressing then expanding the same film, and hysteresis is the term used to refer to any 

deviation in data recorded during compression and expansion. In this context, lung surfactant 

films have received a lot of attention due to their reproducible dynamics over successive cycles, 

collapse mechanism and hysteresis, which, along with the ability to reach high Π, is considered a 

good marker of lung surfactant activity.12–16 Isotherms are typically plotted as a function of the 

area per molecule. This is only possible, however, if the molecules are highly insoluble, such as 
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lipids, and the number of molecules spread across the interface is known. Since two-component 

mixtures are used in this project and not all of the spreading material remains at the interface, 

the isotherms are presented as a function of the total A, i.e., the area of the trough in cm2. 

The Langmuir trough was used in this work to investigate the dynamic response of P/S films at 

the air/water interface during compression/expansion cycles, as well as to assess the stability of 

the P/S films when they are compressed at a given compression ratio or when Π control is used 

to keep the film at a given Π. All the troughs were equipped with two barriers that move 

symmetrically while Π is recorded as a function of A or time. Before filling them with water, they 

were thoroughly cleaned with soap, ethanol, and Milli-Q water. Subsequently, the P/S solution 

was spread dropwise across all the air/water interface. After the stabilisation of the signal 

(typically less than 10 min), the variation of Π was recorded during successive 

compression/expansion cycles or compression and stabilisation at a given A or Π. 

This technique was coupled to the various reflection techniques described in the following 

sections. Langmuir troughs of different sizes were used for this purpose according to the specific 

requirements of each instrument and experiment. Troughs with a large maximum A were 

required for studies at high compression ratios to avoid barriers blocking the laser. The spread 

volume of the P/S aggregate solution was chosen so that the experiment would start with a 

surface monolayer to study the possible surface monolayer/ESs transitions. The spread volume, 

as well as the speed of the barriers, were scaled from one experiment to the other considering 

the dimensions of the different troughs used. To compare the results obtained in those studies 

in which different troughs were used, the Π–A isotherms are plotted as a function of A/A0. 

Table 3.1. Troughs used in this work indicating the maximum area and the techniques coupled to them. 

Trough Maximum A (cm2) Coupled techniques 

Kibron G1 166.4 Ellipsometry and BAM 

Kibron G2 280 Ellipsometry and BAM using high compression ratios 

Nima FIGARO 265 NR 

Nima 721BAM 710 Ellipsometry and BAM using high compression ratios 
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3.3.3 Ellipsometry 

Ellipsometry is a non-destructive optical technique based on the polarisation changes that light 

undergoes upon reflection at an interface.17 When light interacts with an interface between two 

media that have different refractive indices, one part is refracted and the other reflected. The 

polarisation changes of the incident and reflected beams are defined by the parallel (p) and 

perpendicular (s) components of the electric field. These changes are characterised by the 

reflection coefficients rp and rs, which are defined by the following equation: 

 𝑟𝑝 = |𝑟𝑝|𝑒
𝑖𝛿𝑝  (3.6) 

 𝑟𝑠 = |𝑟𝑠|𝑒
𝑖𝛿𝑠  (3.7) 

where |rp| and |rs| are the amplitudes of the reflection coefficients, and δp and δs the phase 

difference between the reflected and incident waves of p- and s-polarisation, respectively. The 

ellipsometric angles Δ and Ψ can be directly obtained in experimental measurements of 

ellipsometry. Δ is defined by the phase shift, Δ = δp – δs, and Ψ is defined by the ratio of 

amplitudes, tan Ψ = |rp|/|rs|. Thus, the ellipticity (𝜌) can be defined as: 

 𝜌 =
𝑟𝑝

𝑟𝑠
= 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛹𝑒𝑖∆ (3.8) 

The main components of an ellipsometer are shown in Figure 3.2. A well collimated beam is 

generated by a monochromatic light source, usually a laser. Next, there are a series of optical 

elements that are indispensable for determining the polarisation changes. First, the incident 

beam passes through a polariser that generates linearly polarised light and then it passes through 

a compensator that introduces a phase difference between the p and s components producing 

elliptically polarised light. The interaction of light with the optical system under study causes a 

polarisation change which is measured by a variable polarisation analyser followed by a detector. 

Ellipsometry is widely used in the study of surfaces and thin films, both at fluid and solid 

interfaces.18–25 When ellipsometry is used with solid interfaces, the ellipsometric angles can be 

modelled to determine the thickness and refractive index of the film under study.26–28 If the 

variation of the refractive index with the concentration (dn/dc) of the system is also known, de 
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Feijter’s equation can be used to calculate the surface excess.21 For non-absorbing thin films, i.e. 

thickness ≤ 2π/λ according to the 1st order approximation of Drude,29 at the air/water interface 

only Δ is highly sensitive to the presence of material at the interface as the changes in Ψ are 

relatively small. For this reason, many studies at the air/water interface do not include the values 

of Ψ in the data analysis. In this case, the surface excess can be calculated from the increment of 

Δ considering de Feijter’s equation21 and a suitable model: an “oil-like model” assuming that 

there are changes in the thickness of the film at constant density (i.e., at a constant refractive 

index), or a “particle like model” assuming that there are changes in the layer density at constant 

thickness (more information can be found in the supporting information of Campbell et al.30). 

Although this technique can be used to obtain quantitative information, it lacks accuracy due to 

dependence of Δ on anisotropy.31,32 However, the high sensitivity of this technique allows one to 

monitor the kinetics of adsorption processes21,33,34 and changes in the amount of material 

present at an interface with high precision.23,30,35 Indeed, calibrating ellipsometry data against NR 

allows for effective modelling and ellipsometry can act as one contrast to model with NR data.36,37 

In this project, the variation of dΔ = ΔP/S (for the P/S film) – Δwater (for pure water which 

approximately accounts for the contribution of surface roughness) are reported as an 

approximately proportional measure of the surface excess. All the experiments were performed 

at a fixed angle of incidence (50 or 51o) close to the Brewster angle of water (53.1o, see section 

3.3.4 for more information about the Brewster angle) where the changes in delta caused by the 

presence of a film at the interface are maximised. The variation of dΔ is used as a qualitative 

indication for the evolution of P/S films during dynamics to motivate and complement data from 

NR experiments. Nevertheless, Because of the relatively small probed area (~1 mm2) and fast 

acquisition time (~5 s), inhomogeneities in the interface on the micrometer scale manifest 

themselves as temporal fluctuations when they pass through the area illuminated by the laser 

spot.23,38–40 This makes ellipsometry an ideal technique to do time/spatial resolved experiments. 

This information would typically not be resolved by techniques like NR that are space-averaged 

over the centimetre length scale.24 
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of the main components of an ellipsometer and the principles of an 
ellipsometry measurement at the air/water interface: Elliptically polarised light is reflected at the interface and 
undergoes a polarisation change that is measured by the analyser followed by a detector. 

Ellipsometry experiments were performed using two different ellipsometers coupled to the 

Langmuir trough technique. A black plate was placed at the bottom of the trough to adsorb the 

refracted light and prevent it from reaching the detector. A Picometer Light ellipsometer 

(Beaglehole Instruments, New Zealand) was used in the laboratories of the Partnership for Soft 

Condensed Matter, at the Institut Laue-Langevin. An angle of incidence of 51° and a data 

acquisition rate of 0.2 Hz were used. An EP4 ellipsometer (Accurion, Germany) equipped with a 

blue diode laser with a wavelength of λ = 489.2 nm was used at the Pharmacy and Optometry 

Department of the University of Manchester. An angle of incidence of 50° and a data acquisition 

rate of 0.1 Hz were used. 

3.3.4 Brewster angle microscopy 

BAM is a direct and non-destructive imaging technique based on the principles of light reflection 

explained in section 3.3.3. BAM was first proposed in 1991 as a direct observation method of 

first-order phase transitions and two-dimensional domains in monolayers without relying on 

fluorescent probes.41,42 The latter is one of the main advantages of using BAM over fluorescence 

microscopy, as fluorescent probes can modify the properties of the system and can be rejected 
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by highly ordered phases.43 As a result, the use of BAM in conjunction with a Langmuir trough to 

facilitate the measurement at the air/water interface has become a widely used technique to 

characterise fluid monolayers at the air/water interface. The shape of the condensed phase 

domains in lipid monolayers, their inner texture and the lateral inhomogeneity can be 

visualised.41,42,44–46 BAM has shown the importance of the headgroups in lipid monolayer 

structure47 and can provide quantitative structural information.48 It has been used in the study 

of the interaction of Langmuir monolayers with peptides,49,50 proteins51–53 or nanoparticles.54,55 

Specifically, this technique has also proven useful in the study of P/S mixtures at the air/water 

interface,56–58 and two-dimensional into three-dimensional transitions in different systems.23,59,60 

Although the measurement principles and setup are very similar to those of ellipsometry, there 

are several notable differences. This technique is based on the principle that when p-polarised 

light is directed at an ideal interface (with no surface roughness) at a specific angle known as the 

Brewster angle, θB, the reflected light is negligible. The following equation defines θB: 

 𝜃𝐵 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝑛2

𝑛1
) (3.9) 

where n1 is the refractive index of the medium through which the incident beam propagates and 

n2 is the refractive index of the substrate. Thus, for the air/water interface, θB = tan−1
 (1.33/1) = 

53.1o. According to equation 3.9, if there is a film at the interface with a refractive index different 

from that of either medium, the Brewster angle conditions are not satisfied, resulting in the 

reflection of some of the p-polarised light. 

BAM was used in this work to characterise the lateral organisation and the 

homogeneity/inhomogeneity of P/S films on the micrometre scale. It should be noted that, due 

to its micrometric resolution, BAM enables the detection of micrometric domains, but not 

individual nanometric P/S aggregates. An Accurion Nanofilm EP3 Brewster angle microscope 

(Germany) equipped with a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm), a 10x objective and a charge coupled 

device (CCD) detector was used in this project. A laser and a polariser are used to generate the 

p-polarised incident beam. As in ellipsometry, a black plate was placed at the bottom of the 

trough to prevent refracted light from reaching the detector. Because only a small portion of the 
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illuminated area has the correct focal distance, a microscopic lens that moves toward and away 

from the interface is used to correct the focal distance of the entire detected area. BAM images 

are recorded using a CCD camera. In addition, the use of an anti-vibration table is required 

because otherwise, the image intensity would fluctuate significantly, making adjusting the focal 

distance difficult. The spreading of the P/S aggregates and subsequent formation of a surface 

monolayer causes a change in the refractive index at the interface, resulting in light reflection. 

Images from the same experiment were recorded using the same laser intensity and gain with 

no background subtraction. As a result, a homogeneous surface monolayer can be visualised as 

a grey image and any additional material that thickens the film will contribute to the reflected 

light. Compression in the surface monolayer region is typically characterised by a continuous 

increase in intensity as the compression proceeds. When the surface monolayer collapses, 

material expulsion from the monolayer can result in the formation of ESs, which cause light 

reflection at another interface, such that they will be observed as brighter regions in the image. 

Depending on the system, ESs may appear as discrete bright patches on the µm-scale distributed 

across the interface or as bright linear regions that may be related to film folding. 

3.3.5 Neutron reflectometry 

To understand the principles of this technique, how to use it, the information it provides and how 

to analyse the data obtained, it is necessary to understand how neutrons interact with matter. 

For this reason, the basic principles of neutron scattering are covered in section 3.3.5.1 before 

moving on to the most widely used application of neutron reflectometry, specular NR. Next, the 

two approaches used in this project to study P/S films at the air/water interface will be explained. 

Finally, a brief description of the neutron reflectometers used in this work is included in section 

3.3.5.5. 

3.3.5.1 Neutron scattering 

Neutrons are subatomic particles with specific properties that make them effective probes for 

studying materials and their properties. As their name implies, they are neutral particles that, 

unlike X-rays, interact with the nuclei of atoms rather than with the electronic cloud. This 

property is responsible for some of the most important advantages of this type of radiation. 
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Neutrons can penetrate deep into matter because for most materials the neutron capture 

probability (absorption) is very small, allowing the study of materials that are opaque to other 

types of radiation, the determination of the internal structure or the study of samples buried in 

complex sample environments. Neutrons are non-destructive, allowing the samples to be studied 

multiple times or using long exposure times without altering their structure or composition. 

The strength of the coherent interaction of neutrons with nuclei is determined by the coherent 

scattering cross section, which can be defined as the probability of a neutron being scattered by 

nuclei without losing its phase. It can be calculated as follows: 

 𝜎 = 4𝜋𝑠2 (3.10) 

where s is the coherent scattering length of the nucleus. This magnitude, which has been 

experimentally determined for the majority of elements, does not vary monotonically across the 

periodic table and can take either positive or negative values, with negative values accounting 

for a 180o phase shift after the scattering event. Moreover, the scattering length can vary strongly 

among different isotopes of the same element. The latter is particularly important when studying 

hydrogen-containing materials because hydrogen/deuterium substitution allows one to vary the 

scattering contrast of a sample (or part of a sample).61 This is possible thanks to the very different 

scattering lengths of hydrogen, –3.74 × 10–5 Å, and deuterium, 6.67 × 10–5 Å. In addition, this can 

also be exploited to tune the scattering contrast of the solvent by mixing H2O and D2O which, in 

conjunction with hydrogen/deuterium substitution in molecules, allows highlighting or hiding 

specific parts of the structure, obtaining information of a region or phenomenon of interest. We 

will return to this point later. 

The interaction of neutrons with nuclei can be inelastic, when there is an exchange of energy 

during the scattering process, or elastic, when the energy of the incident and the scattered 

neutrons is the same and only their direction changes. Since NR has been used in this project, the 

following description of neutron scattering considers only elastic scattering events. 

The particle-wave duality is a fundamental principle of quantum mechanics that describes the 

behaviour of subatomic particles as both particles with a definite position and momentum, p, 

and waves that propagate and interfere with other waves. As a result, using the de Broglie 
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equation one can relate the wavelength of a particle to its mass, m, (1.6749 × 10–27 kg for a 

neutron at rest) and velocity, v, through the de Broglie equation: 

 
𝜆 =

ℎ

𝑝
=

ℎ

𝑚 ∙ 𝑣
 (3.11) 

where h is the Planck’s constant. The time independent Schrödinger equation can be used to 

describe the neutron-matter interaction as follows: 

 
−

ℎ2

8𝜋2𝑚
𝛻2𝛹 + 𝑉𝛹 = 𝐸𝛹 (3.12) 

where the first operator is related to the kinetic energy, V is the neutron-matter interaction 

potential, Ψ is the neutron wave fucntion and E the energy of the system. In neutron scattering, 

the interactions between neutrons and nuclei present in the medium through which they move 

is approximated using the Fermi pseudopotential density, defined as: 

 
𝑉 =

ℎ2

2𝜋𝑚
𝜌 (3.13) 

where ρ is the scattering length density (SLD) related to the ability of the material to scatter 

neutrons which in turn depends on the coherent scattering length of the nucleus and the number 

of nuclei per unit of volume, nj. 

 𝜌 = ∑𝑠𝑗𝑛𝑗

𝑗

 (3.14) 

By approximately solving the Schrödinger equation with the Fermi pseudopotential as the 

interaction potential, the neutron scattering cross section can be calculated and compared with 

experimental data. 

3.3.5.2 Specular reflection of neutrons 

NR has become a widely used technique to study films and surfaces with applications from 

materials science to chemistry and soft matter to biology.25,61–67 In particular, this technique has 

been widely used to study soft matter at interfaces, as it presents three main advantages: 

neutrons have wavelengths on the nanometer scale (similar to the thickness of many fluid 
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molecular films), their penetration through many materials is high, and they interact with the 

nuclei of the atoms and are sensitive to their isotopic form. 

When a neutron beam or any radiation is directed to an interface, reflection and refraction occurs 

depending on the refractive index of the molecules. In general, the refractive index for neutrons 

can be written as: 

 
𝑛 ≈ 1 −

𝜆2

2𝜋
𝜌 (3.15) 

where 𝜆 is the wavelength and 𝜌 the scattering length density given by 

 
𝜌 =

𝑏

𝑀𝑣
 (3.16) 

where 𝑀𝑣 is the molecular volume and 𝑏 the scattering length of the molecule, which itself is the 

sum of the coherent scattering lengths of each of its constituent atoms. 

As it was mentioned in the previous section, the possibility of using isotopic contrast variation 

methods is one of the main advantages of neutron scattering techniques. In the study of 

surfactant and lipid monolayers at the air/water interface, the deuteration of the head or tails 

provides high contrast between both parts of the layered structure.63,66,68 Moreover, a mixture 

of 8.1% v/v D2O in H2O, known as air contrast matched water (ACMW), has an SLD of zero (the 

same as air), which makes the subphase practically invisible to neutrons. Thus, the interfacial 

material will be mainly responsible for the neutron scattering, even though there is always some 

background scattering as well. One can also use mixtures of H2O and D2O to tune the SLD of the 

subphase in order to match the SLD of any molecule or part of a molecule. 

Specular NR is the most common application of NR. In a typical reflectivity experiment, the 

neutron beam is directed at the interface at a grazing (small) incident angle θi (defined as the 

angle between the surface and the beam). The specular reflection occurs when θi and the 

reflection angle, θr, of the neutrons with respect to surface are equal. The specular reflectivity, 

R, is defined as the number of neutrons in the specular reflection divided by that in the incident 

beam. Moreover, total external reflection occurs when the neutron beam imping the interface 

at an angle below to the critical angle, θc, defined as: 
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𝜃𝑐 = √
𝛥𝜌𝜆2

𝜋
 (3.17) 

where 𝛥𝜌 is the difference of SLD between the two media separated by the interface. 

In NR experiments, reflection of neutrons causes a change in the momentum transfer normal to 

the interface, Qz, that is defined by the difference of the modulus of the wave vectors of the 

incoming (𝑘𝑖
⃗⃗  ⃗) and the reflected (𝑘𝑟

⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) beams. 

 
𝑄𝑧 = |𝑘𝑖

⃗⃗  ⃗ − 𝑘𝑟
⃗⃗⃗⃗ | =

4𝜋

𝜆
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 (3.18) 

Since Qz is related to 𝜃 (and is proportional at the low-angle limit), total external reflection occurs 

when Qz is below a critical value. Above the critical Qz, the reflectivity falls as a function of Qz
4 at 

a perfect interface.  

P/S films at the air/water interface are an example of a multilayer system. Even in the case of a 

surface monolayer, three layers each of them separated by an interface can be distinguished: the 

aliphatic chains of the surfactant, the surfactant headgroups which may contain a fraction of 

polyelectrolyte, and the polyelectrolyte. When neutrons arrived at the first interface, some will 

be reflected, and some will be transmitted. Those that have been transmitted will reach the 

second interface, where the same process occurs, and so on at each of the interfaces present in 

the system. The interference of the waves reflected at each of the interfaces produces Kiessig 

fringes in the reflectivity profile. The resulting fringe pattern, i.e., the position and intensity of 

the fringes, depends on the thickness of the film (or the different layers that can be distinguished 

in the film), the roughness and the refractive index, and thus the composition. 

It is worth noting that there are two ways to perform NR measurements. Basically, they consist 

of measuring the reflectivity as a function of Qz, which is determined by λ and θ (equation 3.18). 

Therefore, NR measurements can be recorded by varying either or both λ and θ. In the first 

method, a monochromatic beam is used and θ is varied, so that each reflectivity data point 

corresponds to one value of θ. On the other hand, it is also possible to use a polychromatic 

neutron beam containing a wide range of λ and a few incident angles to obtain the reflectivity 
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profile. In spallation sources, a pulsed neutron beam is obtained by bombarding a heavy target 

material with high-energy protons accelerated in a synchrotron.69 In reactor sources, where 

neutrons are produced from fission, usually 235U nuclei, choppers are used to modulate the 

neutron beam and produce well-defined pulses of neutrons.70,71 In both cases, the time it takes 

a neutron to travel a known distance, L, until it arrives to the detector is determined using the 

following equation: 

 𝑡 =
𝑚𝑛

ℎ
𝐿𝜆 

 
(3.19) 

Where t is the time-of-flight (TOF), which gives its name to this technique, and mn is the mass of 

the neutron. Thus, the use of equation 3.19 allows determining the wavelength of the neutron 

detected. Since this method allows data to be obtained over a wide range of Qz simultaneously, 

it is the method of choice for kinetic studies.67 A good example of this is the low-Qz approach 

explained in section 3.3.5.4. 

The raw data obtained from NR experiments cannot be used directly in the analysis. To provide 

the absolute values of reflectivity as a function of Qz, the data must be reduced or normalised to 

the incident beam spectrum. The TOF technique allows to determine the wavelength of a 

detected neutron using equation 3.19, which can then be converted to Qz using equation 3.18. 

Data reduction involves normalising the raw data using a direct beam measurement (without the 

sample) to determine the transmission of the sample cell, measuring e.g. a clean D2O interface 

to correct the intensity with a scaling factor if attenuators were used and subtracting the 

background. Furthermore, this process takes into account any potential instrument related 

corrections, such as angle-dependent detector distance and calculates the instrumental 

resolution. Once the data reduction process is completed, a set of data independent of the 

instrument or facility is obtained. 

The following two sections described the classical full-Qz approach and the recently developed 

low-Qz approach. 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of specular neutron reflection (θi = θr) at the air/water interface in the presence 
of a film with two layers with different SLD represented by different colors. NR provides the determination of the 
SLD profile normal to the interface and the thickness (d1 and d2), water content and roughness (r) of the different 
layers. 

3.3.5.3 Full-Qz approach: structural analysis 

Traditionally, specular NR has been widely used for the characterisation of the structure and 

composition of thin films at the air/water interface.61,66,72,73 The accurate determination of the 

structure of the interfacial film requires lengthy measurements over all the range of Qz (typically 

up to ~0.25–0.30 Å–1), in multiple isotopic contrasts. 

Full-Qz measurements have been used in this project to determine the structure of P/S films by 

measuring generally three different isotopic contrasts: (1) deuterated surfactant in ACMW, in 

which the scattering is dominated by the surfactant and is essential to determine the thickness 

of the monolayer and the surfactant ESs; (2) deuterated surfactant in D2O, which is essential to 

determine the amount of polymer, since the SLD of deuterated surfactant (6.69 × 10–6 Å–2 for d-

SDS and 5.13 × 10–6 Å–2 for d-DTAB) and D2O (6.36 × 10–6 Å–2) are similar; and (3) hydrogenous 

surfactant in D2O in which the scattering is dominated by the subphase and therefore is very 

sensitive to the penetration of the surfactant in the bulk when they form ESs, being essential to 

determine the coverage of ESs. 
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Data modelling is carried out most usually by calculating the reflectivity for a model system, 

physically representative of the system under study, using, for example, the Parratt’s recursive 

formalism.25,65,66,74,75 The structural model consists of stratified layers characterised by their 

thickness, d, scattering length density, ρ, and roughness, r. The application of the Fresnel 

equations to the model system provides the theoretical reflectivity. In addition, the numerical 

values of d, ρ and r are obtained by varying various parameters of the layers in the fitting process 

and minimising the difference between the theoretical and measured reflectivity curves.75,76 In 

this project, the data were analysed using the Motofit package and the different contrasts were 

co-refined.76 The model used for a P/S monolayer consists of three layers: (1) surfactant tails, (2) 

surfactant headgroups with electrostatically bound polyelectrolyte and solvent, and (3) a 

hydrated polyelectrolyte layer. The ESs, whose structure in spread P/S films has been resolved 

for the first time in this project, were included in the model as (4) an additional layer formed by 

a surfactant bilayer and, in some cases, it has been possible to resolve the presence of (5) 

polyelectrolyte in another layer, implying that the surfactant bilayers are wrapped by 

polyelectrolyte. A general procedure of fitting the data with different isotopic contrasts using a 

structural model with the minimum number of layers required has been followed. The feasibility 

of using different contrasts and various constraints in the fit gives additional accuracy to the 

analysis. The surface excess, Γ, in moles per unit area is expressed as: 

 
𝛤 =

𝜌𝑑𝑣𝑓

𝑏𝑁𝐴
 (3.20) 

where 𝑣𝑓 is the volume fraction and 𝑁𝐴 the Avogadro’s number. One example of a fitting 

constraint is that used in the study of surfactant or lipid monolayers. The value of 𝛤 in one layer 

of tails is forced to be equal to that in an adjacent layer of solvated heads. Without the 

introduction of this constraint the fit will be physically meaningless.50,66,75 Furthermore, a 

roughness consistent with the presence of capillary waves considering the surface tension was 

applied to all interfaces.66,77,78 

3.3.5.4 Low-Qz approach: compositional dynamics 

Specular NR is as very useful tool to solve the interfacial composition and the structure of 

mixtures at the air/water interface. However, the time required to acquire the data over the full-
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Qz range can be longer than many time scales related to kinetic or dynamic processes of 

interest,67 which has limited application of the technique to date. Recently, a new low-Qz analysis 

of the interfacial composition that overcomes this limitation has been developed.58,79,80 While 

equation 3.19 gives access to the surface excess of a single component, in binary mixtures, such 

as P/S mixtures, the so-called “scattering excess” (ρd) for both components in a model of data 

recorded at low-Qz is additive and can be expressed using the following equation: 

 𝜌𝑑 = 𝑁𝐴(𝛤𝑥𝑏𝑥 + 𝛤𝑦𝑏𝑦) (3.21) 

where 𝑥 and y are the two different components. A protocol has been established to use in the 

reduction only data at low-Qz values (0.01–0.03 Å−2) on ACMW and using two isotopic contrasts 

of one of the components. Only data at low-Qz are used so that the measurement is insensitive 

to the structure but very sensitive to the surface excess. The surface excess of both species can 

be determined solving the linear equations 3.21 and 3.22. 

 (𝜌𝑑)1 = 𝑁𝐴(𝛤ℎ−𝑥𝑏ℎ−𝑥 + 𝛤ℎ−𝑦𝑏ℎ−𝑦) (3.22) 

 (𝜌𝑑)2 = 𝑁𝐴(𝛤ℎ−𝑥𝑏ℎ−𝑥 + 𝛤𝑑−𝑦𝑏𝑑−𝑦) (3.23) 

In the case of experiment 1 (equation 3.21), it is possible to express the additive scattering 

contributions of the hydrogenous component ℎ − 𝑥 and hydrogenous component ℎ − 𝑦, 

whereas in the case of experiment 2 (equation 3.22), it is possible to express the additive 

scattering contributions of ℎ − 𝑥 and deuterated component 𝑑 − 𝑦. In the former case, accurate 

determination of the background scattering is necessary in order to attribute the additional 

scattering to that of the weakly-scattering interfacial components. Here the strong scattering of 

the deuterated molecules dominates the scattering excess of experiment 2, and simultaneous 

solving of equations 3.21 and 3.22 allows one to determine the surface excesses of component 

𝑥 and 𝑦. One of the great advantages of this application is the significant reduction of time 

(approximately a factor of 60) required to solve binary systems interfacial composition. In this 

work, data were reduced over a range of 4.5–12 Å to get Qz = 0.01–0.03 Å–1 without background 

subtraction. The background was instead determined as the average value from a series of 

measurements of the air/ACMW interface. This is essential to determine the surface excess of a 
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hydrogenous component that cannot be obtained or is very expensive in its deuterated form, 

which is the case for the polyelectrolytes used in this project.  

This implementation of NR, was developed through work on dynamic compression/expansion 

cycles of P/S films on a Langmuir trough by Campbell et al. in 2016,58 and was first applied to 

kinetic measurements involving the interaction of a short, designed peptide with lipid 

monolayers by Ciumac et al.50 The technique provided the definitive data in resolving the 

nucleated ES formation mechanism in spread P/S films by Tummino et al. in 2018.23 It has also 

been used to determine the kinetics of photoswitching of designed surfactants to reveal an 

unusual monolayer-bilayer transition81 and to quantify for the first time the adsorption of a 

fluorocarbon gas on phospholipid monolayers.37 A detailed description of this powerful, recent 

approach as well as the important factors that should be considered when applying it have been 

reported in different articles and reviews.23,58,62,67 

3.3.5.5 Instruments 

Two different TOF reflectometers have been used in this project: the FIGARO at the Institut Laue-

Langevin (Grenoble, France) and INTER at ISIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (Didcot, UK). 

FIGARO is an horizontal high-flux TOF reflectometer placed at a reactor source optimised for 

liquid/liquid and air/liquid interfaces.70 There are several characteristics which makes FIGARO 

very well suited to study kinetic processes at the air/water interface. The first one is the stability 

of the reactor source which ensures a constant neutron flux. The second one is the low natural 

incident angle (0.62o) and the possibility to use the chopper pairs to select the flux option and 

resolution. Different reviews reported a detailed description of FIGARO, as well as the principal 

advantages and some outstanding studies carried on the instrument.67,70 The low-Qz data were 

recorded using a wavelength range λ = 2–16 Å, a 7% resolution in dλ/λ and an angle of incidence 

θ = 0.62°. For the new mid-Qz approach presented in chapter 4, an incident angle of 1.97o was 

used and data were reduced over 3.6–20 Å to get Qz = 0.02–0.12 Å−1. 

INTER is a TOF reflectometer at ISIS located at the Target Station 2 that was optimised for the 

study of chemical interfaces.82 Data were recorded using a wavelength range λ = 1.5–16 Å, a 5.5% 

resolution in d Qz/Qz and two angles of incidence (θ1 = 0.8° and θ2 = 2.3°). 
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Table 3.2 summarises the techniques used in this project indicating the main information 

provided by each one. 

Table 3.2. Summary of the techniques used in this project indicating the main information that can be obtained from 
them. 

Technique Information 

ζ-potential measurements Measurement of the charge of the aggregates 

Langmuir technique 
Resolution of the static and dynamic behaviour in response to 

lateral compression 

Ellipsometry 
Estimation of the total amount of interfacial material + insight 

into lateral inhomogeneities 

Brewster angle microscopy 
Homogeneity/inhomogeneity of the film and interfacial 

organisation of the material 

Neutron Reflectometry 
Determination of the interfacial structure and 

real-time composition analysis 
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Figure 4.1. Table of contents illustrating control of the coverage of the surface monolayer, switching on or off 3D 
ESs, and control of the coverage of 3D ESs. Compression and expansion arrows are depicted to emphasise the 
reversible dynamics. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Reversible control of the 3D structure of polyelectrolyte/surfactant films at the air/water 

interface is showcased. A recently discovered mechanism is exploited to form highly efficient, 

stable and biocompatible films by spreading aggregates composed of poly-L-lysine and sodium 

dodecyl sulfate on the surface of water. Reversible control of: (1) the surface monolayer 

coverage, (2) the switching on or off discrete ESs, and (3) the extended structure coverage is 

demonstrated for the first time. The intricacy by which the film structures can be controlled is 

unprecedented and opens exciting potential to optimise film properties by chemical design for 

novel biomedical transfer applications. 

4.2 Introduction 

The design of polymer-based nanofilms with controllable architecture attracts strong attention 

due to applications in areas such as biosensing,1 tissue engineering2 and drug delivery.3 

Preparation approaches include Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and Langmuir-Schaeffer (LS) deposition 

onto solids from monolayers at the air/water interface,4 the formation of layer-by-layer (LbL) 

films on solids,5 and the formation of multilayer structures at both fluid and solid interfaces.6 LB 

and LS deposition methods benefit from use of a Langmuir trough as the density, morphology 

and in-plane structures of films can be tuned prior to transfer.7 While a transition from 2D to 3D 

structures has been reported in surfactant mixtures,8 such an observation has not been made on 

polymer-based nanofilms to the knowledge of the authors. The development of new film 

formation methods is therefore of utmost importance. 

A new approach to form P/S films at the air/water interface was established a few years ago.9 

The approach involves dropping fresh aqueous dispersions of P/S aggregates onto the surface of 

water, which dissociate and spread material at the surface that remains kinetically-trapped in a 

film due to the entropy associated with counterion release. The aggregates are pre-formed in P/S 

solutions at a molar ratio where complexes associate due to lack of colloidal stability,10 initially 

with a size on the order of 100 nm.9 Advantages of the approach include use of water as the 

spreading solvent and fast creation of films with a high amount of material compared with 
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adsorbed layers, which offer both environmental and economic advantages in potential 

applications. Recent work showed that NaPSS/DTAB aggregates can nucleate ESs of different 

morphologies upon successive spreading or compression of the surface area.11 The 

charge/structure of the aggregates determine if ESs form, hence an interfacial mechanism where 

aggregates nucleate self-assembly of ESs was inferred, conceptually analogous to the function of 

lung surfactant protein B during respiration.12 Even so, a study limitation was that the ESs were 

inferred from a surface excess of surfactant exceeding its monolayer coverage, as a direct 

structural characterisation was precluded due to their transient nature. 

The aim of this work is to control 2D versus 3D structures in P/S spread films of relevance to 

biomedical transfer applications. The investigated mixture is PLL/SDS. Both are biocompatible 

with PLL used in many biomedical applications such as complexing agents with DNA/siRNA for 

gene delivery,13 and in cancer therapy,14 while SDS is used in oral pharmaceutical formulations 

up to 1 wt%.15 Also, they are used in film transfer applications such as PLL in a dual-responsive 

nanofluidic device,16 to promote cellular adhesion,17 and for skin regeneration,18 and SDS in self-

healing hydrogels.19 An important pre-requisite of studying this system was that ESs formed upon 

film compression are stable with time, allowing them to be characterised directly, and making 

them robust in potential applications. PLL was chosen over other polypeptides because in the 

bulk SDS can induce rigid in-plane interactions in a β-sheet conformation.20 This pre-requisite was 

met, as ellipsometry data comparing compressed spread films of the NaPSS/DTAB and PLL/SDS 

systems show that only the latter type of film is stable (Figure 4.2A). 

4.3 Results and discussion 

Our methodology is to form a film by dispensing aqueous droplets containing PLL/SDS aggregates 

onto the water surface of a Langmuir trough and use barriers to control its surface area. The 

spreading solutions comprise 100 ppm PLL and 0.80 mM SDS, which self-assemble to form 

negatively charged aggregates as characterised by zeta potential (section 4.6.1), chosen simply 

because aggregates charged with excess surfactant are effective in forming ESs for the 

NaPSS/DTAB system.11 Several reflectometry techniques are applied to complement in situ 

measurements of the surface pressure. Ellipsometry is used to measure the phase shift from the 
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presence of the film, dΔ, which is related to the total amount of interfacial material per unit 

area.21 BAM is used to image the lateral morphology on the μm-scale.22 Three implementations 

of NR are applied to resolve the film composition and structure. First is the recently-developed 

low-Qz analysis (0.01–0.03 Å−1), where Qz is the momentum transfer normal to the interface, to 

resolve the surface excesses of PLL and SDS during three compression/expansion cycles.23 Second 

is the full-Qz analysis (0.01–0.25 Å−1) to resolve the interfacial structure at a high film compression 

state.24 Third is a novel mid-Qz analysis (0.02–0.12 Å−1) to resolve the structural dynamics during 

one cycle. Full details about the materials and methods used are provided in section 4.6.2. 

The dynamics of PLL/SDS spread films were first examined by combining measurements of Π with 

the low-Qz analysis of NR, ellipsometry and BAM. First, the Π–A film response over three cycles 

is shown in Figure 4.2B. Film compression initially results in a continuous increase in Π, attributed 

to enhanced molecular interactions with an increasing number of surfactant molecules per unit 

area in what we term the ‘surface monolayer’, i.e., a layer of surfactant in contact with air 

(hydrophobic driving force) with hydrated polyelectrolyte bound to the headgroups (electrostatic 

driving force).25 Upon further compression, beyond state iii, Π remains constant at ~28 mN/m, 

which is attributed to collapse of the surface monolayer, i.e. expulsion of material either to bound 

ESs or the bulk. Expansion of the film is characterised by a large hysteresis in Π, the presence of 

a pseudo-plateau and a final value of Π close to the initial one, consistent with reincorporation 

of material back into the surface monolayer yet with a kinetic barrier. 

The low-Qz analysis of NR was applied to provide the surface excesses of PLL and SDS and the 

results are shown in Figure 4.2C. An explanation of the fitting procedure is provided in section 

4.6.3. In comparison with the value ΓSDS = 4.0 ± 0.1 μmol/m2 at the collapse, upon further 

compression ΓSDS continually rises to exceed this value. This observation demonstrates that the 

material expelled from the surface monolayer beyond the collapse remains bound in the form of 

ESs rather than being lost to the bulk. From ΓSDS = 5.5 ± 0.1 μmol/m2 at the maximum compression 

state measured, and with the assumption that ΓSDS in the surface monolayer does not increase 

by further compression of the film after the collapse, it may be noted that 27 ± 1% of the SDS 

would be in the ESs; we will return to this point later. Moreover, despite the large hysteresis in 

Π, there is no hysteresis in Γ, indicating that there are equivalent amounts of material in the film 
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at corresponding surface areas during compression or expansion, which suggests that the 

hysteresis is attributed to a kinetic barrier for the transfer of material from the ESs to the surface 

monolayer. These results are supported qualitatively in values of dΔ recorded over successive 

cycles using ellipsometry (section 4.6.4). Lastly, the film composition over successive cycles is 

generally similar, hinting at their robustness to potential applications. 

 

Figure 4.2. (A) Variation of dΔ as a function of time for NaPSS/DTAB (green) and PLL/SDS (purple) films compressed 
by a factor of 2; purple dashed line indicates the dΔ value corresponding to a full monolayer of PLL/SDS and 
NaPSS/DTAB. (B) Variation of Π as a function of A; green arrows indicate the direction of the compression/expansion 
and i-vi indicate different compression/expansion states. (C) Variation of the surface excess of PLL (blue circles) and 
SDS (red squares) from the NR low-Qz analysis during three cycles, and for reference the area (black lines), versus 
time; grey dashed line indicates ΓSDS at the collapse. (D) BAM images of a PLL/SDS film corresponding to states i–v 
during compression and state vi during expansion as indicated in panel A; scale bars are 100 µm. 

Next, we applied BAM to visualise the films (Figure 4.2D). While prior to the collapse, images i, ii 

and iii are uniform with increasing brightness, images iv and v after exhibit discrete regions on 

the μm-scale that grow in number during compression, which we have reproduced in higher 

resolution combined with analysis of their coverage in section 4.6.5. The regions are attributed 

to discrete ESs in contact with the surface monolayer and disappear in image vi upon expansion 

due to transfer of material back to the surface monolayer resulting in a homogeneous film once 

again. 

A second implementation of NR exploiting the full Qz-range allows us to resolve the ESs of 

PLL/SDS films at maximum compression state v (Figure 4.2B). Neutron reflectivity profiles in 4 

isotopic contrasts with fits to a common interfacial model in stratified layers, and volume fraction 
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(vf) profiles are shown in Figure 4.3A and B, respectively. An explanation of the fitting procedure 

and a table of structural parameters is provided (section 4.6.6). A Kiessig fringe observed in data 

in the two isotopic contrasts that have the greatest scattering contrast between the surfactant 

chains and solvent, i.e., PLL with deuterated SDS in ACMW (ACMW, 8.1% v/v D2O in H2O) and PLL 

with SDS in D2O (purple arrow), reveal the presence of ESs with surfactant present below the 

surface monolayer. The extended structure layer has a thickness of 21.8 ± 0.8 Å (almost twice 

that of the SDS monolayer), and a model also involving PLL in the layer did not improve the fit. 

We infer that the structures are either discrete patches of SDS bilayer wrapped by unresolved 

PLL or bound SDS hemimicelles. The amount of SDS present in the extended structure is 29 ± 1%, 

consistent with the 27 ± 1% calculated above on the assumption that the surface monolayer does 

not change in coverage beyond the collapse. 

 

Figure 4.3. (A) Neutron reflectivity profiles of a PLL/SDS spread film with deuterated SDS in D2O (blue), SDS in D2O 
(orange), deuterated SDS in ACMW (red), and SDS in ACMW (green); continuous lines show the model fits; purple 
arrow at Qz = 0.1 Å-1 indicates a Kiessig fringe symptomatic of the ES. (B) Corresponding Vf profiles of PLL (blue), SDS 
(red) and solvent (cyan). 

Although ESs in adsorbed P/S layers have been recently the focus of an experimental study,26 

here we have resolved for the first time the ESs of a P/S film formed by the aggregate spreading 

approach. 
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Figure 4.4. Neutron reflectivity profiles of a PLL/SDS spread film in D2O at different compression states: (A) 
monolayer (ML) region and (B) extended structure (ES) region; indices i-v are defined in Figure 4.2B; solid lines show 
the simulated ML models and fitted ES models. (C) Variation of Π (black line) and fitted ES coverage (violet squares) 
with respect to the time; black and violet arrows indicate film collapse and the onset of ESs, respectively; variation 
of area versus time is also shown. 

Lastly, we performed a third implementation of NR involving a novel mid-Qz analysis to follow 

the structural dynamics of PLL/SDS films during one cycle. A single contrast of PLL with SDS in 

D2O was chosen for maximum sensitivity to the surfactant in the ES (strong difference in 

scattering between the chains and solvent) compared with in the surface monolayer (weak 

difference in scattering between the chains and air). The scope is to resolve the change in 

thickness or coverage of the ESs with respect to film compression. Data until the collapse (states 

i, ii and iii in Figure 4.2B), combined with simulations of the reflectivity profiles based on the 

coverage of the surface monolayer from Figure 4.2C, show that changing monolayer coverage 

indeed has a small effect on the data (Figure 4.4A). However, data from the collapse (states iii, iv 

and v), combined with fits of the volume fraction at a constant ES thickness of 21.8 Å reveal the 
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higher sensitivity of the measurements to the coverage of the extended structure (Figure 4.4B). 

By comparison, fits of the data after the collapse to a model where the thickness of the ES 

changes at a constant volume fraction exhibited significantly worse agreement, as revealed by 

an increase of up to 30% in the global χ2 parameter (section 4.6.7). It can be concluded that after 

collapse of the surface monolayer, the coverage of discrete patches of the wrapped bilayer or 

hemimicelles can now be controlled. 

The coverage of ESs, in comparison with the variation of Π, as a function of time is displayed in 

Figure 4.4C. The ESs start to form (violet arrow) at the collapse (black arrow). The coverage 

increases with film compression beyond the collapse and decreases back down to 0% during the 

Π pseudo-plateau upon expansion, indicating that the surfactant in the ESs has been fully 

resupplied to the monolayer. While the increase in coverage of ESs takes ~7 min, the reduction 

takes ~10 min, consistent with the kinetic barrier to resupply of material to the surface 

monolayer. Although NR has been used previously to resolve changes in film composition under 

surface area dynamic,9,11 this is the first time to the knowledge of the authors that it has been 

used to resolve changes in the ESs of a dynamic air/water interface, and critically it highlights the 

unprecedented control gained over 2D versus 3D structures in P/S films, schematically illustrated 

in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5. Schematic illustration of (A) control of the coverage of the surface monolayer, (B) switching on or off 3D 
ESs, and (C) control of the coverage of 3D ESs. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

The spread PLL/SDS films studied in the present work are stable and reversible in their dynamics, 

which make them robust and amenable to transfer applications.27 The combination of the new 

film spreading approach with established deposition techniques may offer economic and 

environmental advantages as the amount of materials used and waste generated are low 

compared to other methods.28 As a result, 3D structures could be designed with controllable 

architecture and deposited onto solids for biomedical applications such as wound dressings, 

antimicrobial coatings or drug delivery applications.29 

Coupling of reflectometry techniques to a Langmuir trough has allowed us to elucidate the 

compositional and structural dynamics and directly characterise the ESs in spread P/S films for 

the first time. This approach must now be urgently applied to other systems to understand in 

greater depth the physicochemical film properties, such as by tuning specific amino acid 

interactions with reference to different polypeptide conformations adopted in the bulk (e.g. α-

helices by polyarginine/SDS versus β-sheets by PLL/SDS).20 

The mid-Qz structural dynamic application of NR showcased in this study opens the possibility to 

understand a wide variety of synthetic and biological systems that adopt 3D morphologies. 

Further applications of the method include, for example, particle–laden interfaces that present 

buckling or jamming phenomena,30 and lung surfactant models where the transfer of lipid 

between the surface monolayer and ESs during respiration is vital for the stabilisation of alveoli.12 
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4.6 Supplementary information 

4.6.1 ζ-potential measurements of PLL/SDS aggregates 

100 ppm PLL mixed with an SDS concentration varying from 0.4 mM to 1 mM results in a 

transition from positively to negatively charged PLL/SDS aggregates. Figure 4.6 shows the 

variation of the ζ-potential of PLL/SDS aggregates with respect to the SDS concentration. While 

stoichiometric charge mixing of the components would require 0.48 mM SDS, excess surfactant 

is needed to produce neutral aggregates: 0.63 mM in total. Since the excess of SDS needed for 

the neutralisation of aggregates is low, a high binding efficiency of SDS to PLL chains is evident. 

 

Figure 4.6. Variation of the ζ-potential of freshly prepared PLL/SDS mixtures at a constant concentration of 100 ppm 
PLL varying the concentration of SDS between 0.4–1.0 mM. Experimental data points are shown (black circles) 
together with a sigmoidal fit (red line). The black dashed line indicates neutral charge. The data points displayed are 
the average of three measurements of each sample. From the scatter in the data, the uncertainty of each 
measurement is around ± 5 mV. 

4.6.2 Materials and methods 

4.6.2.1 Materials 

15–30 kDa poly-(L-lysine) hydrobromide powder, poly(sodium styrenesulfonate), sodium dodecyl 

sulfate, sodium dodecyl-d25 sulfate, dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide, acetone (≥99.5%), 

ethanol (≥99.8%) and D2O were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. PLL, NaPSS and D2O were used as 

received. SDS and DTAB were recrystallised twice in ethanol and 4:1 acetone:ethanol mixtures, 
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respectively, followed by drying under vacuum.  Ultra-pure water was generated by passing 

deionised water through a Milli-Q unit (total organic content ≤ 4 ppb, resistivity = 18 MΩ·cm). 

4.6.2.2 Sample preparation 

PLL/SDS mixtures were prepared pouring an aliquot of PLL 200 ppm solution into a clean vessel 

containing a magnetic stirrer. An aliquot of the same volume of SDS 1.6 mM was then rapidly 

added to the vessel with stirring maintained for 3–5 s. PLL/SDS mixtures were always prepared 

immediately before use (maximum of 1 min) to limit the growth of any aggregates prior to the 

experiment. NaPSS/DTAB mixtures were prepared by pouring solutions of NaPSS 200 ppm and 

DTAB 20 mM at the same time into the vessel. 

4.6.2.3 ζ-potential 

A Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.) using laser doppler velocimetry and phase 

analysis light scattering techniques (M3-PALS) was used in this work to determine the ζ-potential 

of PLL/SDS freshly-prepared solutions. Measurements were performed with a constant 

concentration of PLL 100 ppm by varying the SDS concentration between 0.4–1.0 mM. 

4.6.2.4 Langmuir trough 

The Langmuir trough technique has been used to study the behaviour of spread PLL/SDS films 

during consecutive compression/expansion cycles by using two movable barriers. Π, which is the 

difference between the surface tension of pure water and that of the film, was recorded using a 

Wilhelmy plate. In the present work, we have used this technique to characterise the dynamic 

behaviour of the films during compression/expansion cycles, as well as the stability of the ESs 

over time at a constant area. The Langmuir trough has also been coupled to different 

reflectometry techniques.  

In the present work, three different Langmuir troughs were used, namely a Kibron G1 (Finland) 

with dimensions of 260 × 80 mm (this trough was coupled to the Brewster angle microscope and 

the Beaglehole ellipsometer, using a maximum and minimum surface area of 166 and 88 cm2, 

respectively; the speed of the barriers during the compression/expansion cycles was 3.16 

cm2/min, i.e., 49 min/cycle); a Kibron G2 (Finland) with dimensions of 405 × 80 mm (this trough 

was coupled to the Accurion ellipsometer, using a maximum and minimum surface area of 280 
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and 140 cm2, respectively; the speed of the barriers during the compression/expansion cycles 

was 5.4 cm2/min, i.e., 49 min/cycle); and a Nima (UK) with dimensions of 300 × 100 mm (this 

trough was coupled to the neutron reflectometer, using a maximum and minimum surface area 

of 265 and 130 cm2, respectively; the speed of the barriers during the compression/expansion 

cycles was 5.5 cm2/min, i.e., 49 min/cycle). The trough and barriers were carefully cleaned with 

detergent, ethanol and water before filling them with Milli-Q water. Subsequently, a freshly 

prepared solution of PLL/SDS aggregates was spread dropwise across the entire air/water 

interface (1130, 1900 and 1800 µL for the respective three troughs mentioned above). 530 µL of 

NaPSS/DTAB aggregates were spread in the experiment performed using the Kibron G2 trough. 

After 20 min of equilibration, the variation of the surface pressure as a function of the area was 

recorded. 

4.6.2.5 Ellipsometry 

Ellipsometry is a non-destructive optical technique based on determination of changes in the 

polarisation of light upon reflection at an interface. From these polarisation changes, it is possible 

to obtain information about the phase difference between the parallel and perpendicular 

components of the incident and the reflected beam, Δ, and the ratio of amplitudes of the parallel 

and perpendicular components defined as tanΨ = |rp|/|rs|. The ellipsometric angles are related 

to the total reflection coefficients by the ellipticity, ρ, defined as ρ = rp/rs = tan(Ψ)eiΔ, that depends 

on the angle of incidence, the wavelength and both the thickness and the dielectric properties of 

the material. At the air/water interface, Δ is much more sensitive than Ψ to changes in coverage 

of thin films.21,31 Often only changes in Δ are analysed, which is the approach taken in the present 

work, where dΔ = ΔP/S (for the P/S film) – Δwater (for pure water). Values of dΔ are presented to 

remove the contribution of surface roughness leading to the response of dΔ being sensitive to 

the surface excess of fluid thin films, and temporal fluctuations being related to lateral 

heterogeneity on the micrometer length scale.32  

Ellipsometry experiments were performed using two different ellipsometers. An Accurion EP4 

ellipsometer (Germany) equipped with a blue diode laser with a wavelength of λ = 489.2 nm was 

used to record the stability measurements presented in Figure 4.2A at an angle of incidence of 

50° and a data acquisition rate of 0.1 Hz. A Beaglehole Picometer Light ellipsometer (New 
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Zealand) equipped with a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of λ = 632.8 nm was used to record the 

dynamics presented in Figure 4.7 at an angle of incidence of 51° and a data acquisition rate of 0.2 

Hz. 

4.6.2.6 Brewster angle microscopy 

Brewster angle microscopy is an optical technique that allows characterising the 

homogeneity/inhomogeneity of the film as well as the interfacial organisation of the material on 

the micrometre scale.22 An Accurion Nanofilm EP3 Brewster angle microscope (Germany) 

equipped with a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) was used. Images of the PLL/SDS film at the air/water 

interface were taken at an angle of incidence equal to the Brewster angle, 53.1° for the air/water 

interface, without background subtraction and using a 10× objective and a CCD detector. The 

polariser and analyser were adjusted so that p-polarised light was reflected at the interface. Thus, 

the air/water interface appears as a black image, the presence of a homogeneous fluid film with 

a different refractive index appears as a gray image and the additional layer of ESs appears as 

brighter regions. 

4.6.2.7 Neutron reflectometry 

NR has been used as a powerful tool to elucidate the structure and dynamic behaviour of a wide 

variety of systems at interfaces.23,24,33 Specular reflectivity, R, defined as the number of neutrons 

scattered from the interface divided by that in the incident beam, is recorded at grazing incident 

angles as a function of the momentum transfer normal to the interface, Qz, defined as: 

 
𝑄𝑧 =

4𝜋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝜆
 (3.18) 

where λ is the wavelength and θ the incident angle. Neutron scattering from a molecule depends 

on SLD, ρ, which is defined as the ratio of the sum of the coherent scattering lengths, b, of its 

constituent atoms and its molecular volume, Vm. The use of isotopic contrast variation allows one 

to resolve the structure and composition of the interface by the substitution of hydrogen for 

deuterium, which maximises the differences between the molecules present at the interface 

and/or the subphase. Indeed, a mixture of 8.1% v/v D2O in H2O presents particular interest 
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because its SLD, like that of air, is zero, which is why it is known as ACMW making the subphase 

practically invisible to neutrons. 

Neutron reflectivity measurements were performed on the TOF neutron reflectometer FIGARO 

at the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France).34 A chopper pair was used to generate neutron 

pulses with a wavelength resolution of 7% dλ/λ. Three different incident angles θ = 0.63°, 1.97° 

and 3.78° were used to record the low-Qz, mid-Qz and high-Qz range, respectively. The data were 

reduced using COSMOS35 and analysed with Motofit.36 The three different implementations of 

NR used in this work are explained in detail in sections 4.6.3, 4.6.6 and 4.6.7. 

4.6.3 Low-Qz compositional analysis: fitting 

The use of FIGARO with its low natural incident angle allows a high-flux configuration at a stable 

reactor source that makes it a unique instrument to study dynamics at the air/water 

interface.23,34 

The recently developed low-Qz analysis was used to follow the variations of the surface excess of 

PLL and SDS during the compression/expansion of the film.9 The NR data were reduced over 4.5–

12 Å to get Qz = 0.01–0.03 Å-1 where the reflectivity profile is insensitive to the structure of the 

film but very sensitive to the surface excess, which for a single component is defined as: 

 
Γ =

ρ𝑑𝑣𝑓

𝑏𝑁𝐴
 (3.20) 

where d is the thickness of the layer and NA is Avogadro’s number. Background was not 

subtracted from the data and two isotopic contrasts were used: (1) PLL with d-SDS in ACMW and 

(2) PLL with SDS in ACMW.  Then, two different data sets can be used to resolve ΓPLL and ΓSDS by 

solving the linear equations: 

 ρ
𝑑
· 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑁𝐴 · (Γ𝑃𝐿𝐿 · 𝑏𝑃𝐿𝐿 + Γ𝑆𝐷𝑆 · 𝑏𝑑−𝑆𝐷𝑆); (4.1) 

 ρ
ℎ
· 𝑑ℎ = 𝑁𝐴 · (Γ𝑃𝐿𝐿 · 𝑏𝑃𝐿𝐿 + Γ𝑆𝐷𝑆 · 𝑏ℎ−𝑆𝐷𝑆); (4.2) 

where ρd = 1 × 10–6 Å–2 and ρh = 4 × 10–6 Å–2 are the values of SLD fixed for contrast 1 and 2, 

respectively, dd and dh are the thickness values fitted for contrast 1 and 2, respectively. While the 
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strong scattering in contrast 1 allows resolving ΓSDS in 1 min slices, the low scattering in contrast 

2 makes it necessary to accurately determine the background and resolve 3 min slices to have 

better statistics, less noisy data and resolve accurately ΓPLL. For that reason, the background was 

determined as the average value from a series of measurements of the air/ACMW interface using 

1 min slices (3.74 × 10–5) and 3 min slices (3.76 × 10–5). The parameters dd and dh were fitted using 

the fit batch data option of Motofit,36 a single layer model and a roughness of 3.5 Å and the 

results were then used to solve equations 4.1 and 4.2. Table 4.1 shows the values of scattering 

length, molecular volume and scattering length density used for each component studied in this 

work. 

Table 4.1. Scattering length (b), molecular volume (Vm) and scattering length density (ρ) used in this work for the 
different components studied. 

Component b (fm) Vm (Å3) ρ (x 10–6 Å–2) 

SS Headgroups 29.71 61 4.87 
C12H25-Chains –13.76 352 –0.39 

C12D25-Chains 246.53 352 7.00 

SDS Molecules 15.95 413 0.39 

d25-SDS Molecules 276.24 413 6.69 

PLL (in ACMW) 18.85 173 1.09 

PLL (in D2O) 53.35 173 3.09 

 

4.6.4 Ellipsometry data on spread PLL/SDS film dynamics 

In order to verify if the surface pressure dynamics and the variation of interfacial material in the 

film was reproducible, 6 consecutive compression/expansion cycles of a PLL/SDS film were 

performed. In addition to the data shown in Figure 4.2C, where ΓSDS and ΓPLL are reproducible over 

three cycles, Figure 4.7 shows that the response of the film in terms of Π and dΔ is very similar 

over 6 consecutive cycles. These results indicate that the material expelled from the monolayer 

to ESs in each compression is efficiently reincorporated during each expansion, proving the high 

reproducibility of spread PLL/SDS film dynamics, which may be particularly important for transfer 

applications. 
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Figure 4.7. Variation of (A) Π as a function of A and (B) dΔ as a function of time during 6 consecutive 
compression/expansion cycles for spread PLL/SDS films. 

4.6.5 Brewster angle microscopy images 

The BAM images shown in the Figure 4.2D of the manuscript are shown in Figure 4.8 at a higher 

resolution. Before collapse, it is possible to clearly observe the presence of a homogeneous 

surface monolayer with a refractive index different from that of water, the intensity of which 

increases with the compression of the film. After the collapse, the presence of ESs below the 

surface monolayer causes another refractive index change such that discrete regions start to 

become visible on the μm-scale. 

Next, a quantitative analysis of the BAM image in the compressed state v has been carried out. 

For this purpose, ImageJ software has been used to clean the image and calculate the fraction of 

the area occupied by the ESs. Although the result of the fraction of area occupied by the ESs 

variying considerably on changing the threshold used for the analysis, the value obtained was 

around 30 %. In this system, this calculation is difficult because the instrument is not focused on 

the ESs but on the surface monolayer, making it difficult to obtain accurate values of the area 

occupied by the ESs. However, this technique shows that the ESs are formed after the collapse 

and their number increase with the compression, which is in agreement with the increasing 

coverage obtained from the mid-Qz analysis. 
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Figure 4.8. BAM images of PLL/SDS films at different compression states. The states i-vi correspond to the states 
indicated in Figure 4.2D. 

 

Figure 4.9. Zoom of a region of the image in the compression state v (left) together with the image cleaning 
treatment (centre) and the calculation of the area occupied by the ESs (right). 

4.6.6 Full-Qz structural analysis: fitting and parameters 

The full-Qz range Qz = 0.01–0.25 Å-1 was recorded to resolve the structure of PLL/SDS films at high 

compression ratio in 4 isotopic contrasts: PLL with d-SDS in ACMW, PLL with d-SDS in D2O, PLL 

with h-SDS in D2O and PLL with h-SDS in ACMW. The background was subtracted from the data 

using the area detector. 
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The global fit of the full-Qz data has been performed considering a model comprising four 

stratified layers as it was the smallest number of layers to result in a satisfactory fit of the data: 

1) surfactant tails, 2) surfactant headgroups with PLL electrostatically bound and solvent, 3) PLL 

layer and solvent, and 4) the ESs formed by the surfactant molecules expelled from the interface 

and solvent. Each layer, i, is characterised by four parameters: the SLD, the thickness (di), the 

roughness and the solvent volume fraction (vf). Firstly, a roughness of 3.5 Å consistent with the 

presence of capillary waves was applied to all interfaces.37 Secondly, we considered that the SDS 

monolayer (i.e. the surfactant layer in contact with air with hydrated polyelectrolyte bound to 

the headgroups) surface excess is equal to 4.0 ± 0.1 µmol/m2 as obtained from the low-Qz analysis 

when the film collapses. Thus, the thickness of the surfactant tails layer was fixed to 8.5 Å. In 

addition, the surface excess of surfactant tails must be equal to the surface excess of headgroups 

to ensure physical reality. Besides, here the interfacial film is composed of surfactant and 

polyelectrolyte that interact electrostatically, making the headgroups layer more condensed due 

to the presence of PLL. Since PLL present labile protons in the amine groups that can exchange 

with the solution, we have considered a 90% of proton/deuterium exchange as generally 

considered for proteins. Therefore, another constraint is introduced as the SLD of the headgroups 

layer must be consistent between the contrasts in ACMW, where the SLD of PLL is equal to 1.09 

× 10–6 Å–2, and the contrast in D2O, where the SLD of PLL is equal to 3.09 × 10–6 Å–2. Finally, the 

parameters that have been fitted are d and vf of layers 3 (PLL) and 4 (ESs). The amount of PLL in 

the headgroups has been fixed but iteratively modified until the difference between the model 

and the experimental data (χ2) is minimised, thus obtaining the model that best represents the 

structure of the P/S film. Residual background values were used as follows: 1 × 10–7 for d-SDS in 

ACMW, 3 × 10–7 for d-SDS and h-SDS in D2O, and 4 × 10–6 for h-SDS in ACMW. Table 4.2 shows 

the parameters used and fitted in the full-Qz structural analysis. The uncertainties of the fitting 

parameters have been calculated as the difference between the optimised parameter and the 

variation of the optimised parameter that gives rise to an increase of the χ2 of the fit by 10%. 

Finally, the uncertainties of the surface excess values of SDS and PLL derived from the full-Qz fit 

can be determined from the uncertainties in layer 2 and 3 for PLL, and layers 1, 2 and 4 for SDS. 
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Thus, the uncertainties of the surface excess have been calculated as the square-root of the linear 

sum of squared standard uncertainties. 

The surface excess of SDS obtained from the full-Qz fit (5.7 ± 0.3 µmol/cm2) is in agreement with 

the one obtained from the low-Qz at maximum compression (5.6 ± 0.1 µmol/cm2). However, a 

significant lower surface excess of PLL is obtained from the low-Qz (4.7 ± 0.3 µmol/cm2) respect 

to the full-Qz (6.3 ± 0.5 µmol/cm2), which could be related to the fact that the low-Qz present 

high sensitivity to the surface excess but not to the interfacial structure, while the full-Qz is very 

sensitive to the structure but less to the surface excess. 

Table 4.2. Thickness (di), scattering length density (ρi), solvent volume fraction (vfi) and composition obtained from 
the correspondent fit for each layer of the PLL/SDS films spread from overcharged aggregates, where i is the layer 
number. The parameters fitted are d3, vf3, d4 and vf4. 

Layer Parameter d-SDS/ACMW d-SDS/D2O h-SDS/D2O h-SDS/ACMW 

1 

d1 (Å) 8.5 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.2 

ρ1 (x 10–6 Å–2) 7 7 -0.39 -0.39 

vf1 0 0 0 0 

Composition 100% SDS chains 100% SDS chains 100% SDS chains 100% SDS chains 

2 

d2 (Å) 4 4 4 4 

ρ2 (x 10–6 Å–2) 2.90 3.94 3.94 2.90 

vf2 23 ± 1 23 ± 1 23 ± 1 23 ± 1 

Composition 
37% SDS heads  

40% PLL 
23 % solvent 

37% SDS heads  
40% PLL 

23 % solvent 

37% SDS heads  
40% PLL 

23 % solvent 

37% SDS heads  
40% PLL 

23 % solvent 

3 

d3 (Å) 9.6 ± 0.7 9.6 ± 0.7 9.6 ± 0.7 9.6 ± 0.7 

ρ3 (x 10–6 Å–2) 1.09 3.09 3.09 1.09 

vf3 48 ± 4 48 ± 4 48 ± 4 48 ± 4 

Composition 
52% PLL 

48% solvent 
52% PLL 

48% solvent 
52% PLL 

48% solvent 
52% PLL 

48% solvent 

4 

d4 (Å) 21.8 ± 0.8 21.8 ± 0.8 21.8 ± 0.8 21.8 ± 0.8 

ρ4 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.69 6.69 0.39 0.39 

vf4 81.2 ± 0.7 81.2 ± 0.7 81.2 ± 0.7 81.2 ± 0.7 

Composition 
19% SDS 

81% solvent 
19% SDS 

81% solvent 
19% SDS 

81% solvent 
19% SDS 

81% solvent 

 

Indeed, the variation of the thickness and the solvent content of the PLL layer provides fits with 

similar χ2 but a surface excess varying from 5.8 ± 0.5 to 6.7 ± 0.7 µmol/cm2 (green square and 

circle in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.10, respectively), showing that the sensitivity to the surface excess 
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of this layer in the full-Qz is lower. Table 4.3 and Figure 4.10 shows the results obtained from the 

fits varying the thickness and the solvent of the PLL layer. 

Table 4.3. χ2 and ΓPLL values of different fits varying the amount of solvent of the PLL layer. The first three columns 
show the results of the fits fixing the thickness of the film and varying the amount of solvent. The last three columns 
show the results of the fits changing the solvent and fitting the thickness of the PLL layer. The green box indicates 
the fits with similar and low χ2 values shown in Figure 4.10 with a green circle. 

d4,fixed = 9.6 Å d4,fitted 

vf,4 (%) χ2 ΓPLL d (Å) χ2 ΓPLL 

20 31.7741 8.99 7.00 12.8575 6.91 

25 23.2029 8.52 7.41 10.8608 6.87 

30 16.2872 8.05 7.85 9.00087 6.81 

35 11.0186 7.59 8.32 7.35884 6.73 

40 7.39466 7.12 8.82 6.04526 6.62 

45 5.41828 6.66 9.35 5.21099 6.47 

50 5.09806 6.19 9.91 5.06135 6.29 

55 6.44817 5.73 10.47 5.87218 6.06 

60 9.48864 5.26 10.99 8.0018 5.76 

65 14.2441 4.80 11.41 11.8823 5.37 

70 20.7463 4.33 11.65 17.9588 4.89 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Variation of the χ2 of different fits varying the amount of solvent in the PLL layer and fixing (black 
squares) or fitting (red circles) its thickness. The green circle indicates the region where the amount of solvent can 
vary from 35 to 60 % yielding fits with similar χ2. 
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4.6.7 Mid-Qz structural dynamics: fitting 

A novel time-resolved method was used to follow variations of the reflectivity in the mid-Qz range 

allowing the characterisation of structural changes during film dynamics. Data were recorded 

using an incident angle of 1.97° and reduced over 3.6–20 Å to get Qz = 0.02–0.12 Å-1. The reason 

why we chose the mid-Qz region to follow the structural dynamics is because the Kiessig fringe 

that reveals the presence of the ESs appears in this region. In addition, the peak of the neutron 

flux is at Qz = 0.1 Å-1 where the Kiessig fringe appears. We chose the contrast of PLL with h-SDS 

in D2O because it is very sensitive to the presence of the surfactant ES as the difference in 

scattering between the surfactant chains and the solvent is very high, while it is less sensitive to 

the monolayer as the difference in scattering between air and surfactant chains is low. Thus, the 

formation of an extended structure of hydrogenous material in D2O and the incident angle used 

offer the optimal conditions to follow the structural changes taking place during the collapse of 

the film. 

We have fitted the mid-Qz data with two different approaches showing that the decrease in 

reflectivity when we compress beyond the collapse of the film is due to the increase in the 

coverage of the ESs and not its thickness. In both cases the model that best fits the full-Qz data 

reported in Table 4.2 has been used, varying only the coverage and/or thickness of the fourth 

layer. The first approach consists of a batch fit of the coverage fixing the thickness to the one 

obtained in the full-Qz model (d4 = 21.8 Å). The second approach consists of a batch data fit of 

the coverage fixing the thickness to d4 = 21.8 × (Cov./Cov.max) Å, where Cov. is the coverage 

obtained in the previous fit and Cov.max is the one obtained at full compression, i.e., 16 %. In this 

way, we can keep constant the volume fraction and verify if the changes in reflectivity results 

from changes in the coverage (approach 1) or thickness (approach 2) looking at the χ2 obtained 

in each case. Table 4.4 shows the values of coverage and χ2 derived from the fits and Figure 4.11 

shows the comparison between the χ2 values obtained for each slice using both approaches. The 

17- and 22-min slices correspond to the first and the last slice recorded in the Π plateau region, 

respectively. The results show that a lower χ2 is obtained for all slices using the approach 1, with 

a maximum difference of 30% in the slice 19. Therefore, we demonstrate that the structural 
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changes taking place during the collapse of the film are due to an increase of the coverage and 

not the thickness. 

 

Table 4.4. Values of coverage and χ2 obtained from the fits of 1-min slices in the Π plateau region using approaches 
1 and 2 described in the text. 

 
Approach 1 

d4 = 22 Å 
Approach 2 

d4 = 22 ⋅ (Cov./Cov.max) Å 

Slice (min) d4 (Å) Coverage (%) χ2 d4 (Å) Coverage (%) χ2 

17 22 3 1.316 4 24 1.463 

18 22 6 2.126 9 19 2.880 

19 22 8 2.318 11 18 3.263 

20 22 11 1.533 15 17 2.153 

21 22 14 1.427 19 17 1.788 

22 22 16 1.830 22 -- -- 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Variation of the χ2 of each 1-min slice in the Π plateau region using approaches 1 (black squares) and 2 
(red circles) for the ESs of spread PLL/SDS films. 
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Figure 5.1. Table of contents illustrating the effect of specific PP/S interactions on the morphology of spread PLL/SDS 
and PLA/SDS films, and the effect of compression ratio on the structure of PLL/SDS films. 
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5.1 Abstract 

We show for the first time the possibility to tune the structural and mechanical properties and 

morphology of biocompatible spread polypeptide/surfactant films at the air/water interface of a 

Langmuir trough as a function of the maximum compression ratio of the surface area. The 

systems studied are PLL or PLA with SDS, chosen because SDS (i) interacts more strongly with PLA 

due to formation of hydrogen bonds between the guanidinium group and its oxygen atoms, and 

(ii) induces β-sheet and α-helix conformations of PLL and PLA in the bulk, respectively, which 

hints that different interactions may be used to tune the properties of films containing ESs. NR 

reveals that application of a high compression ratio (4.5:1) to compact PLL/SDS monolayers 

results in the nanoscale self-assembly of ESs containing up to two PLL-wrapped SDS bilayers. 

Brewster angle microscopy images the ESs in PLL/SDS films as discrete regions on the micrometre 

scale while additional linear regions in PLA/SDS films are related to macroscopic folding of the 

film. The collapse mechanism of PLL/SDS films compressed to a very high ratio (10:1) is 

irreversible due to the formation of solid domains that remain embedded in the film upon 

expansion while that of PLA/SDS films is reversible. Ellipsometry demonstrates high stability of 

the different film morphologies resolved, making them amenable to potential transfer 

applications. These findings demonstrate that even subtle differences in the side group of a 

polypeptide can have a major influence on the film response, opening the possibility to design 

new biocompatible or biodegradable films with tailored properties for applications such as in 

tissue engineering, biosensors and antimicrobial coatings. 

5.2 Introduction 

Polypeptides are biocompatible and biodegradable polymers composed of a repeating sequence 

of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. They have attracted attention as promising biomaterials 

in numerous studies since they exhibit unique properties such as designability, biocompatibility, 

susceptibility to proteolysis, tuned hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, inherent chirality and the 

ability to self-assemble in secondary structures (α-helices or β-sheets).1 The latter property 

influences their size, stiffness, and function and facilitates the formation of well-defined 

supramolecular assemblies.2,3 Indeed, the secondary structure of polypeptides can determine 
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their antibacterial activity,4 the stiffness of a gel,5 or the morphology of self-assembled vesicles.6 

This is a unique property of polypeptides that many widely studied synthetic polymers such as 

NaPSS7,8 PEI9,10 or Pdadmac11,12 do not present. There are 20 different natural amino acids and a 

wide variety of non-natural ones that offer the possibility to build polypeptides with a rich 

chemical diversity using the facile ring-opening polymerisation method.13 The possibility to 

modify polypeptides including functional groups such as sugar moieties, reactive handles, 

charged species or surface active groups allows one to design a large number of different 

biomaterials.14 In addition, they are versatile as they can be designed to respond to various 

stimuli (temperature, pH, ionic strength, light, enzymatic/biological or magnetic), allowing 

control of their properties and structure.13 

Polypeptides have been widely used for the creation of multilayers in applications such as tissue 

engineering15 or drug delivery,16 both consisting exclusively of polypeptides17 and in conjunction 

with other polyelectrolytes.18 They have also been used to form polyplexes with nucleic acids in 

gene delivery,19 and PP/S complexes.20 However, despite significant advances made during the 

last decades in the field of P/S mixtures at the air/water interface, examples of work to tune and 

develop PP/S film properties are scarce.21,22 Furthermore, the properties of P/S films cannot be 

directly extrapolated to PP/S films since, in addition to the electrostatic interactions, 

polypeptides can adopt secondary structures and form multiple hydrogen bonds. Previously, the 

equilibrium23 and dynamic24 properties of PLL/SDS mixtures were studied at the air/water 

interface. It was suggested that PLL adopts a β-sheet conformation at the interface, although this 

was inferred only from surface tension measurements. The application of NR later allowed direct 

quantification of the amounts of PLL and SDS at different pH values.25 Differences between the 

results obtained by surface tensiometry and NR were rationalised in terms of different 

polypeptide conformations that affected only the surface tension values. 

Recently, we have demonstrated precise control over the formation of ESs in PLL/SDS films at the 

air/water interface using a Langmuir trough with respect to compression or expansion of A.26 The 

structures of these films consist of a surfactant monolayer, a layer of polypeptide bound to the 

surfactant headgroups (together, hereon in, referred to as the ‘surface monolayer’) as well as 

discrete patches either of surfactant bilayer wrapped by polypeptide or bound surfactant 
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hemimicelles; the two possibilities were not distinguished from the experimental data. 

Reversible control of the quantity of a single additional layer of ESs using the Langmuir trough 

barriers was demonstrated up to a coverage of 18.8 ± 0.7%. In this work, PLL/SDS films were 

created using a film formation methodology,27 which was recently developed using P/S mixtures 

by exploiting the dissociation and interfacial spreading of material from aggregates that had self-

assembled in solution due to lack of colloidal stability of formed complexes.28 The spreading of 

these aggregates at the air/water interface results in their dissociation and the material remains 

kinetically trapped due to the entropy associated with counterion release. Possibilities to trigger 

the formation of ESs through changing the charge and/or structure of the aggregates, and tune 

the resulting interfacial morphology through successive spreading of aggregates or compression 

of the surface area, were also demonstrated.29 Recently, it has also been demonstrated that the 

stiffness of the polyelectrolyte plays an important role in the formation of ESs.30 To the best of 

the authors’ knowledge, these are the only examples of investigations in the literature on 

adsorbed layers or trapped films of oppositely charged PP/S mixtures at the air/water interface. 

Thus, this work provides a basis for the future development of PP/S films at the air/water 

interface, which has not been broadly exploited to date. 

Given the multiple applications and all the above-mentioned characteristics that make 

polypeptides unique from other polyelectrolytes, the study of PP/S films at the air/water 

interface is of great interest, especially for applications where biocompatibility and 

biodegradability are essential. The present work involves a comparison of films involving 

different PP/S systems: PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS. The molecular structures of PLL, PLA and SDS are 

shown in Figure 5.2. Both polypeptides have positively charged groups in their side chains at 

physiological pH due to their high pKa. Consequently, they exhibit strong electrostatic 

interactions with oppositely charged molecules or surfaces. Although they present a similar 

chemical structure, the interaction of the ammonium group of PLL with SDS is purely 

electrostatic, yet the guanidinium group can form additional hydrogen bonds that make the 

PLA/SDS interaction stronger.31 Thus, specific PP/S headgroup interactions influence the resulting 

properties of the mixtures. Indeed, it has been shown that SDS induces the β-sheet conformation 

of PLL23,25,32–35 and the α-helix conformation of PLA34–37 in solution. Furthermore, it was shown 
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that the secondary structure of polypeptides when forming complexes in solution is maintained 

when deposited as multilayers on solids,38 which suggests that these differences may mean that 

PP/S films containing ESs may exhibit distinct physicochemical properties. 

 

Figure 5.2. Chemical structures of PLL (left), PLA (right) and SDS (bottom). The ammonium group of PLL and the 
guanidinium group of PLA are indicated in blue and green, respectively. 

The aim of this work is to resolve differences in the structural and mechanical properties and 

resulting morphologies between PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS films spread at the air/water interface 

with respect to the maximum compression ratio, defined as A0/A, where A0 is the initial surface 

area, and hence the amount of ESs present. The scope is to understand how specific PP/S 

interactions may be tuned for the development of new biocompatible or biodegradable films for 

a range of applications. An approach is used to manipulate films to different maximum 

compression ratios to determine if higher coverage of ESs than previously observed can be 

obtained, and if their increased coverage affects the mechanical properties of the films. The 

underlying hypothesis is that as these two PP/S systems adopt distinct secondary structures in 

the bulk, there may be distinct physicochemical properties of their spread films when 

compressed to produce ESs. It is hoped that this work will help us to understand better the 

influence on spread film properties of the polyelectrolyte stiffness,30 where the hierarchy is β-

sheet > α-helix > random coil. The application of a powerful combination of reflectometry 

techniques –NR, ellipsometry and BAM – allows us to resolve key processes that determine the 
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dynamic behaviour of these PP/S films with respect to different lengths on the micrometre- and 

nanoscale. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Materials 

15–30 kDa (~176 amino acids/molecule) poly-(L-lysine) hydrobromide and 5-15 kDa (~64 amino 

acids/molecule) poly-L-arginine hydrochloride powders, sodium dodecyl sulfate, sodium 

dodecyl-d25 sulfate, ethanol (≥99.8%) and D2O were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. PLL, PLA, d-

SDS and D2O were used as received. SDS was recrystallised twice in ethanol followed by drying 

under vacuum. Ultra-pure water was generated by passing deionised water through a Milli-Q unit 

(total organic content ≤ 4 ppb, resistivity = 18 MΩ·cm). 

5.3.2 Sample preparation 

PLL and PLA stock solutions were prepared by dissolving the powder in H2O and rotating the vial 

for a few hours. A stock solution of SDS 10 mM was prepared in H2O and diluted to the required 

concentration for each experiment. 

Fresh mixtures of PP/S aggregates were always prepared immediately before use to limit the 

growth of large aggregates prior to the experiment. First, an aliquot of 200 ppm PLL or PLA 

solution was poured into a clean vial containing a magnetic stirrer. Then, an aliquot of the same 

volume of SDS was rapidly added to the vial with stirring maintained for 3–5 s. Thus, the 

concentrations of polypeptide and surfactant in the final solution were half of those in the 

aliquots. 

5.3.3 ζ-potential 

ζ-potential measurements of PP/S aggregates were carried out using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 and 

the M3-PLAS technique (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.) to estimate the charge of the 

aggregates. The charge of the aggregates was determined at a constant concentration of P (100 
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ppm) as a function of the SDS concentration using a range of 0.4–1.0 mM and 0.2–1.0 mM for 

PLL and PLA, respectively. 

5.3.4 Langmuir technique 

Use of a Langmuir trough allows the study of the dynamic behaviour of the spread PP/S films 

during changes of A. The troughs used have two barriers that move symmetrically to record Π–A 

isotherms during consecutive compression/expansion cycles and stability measurements of the 

films over time at a constant area. Troughs of different sizes were used according to the 

requirements of the different setups of the applied techniques (NR, ellipsometry or BAM). The 

isotherms are presented as a function of A/A0 (the inverse of the compression ratio) in order to 

compare the data obtained using different troughs. The Wilhelmy plate method has been used 

to record the variation of Π defined as the difference between the surface tension of pure water 

and that of the film using a filter paper plate. 

The different troughs used in the present work are Kibron G1 and G2 (Finland) and Nima 721BAM 

(UK). A volume of 1130 μl of PLL/SDS and 1500 μl of PLA/SDS mixtures was used to create the 

initial films when using the Kibron G1 trough. The amount spread was chosen to obtain a surface 

monolayer at Π = 5–10 mN/m, which allows to study the surface monolayer/ESs transitions 

during successive cycles. The volume spread as well as the speed of the barriers was scaled to be 

consistent between the different troughs used. The trough and barriers were carefully cleaned 

with detergent Decon 90, ethanol and water before filling them with Milli-Q water. 

5.3.5 Neutron reflectometry 

NR is a widely used technique in the study of interfaces that allows the composition and structure 

perpendicular to the interface on the nanoscale to be determined accurately.39–41 In an NR 

experiment, a neutron beam is incident onto the interface under study at grazing incident angles. 

Specular reflectometry occurs when the angle of incidence, θ, and the angle of reflection are 

equal. The reflectivity, R, is defined as the ratio between the reflected and the incident intensity 

and is recorded as a function of the momentum transfer normal to the interface, Qz, defined as  
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𝑄𝑧 =

4𝜋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝜆
 (3.18) 

where λ is the wavelength. The SLD is a measure of the scattering power of a material, and it is 

defined as the sum of the scattering lengths, b, of each nucleus in the molecule over its molecular 

volume (Vm). The surface excess of surfactant or polyelectrolyte in each layer, Γi, can be obtained 

as follows: 

 
𝛤𝑖 =

𝜌𝑑𝑣𝑓

𝑏𝑁𝐴
 (3.20) 

Where vf is the volume fraction, d is the thickness of the film and NA the Avogadro’s number. 

Specular NR measurements were performed on the time-of-flight reflectometer INTER at the ISIS 

Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source (Didcot, UK) to resolve the structure of PLL/SDS films at a high 

compression ratio. Two different grazing incident angles of 0.8° and 2.3° and a wavelength range 

of λ = 1.5–16 Å were used. The absolute reflectivity was calibrated using a pure D2O subphase. 

Three different isotopic contrasts were recorded: (1) d-SDS/ACMW (a mixture of 8.1% v/v D2O in 

H2O, SLD = 0 Å–2), in which the scattering is dominated by the surfactant and is essential for 

determining the coverage of the surfactant monolayer and the ESs; (2) d-SDS/D2O, which allows 

to determine the amount of PLL in the system as the SLDs of d-SDS (6.69 × 10–6 Å–2) and D2O (6.36 

× 10–6 Å–2) are close in value; and (3) h-SDS/D2O, in which the scattering is dominated by the 

subphase and therefore it is very sensitive to the penetration of h-SDS in the bulk when they form 

ESs. The values of b, SLD and Vm of each of the components, information about the model applied 

to fit the data and details of the fitting procedure can be found in section 5.7.1. The data were 

analysed using the Motofit package and the different contrasts were co-refined.42 The general 

procedure of fitting the data with different isotopic contrasts using a structural model with the 

minimum number of layers required has been followed. 

5.3.6 Ellipsometry 

Ellipsometry is an optical technique based on the polarisation changes that light undergoes when 

it is reflected at an interface. These changes are defined by the ratio of the overall Fresnel 

reflectivity coefficients of the parallel (rP) and the perpendicular (rS) components of the electric 
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field, whose relative amplitude and phase change by different amounts. In experimental 

measurements of ellipsometry, the ellipsometric angles Δ, defined as the phase shift between 

the two components, and Ψ, where tan Ψ is the amplitude ratio, can be directly obtained. 

 𝑟𝑃
𝑟𝑆
= 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛹 𝑒𝑖𝛥 (3.8) 

In contrast to studies at solid/liquid interfaces that can be tuned to provide sensitivity of Ψ and 

Δ to the density and thickness of interfacial material,43 the application of ellipsometry in the study 

of thin transparent films at the air/water interface offers poor sensitivity of Ψ to the film 

properties and often only values of Δ are interpreted.27,44,45 The values of dΔ = ΔPP/S (for the PP/S 

film) – Δwater (for pure water which approximately accounts for the contribution of surface 

roughness) are reported as an approximately proportional measure of the total surface amount 

of the PP/S films. The relatively small probed area (~1 mm2) and the fast acquisition time (~5 s) 

makes ellipsometry an ideal technique to do time/spatial resolved experiments as temporal 

fluctuations in the signal can reveal the presence of inhomogeneities in the interface on the 

micrometer scale.27,44,46 

The ellipsometry data were recorded using two different ellipsometers coupled to a Langmuir 

trough. A Beaglehole Picometer Light ellipsometer (New Zealand) equipped with a He-Ne laser 

with a wavelength of λ = 632.8 nm was used to record the variation of dΔ during 

compression/expansion cycles at an angle of incidence of 51° and a data acquisition rate of 0.2 

Hz. An Accurion EP4 ellipsometer (Germany) equipped with a blue diode laser with a wavelength 

of λ = 489.2 nm was used to record the stability measurements presented in section 5.7.3 at an 

angle of incidence of 50° and a data acquisition rate of 0.1 Hz. 

5.3.7 Brewster angle microscopy 

BAM is a direct and non-invasive imaging technique used to characterise the in-plane 

organisation of fluid films at the air/water interface and the presence of inhomogeneities.47 

When p-polarised light is directed at the Brewster angle (~53.1°) onto the air/water interface, 

the reflectivity is almost zero. The presence of a thin film at the air/water interface whose 

refractive index is different from that of water causes the reflection of the incident light allowing 
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visualisation and imaging of the film under study. Any additional material that thickens the film 

will contribute to the reflected light. Thus, a dark image is observed when light is directed onto 

the air/water interface or a homogenous layer, yet the presence of inhomogeneous patches of 

ESs will be observed as brighter regions. An Accurion Nanofilm EP3 Brewster angle microscope 

(Germany) equipped with a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm), a 10x objective and a CCD detector was 

used at an angle of incidence θ = 53.1°. Background was not subtracted. 

5.4 Results and discussion 

A characterisation of the charge of the complexes was carried out first with a fixed polypeptide 

concentration of 100 ppm as a function of the SDS concentration. Figure 5.3 shows the results 

obtained for the PLL/SDS and the PLA/SDS systems. The variation of the ζ-potential as function 

of the bulk surfactant concentration follows a similar trend as that of other P/S systems.27,28,48 

The increase of the concentration of SDS results in a transition from positive to negative surface 

charge density. The concentration of surfactant needed to produce neutral PLL/SDS or PLA/SDS 

aggregates is 0.63 and 0.57 mM, respectively. The experimental values are close to the equivalent 

monomer concentration of 100 ppm of the polypeptides of 0.48 and 0.52 mM, respectively, 

evidencing a strong binding between the components at the point of charge neutrality. 

Nevertheless, the lower excess of SDS required to neutralise PLA/SDS aggregates (0.05 mM) 

compared to PLL/SDS aggregates (0.15 mM) suggests that the interaction of SDS with PLA is 

stronger than with PLL. The PP/S interaction strength depends on the electrostatic interactions 

between the charged groups and the hydrophobic interactions between surfactant chains. Since 

the same surfactant is used, the differences observed might arise from different specific PP/S 

interactions. 
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Figure 5.3. Variation of the ζ-potential of (A) PLL/SDS (reproduced from Carrascosa-Tejedor et al., 2022)26 and (B) 
PLA/SDS aggregates as a function of the concentration of SDS and at a constant concentration of 100 ppm 
polypeptide. The black circles represent the experimental data points and the red line a sigmoidal fit. The black 
dashed lines indicate neutral charge. The standard error in the ζ-potential values was found to be around 10%, 
smaller than the symbol size. Black arrows indicate the concentrations used to create the films. 

The stronger affinity of SDS to PLA found in this work is in agreement with isothermal titration 

calorimetry results where it was observed that the enthalpy upon SDS binding to PLA and PLL was 

–15.4 ± 1 and –6.9 ± 1 kJ/mol, respectively.49 In addition, it has also been demonstrated that the 

electrophoretic mobility of arginine in sodium sulfate solutions was lower than that of lysine.31 

These results are also in agreement with the molecular dynamics simulations, where a greater 

affinity of sulfate to the guanidinium group was predicted and was attributed to the planar 

geometry of the group allowing hydrogen bonding with the two sulfate oxygen atoms. It may be 

noted that the strong binding at the point of charge neutrality observed in both systems is in 

agreement with other systems previously reported such as Pdadmac/SDS48 or PEI/SDS,50 but 

contrasts sharply with that of NaPSS/DTAB,27 where for a bulk polyelectrolyte concentration of 

100 ppm, the excess of surfactant needed to neutralise the aggregates is 5.5 mM. These 

differences may be related to the ability of the polyelectrolyte to wrap surfactant aggregates, 

which would be significantly influenced by its stiffness,51–53 and it has also been found that more 

rigid polyelectrolytes form denser films.7 Thus, the experimental charge neutrality may be an 

important parameter when assessing the stability of formed ESs in P/S or PP/S films, given that 

they were shown to be stable over time for PLL/SDS films with strong bulk binding26 and unstable 
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for NaPSS/DTAB films with weaker bulk binding.29 Furthermore, it has been recently 

demonstrated that the stiffness of the polymer plays an important role in the stabilisation of ESs 

in adsorbed P/S layers.30 Although the compensation of interfacial charges was identified as the 

main driving force for the formation of ESs, the possibility to control the 2D to 3D nature of the 

film by increasing the polyelectrolyte stiffness was demonstrated. The low binding efficiency of 

DTAB to NaPSS at the point of charge neutrality could be related also with its low persistence 

length (~1 nm), which may explain the difficulty to form stable ESs when this system is used.29 

Concentrations of 0.80 and 0.62 mM were chosen to create the spread PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS 

films, respectively, because aggregates overcharged with an excess of surfactant have been 

shown to be efficient in forming ESs in previous studies.26,29 

We reported previously the structure of PLL/SDS films at a 2:1 compression ratio using NR and a 

coverage of 19% of ESs was shown.26 Nevertheless, it was not clear whether there was an 

additional PLL layer underneath the ESs as the inclusion of a low coverage of it in the model 

resulted in equivalent model fits to the experimental data. The structure of PLL/SDS films at a 

4.5:1 compression ratio was studied using NR in the hope that increased coverage of any PLL 

layer that may be present in the ESs would allow it to be clearly resolved. If we assume that all of 

the surfactant expelled from the surface monolayer is incorporated in the surfactant bilayer 

structure, resolved for PLL/SDS films in our recent work,29 coverage of the ESs should in principle 

reach 100% at a 4:1 compression ratio. Therefore, we could test the hypothesis that if all the 

material remains bound to the film upon further compression, a second layer of ESs would form 

beyond this compression ratio. 

Figure 5.4A shows the reflectivity profiles measured and the model fits obtained from the 

analysis. The sharp and clear Kiessig fringes in the reflectivity profiles indicate the presence of a 

multilayered structure. Further evidence for the lateral domains of ESs on the micrometre scale 

includes a slight indication of off-specular neutron scattering and attenuation of the total 

reflection of D2O by 4%. From the position of the minimum in the d-SDS/ACMW contrast (Qz = 

0.1 Å–1), the presence of ESs with a length scale around 60 Å can be deduced. An optimised model 

of 6 stratified layers was found to be necessary to fit the data: (1) SDS tails, (2) SDS headgroups 
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with PLL and solvent, (3) PLL, (4) PLL/SDS ESs with solvent, (5) PLL and (6) PLL/SDS ESs with 

solvent. More details about the model together with a table of optimised fitting parameters can 

be found in section 5.7.1. The analysis confirms our hypothesis that the compression of the film 

beyond a ratio of 4:1 leads to the formation of a second layer of ESs. Furthermore, compatible 

with a physical picture where polyelectrolyte screens the oppositely charged headgroups in 

adjacent surfactant bilayers, a PLL layer was required between the two layers of ESs, as described 

in section 5.7.2. An additional layer of PLL beneath the second layer of ESs did not, however, 

improve the quality of the fit, most likely due to its low coverage. 

 

Figure 5.4. (A) Neutron reflectivity profiles of a PLL/SDS film compressed by a 4.5:1 compression ratio using d-
SDS/ACMW (red circles), d-SDS/D2O (blue circles) and h-SDS/D2O (orange circles) contrasts. The continuous lines 
show the model fits. (B) Corresponding volume fraction profiles of SDS (green) solvent (grey) and PLL (purple). (C) 
Schematic illustrations of the structures of PLL/SDS films using 2:1 and 4.5:1 compression ratios. 

Figure 5.4B shows the volume fraction profiles corresponding to the analysis. The high volume-

fraction of PLL and SDS in the surface monolayer as well as in the first layer of ESs evidences the 

presence of a very compact film at the interface. It should be further noted that absence of a 

Bragg diffraction peak in any of the reflectivity profiles shows that P/S aggregates with an internal 

liquid crystalline structure were not resolved to have remained trapped in the spread film.54 Thus, 

it can be concluded that the compression of the film allows the formation of a very compact film 
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and the formation of an additional layer of ESs beneath when the first one reaches a high enough 

coverage. Figure 5.4C shows a two-dimensional schematic illustration of the structure of PLL/SDS 

films using a 2:1 and 4.5:1 compression ratio; illustrations are merely representative and are not 

to scale. 

Having demonstrated the ability to increase the amount of ESs by increasing the compression 

ratio, we turn in the following sub-sections to the dynamic behaviour of PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS 

films during compression/expansion cycles as a function of the maximum compression ratio. 

First, the results of PLL/SDS films using a 2:1 compression ratio already published26 are compared 

with the ones obtained on PLA/SDS films. Subsequently, data from samples involving two 

different maximum compression ratios of 5:1 and 10:1 are described. Thus, both the influence of 

(i) specific polypeptide/headgroups interactions and (ii) the formation of compact films on the 

properties of the films will be considered. 

5.4.1 Maximum compression ratio of 2:1 

Figure 5.5 shows the results obtained in the study of the dynamic behaviour of PLL/SDS and 

PLA/SDS films during consecutive compression/expansion cycles using the Langmuir trough, 

ellipsometry and BAM up to a maximum compression ratio of 2:1. It is worth noting that 

considering the volume and concentration of SDS in the spreading aliquot and the volume of 

water in the Langmuir trough, the final SDS concentration in both PP/S systems is less than 7 × 

10-3 mM, where SDS alone still presents negligible surface activity,55 hence, the interfacial 

properties measured are determined by the spread film. Through application of multiple 

experimental techniques previously,26 the Π–A isotherms of PLL/SDS films can be described as 

follows. The data are characterised by three different regions (Figure 5.5A). First, compression of 

the film leads to an increase in the number of surfactant molecules per unit area in the surface 

monolayer, which results in a continuous increase in Π (from state i through state ii to state iii). 

Second, further compression of the film leads to its collapse as shown by the constant collapse 

pressure, Πc, at ~28 mN/m: this is attributed to retention of the most compact state of the surface 

monolayer and ejection of surplus material to ESs upon further compression of the film (beyond 

state iii through state iv to state v).26,29 
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Figure 5.5. Π–A isotherms of (A) PLL/SDS and (B) PLA/SDS films using a 2:1 compression ratio during 5 consecutive 
compression/expansion cycles. The transparency of the data indicates the number of cycle, with cycle 1 being the 
most transparent and cycle 5 the least and the indices i-vi indicate different compression states. Variation of Π (black 
line) and dΔ (purple squares) as a function of time during two consecutive compression/expansion cycles of (C) 
PLL/SDS and (D) PLA/SDS films. The variation of A versus time is also included at the top of the graph. The different 
shadowed areas indicate the compression/expansion of the film. BAM images of (E) PLL/SDS (reproduced from 
Carrascosa-Tejedor et al., 2022)26 and (F) PLA/SDS films corresponding to states i-vi as indicated in panels A and B 
and using the colour code of panels C and D. Scale bars are 100 μm. 
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Third, expansion of the film is characterised by a large hysteresis in Π, the presence of a pseudo-

plateau and the merging of the isotherm on expansion into the isotherm on compression at large 

A/A0, consistent with the reincorporation of material back into the surface monolayer yet with a 

kinetic barrier (through state vi). The mechanical properties of the film are reproducible over 

successive cycles. Consistent with the above description, the values of dΔ from ellipsometry 

continue to increase beyond the surface pressure collapse (Figure 5.5C), and it was data from NR 

that allowed us to confirm not only that ΓSDS exceeds that in an SDS monolayer at ×2 its critical 

micelle concentration (cmc),56 but that the coverage of the surface monolayer remains constant 

and the excess material is ejected into the ESs. BAM images (Figure 5.5E) also support this 

physical picture as the morphologies shown contain discrete regions on the μm-scale that grow 

in number with increasing compression only at higher compression ratios than the surface 

pressure collapse (states iv and v). 

The Π–A response of PLA/SDS films (Figure 5.5B) is qualitatively similar to that of PLL/SDS films, 

exhibiting the three characteristic regions mentioned above. Therefore, we could expect that the 

dynamic behaviour of these films may be explained with a similar physical picture. The 

ellipsometry data (Figure 5.5D) show that the amount of material at the interface increases 

continuously with the compression beyond the surface pressure collapse and there is no 

evidence of loss of material from one cycle to the other. Thus, formation of ESs in PLA/SDS films 

is strongly inferred. In addition, the presence of fluctuations in dΔ is probably related to the 

presence of film inhomogeneities with a higher density of material.44,46 Lastly, the BAM images 

(Figure 5.5F) clearly show the formation of discrete micro-domains after the collapse and the 

presence of areas with high intensity that are consistent with the dΔ fluctuations (states iv and 

v), even though they appear to have a distinct morphology from the ESs observed for PLL/SDS. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the PLA/SDS system exhibits the formation of ESs and that we 

can control their formation with the compression/expansion of the film, as has been previously 

reported for the PLL/SDS system.26 Furthermore, it is shown that the properties of the films and 

the morphology of the ESs can be tuned by using polypeptides with different side chains that 

interact differently with the surfactant. 
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Although the mechanical responses of both systems to the compression/expansion cycles are 

similar, there are significant differences worth noting. The first one is the ΠC, ~28 mN/m and ~34 

mN/m for the PLL and PLA/SDS films, respectively, while Π of an SDS monolayer at its cmc is 31 

mN/m.55 It has been shown that the interaction of SDS with other polyelectrolytes gives rise to 

very different interfacial properties, varying significantly the minimum surface tension, i.e., the 

higher Π reached.25,44 Hence, the polyelectrolyte properties influence significantly the maximum 

compression state of the SDS molecules that can be reached before the film collapses.55 This is 

also supported by the ellipsometry data, as the amount of interfacial material is significantly 

higher for PLA. One could expect that the differences in ΠC may be related to the ability of the 

polypeptide to interact with surfactant headgroups with a contribution in the plane of the 

headgroups layer (see Figure 5.5). However, the molecular volumes of lysine and arginine amino 

acids are 177 and 181 Å3,57 respectively, which are very similar. While the interaction between 

lysine monomers and the sulfate headgroup is purely electrostatic, the guanidinium group 

presents additional interactions due to the formation of hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atoms 

from the sulfate.31 This difference gives rise to lateral interactions between the different chemical 

groups that may explain the formation of a layer with a higher coverage of surfactant in the 

surface monolayer. This interpretation is also in agreement with the discussion of the ζ-potential 

results presented above, where a smaller excess bulk surfactant concentration was required to 

neutralise PLA than PLL complexes. Another significant difference is the slope of the pseudo-

plateau during the expansion, which is significantly lower for the PLA/SDS system. This could be 

related to the rate at which the material from the ESs is reincorporated into the surface 

monolayer upon film expansion. This would imply that PLA/SDS material recovery occurs much 

faster with a slope close to zero during a plateau on film expansion, while the higher slope in the 

case of PLL suggests that the reincorporation of the material from the ESs into the surface 

monolayer is slower than their formation, as has been demonstrated using NR.26 Nevertheless, 

NR of PLA/SDS films (beyond the scope of the present work) would be necessary to confirm this 

inference, since ellipsometry cannot distinguish between the surface monolayer and the ESs. The 

collapse mechanism of both systems when compressed by 2:1 is reversible, reflecting the high 

efficiency of respreading of material upon expansion. 
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Having demonstrated the formation of ESs for both PP/S systems during dynamic 

compression/expansion cycles, Π and dΔ were recorded at a constant compression ratio of 2:1 

to study the stability of the films. The results, presented in section 5.7.3, show that both films are 

stable for more than 1 h, making them robust and amenable for possible transfer applications. 

5.4.2 Maximum compression ratio of 5:1 

Higher compression ratios have also been applied to resolve if the mechanical film behaviour and 

the resulting morphologies can be tuned with respect to PP/S interactions in the films that 

contain a second layer of ESs. For this purpose, a maximum compression ratio of 5:1 (Figure 5.6) 

from the same spread volume and speed of the barriers were used as in the experiments 

described above. Compression of the films beyond a ratio of 2:1 results in the appearance of a 

new region during the compression where Π starts to increase again (Figure 5.6A and B). This 

result is surprising since the maximum Π of the system is broadly related to the most compact 

state of the surfactant in the surface monolayer. This new region would imply that the surface 

coverage of the surface monolayer is further increased, giving rise to an increase in the number 

of SDS molecules per unit area and a decrease in the amount of solvent in the headgroups layer. 

Although this is possible, in principle, considering that there is 23% of water in the headgroups 

layer when the film is compressed by a ratio of 2:1,26 it was observed that the Wilhelmy plate is 

pulled sideways in the high-Π region, suggesting the formation of a solid film that exerts an 

additional force on the sensor, consistent with very low water content in PLL/SDS films resolved 

using NR above. An experiment reported in section 5.7.4 demonstrates that indeed the measured 

values of Π are affected below A/A0 = 0.33, hence hereon in we will refer to values of Π that 

exceed Πc as values of an ‘apparent Π’. Another significant difference with respect to the 2:1 

compression is the appearance of a second collapse in the PLA/SDS system, which could be 

related to a change in the film structure after full coverage of the first layer of ESs is reached. 
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Figure 5.6. Π–A isotherms of (A) PLL/SDS and (B) PLA/SDS films using a 5:1 compression ratio during 5 consecutive 
compression/expansion cycles. The transparency of the data indicates the number of cycle, with cycle 1 being the 
most transparent and cycle 5 the least and the indices i-vi indicate different compression states. Variation of Π (black 
line) and dΔ (purple squares) as a function of time during two consecutive compression/expansion cycles of (C) 
PLL/SDS and (D) PLA/SDS films. The variation of A versus time is also included at the top of the graph. The different 
shadowed areas indicate the compression/expansion of the film. BAM images of (E) PLL/SDS and (F) PLA/SDS films 
corresponding to states i-vi as indicated in panels A and B and using the colour code of panels C and D. Note that 
only the indices i-vi have been included in panels A and B for the sake of clarity. Scale bars are 100 μm. 
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The ellipsometry data (Figures 5.6C and D) show that the approximate amount of material at the 

interface increased further beyond film compression of a 2:1 ratio. The dΔ values increase by 

factors of 2.9 and 1.7 with respect to the 2:1 compression ratio for PLL and PLA, respectively. It 

is worth noting that in going from a compression ratio of 2:1 to 5:1, assuming that no material is 

lost from the interface, the amount of material should increase by a factor of 2.5, so the higher 

value obtained here for PLL/SDS films, in combination with the steeper slope in the ellipsometry 

data upon increasing compression ratio, suggest that there is a contribution of the anisotropy of 

ESs to the ellipticity. 

BAM images of PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS films (Figures 5.6E and F) show a continuous increase in the 

number of ESs until a homogeneous, high-intensity image is observed, suggesting a very high 

coverage of ESs. The PLA/SDS system presents additional linear regions with higher intensity that 

could be related to the folding of the film when the ESs layer is fully coated, which is consistent 

with the second plateau observed in the Π–A isotherm. During expansion, fracture and 

reincorporation of the material can be observed gradually in the PLL/SDS system, whereas for 

the PLA/SDS system the solid film disappears abruptly shortly after the start of decompression. 

The dΔ values during expansion are in good agreement with the morphologies observed using 

BAM. The gradual disappearance of the solid film in the PLL/SDS system is translated into a 

continuous decrease of dΔ during expansion. However, the PLA/SDS system shows a dramatic 

drop in the values during expansion followed by a plateau, attributed to whether or not the solid 

domains are in the region of the interface illuminated by the laser. Then, the value of dΔ in the 

plateau coincides with the value at the collapse during compression. This confirms that the 

material is reincorporated by efficiently filling the surface area created upon expansion at a very 

similar rate to the barriers movement during expansion, i.e., with minimal kinetic barrier. The 

stability of the films compressed to a maximum ratio of 5:1 was also studied by Π and 

ellipsometry (Figure 5.11) showing stable dΔ values for more than 1 h. 

5.4.3 Maximum compression ratio of 10:1 

Lastly, films were compressed to a maximum ratio of 10:1, and the results obtained are shown in 

Figure 5.7. The isotherms show qualitatively similar behaviour to that described above for the 
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maximum compression ratio of 5:1. However, there are a number of differences that give us 

additional information about the systems, especially in the case of PLL/SDS. A second kink in the 

apparent Π of the PLL/SDS film and a large shift of the isotherm from the first to the second cycle, 

as well as from the second to the third is observed (Figure 5.7A). These features may suggest that 

loss of material to the bulk occurs during the second kink. However, the apparent Π values 

reached in the minimum area are constant during the successive cycles, which precludes 

irreversible loss. 

Similarly to the data on films with a maximum compression ratio of 5:1, the ellipsometry data 

show a continuous increase in dΔ during compression. However, the expansion is characterised 

by an initial region with a continuous decrease in dΔ followed by large temporal fluctuations that 

are present also in the subsequent full compression/expansion cycle. In addition, although the 

dΔ values at the beginning of the second cycle are lower, the ones at the maximum compression 

ratio are similar, suggesting that there is no irreversible loss of material from the spread film. 

We consider now the morphology of the spread films from the two systems in turn. BAM images 

presented in Figure 5.7E show the fracture of the solid PLL/SDS film during the first compression 

(state iii) and the presence of solid domains throughout the rest of the experiment (states v, viii, 

ix, x, xi, and xii). The characteristic behaviour of PLL/SDS films compressed to a maximum ratio of 

10:1 can be explained by combining the information obtained from the different techniques. The 

application of high compression ratios results in the formation of a solid film that is fractured 

when a 10:1 compression ratio is reached. The expansion of the film is characterised by the 

presence of solid domains observed in the BAM images that contain a much larger amount of 

material and explain the large dΔ fluctuations. A similar behaviour has been reported for other 

polymers at the air/water interface.46,58 Thus, we can conclude that the application of a 10:1 

compression ratio gives rise to the irreversible formation of solid domains whose excess of 

material is not respread and remain trapped at the interface coexisting with the surface 

monolayer. Finally, the apparent Π–A isotherms can now be explained by the fact that after the 

formation of these solid domains, the excess of material trapped in them does not contribute to 

the apparent Π until the solid film forms again. Thus, the surface monolayer region is displaced 

considerably but the same apparent Π and dΔ values are always reached at the minimum area. 
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Figure 5.7. Π–A isotherms of (A) PLL/SDS and (B) PLA/SDS films using a 10:1 compression ratio during 5 consecutive 
compression/expansion cycles. The transparency of the data indicates the number of cycle, with cycle 1 being the 
most transparent and cycle 5 the least and the indices i-vi indicate different compression states. Variation of Π (black 
line) and dΔ (purple squares) as a function of time during two consecutive compression/expansion cycles of (C) 
PLL/SDS and (D) PLA/SDS films. The variation of A versus time is also included at the top of the graph. The different 
shadowed areas indicate the compression/expansion of the film. BAM images of (E) PLL/SDS and (F) PLA/SDS films 
corresponding to states i-vi as indicated in panels A and B and using the colour code of panels C and D. Note that 
only the indices i-vi have been included in panels A and B for the sake of clarity. Scale bars are 100 μm. 
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The behaviour of PLA/SDS films compressed to maximum ratio of 10:1 shown in Figure 5.7F is 

very similar to that presented above for the maximum compression ratio of 5:1, but interestingly 

in this case, the second kink in the apparent Π results in a small shift of the isotherm in the 

successive cycles, yet the behaviour is reproducible. The ellipsometry data show a very high 

amount of material in the film (approximately double), and a very similar trend when a 10:1 

compression ratio is reached. Temporal fluctuations can be observed related to the presence of 

film folding and the characteristic plateau during expansion. The values of dΔ at the minimum 

and maximum area remain stable from the first to the second cycle, showing once again the great 

capacity of these systems to stabilise the formation of ESs and to respread their material back to 

the surface monolayer during film expansion. BAM images show the formation of the solid film 

during the first cycle without fracturing the film (state iii). Instead, the images at high 

compression ratios suggest that the PLA/SDS film folds during the second collapse (states ii and 

iv). Thus, while the PLL/SDS film exhibits an irreversible collapse mechanism at high Π leading to 

the formation of solid domains that are trapped at the interface, the PLA/SDS system exhibits a 

reversible collapse mechanism in which the film folds and excess material is respread in the 

surface monolayer during expansion. 

These results suggest that PLL/SDS films can form solid aggregates that redisperse with greater 

difficulty than PLA/SDS aggregates. The significant differences observed in the behaviour of these 

systems may be related to the interaction between the polypeptide molecules, which are the 

ones that confer the mechanical properties to the film. Although we do not have direct evidence 

about the secondary structure of the polypeptides at the interface, previous studies suggest that 

the secondary structure is maintained when the polypeptides are deposited on solid surfaces.38 

While the α-helices formed by PLA present side chains facing outward and thus decreasing the 

interactions between them, it is understood that beta-sheets present edges free to form 

hydrogen bonds with other beta-sheet edges belonging to different molecules.59,60 This could 

give rise to the formation of an extensive hydrogen bond network throughout the film that would 

confer a more rigid structure and stability to the aggregates formed by PLL/SDS. These 

observations are in agreement with the formation of solid precipitates due to inter-chain 

hydrogen bonding between β-sheets and the formation of coacervates when random-coiled or 
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α-helical polypeptides interact between them.2 Indeed, amyloid fibrils are used in numerous 

biomedical applications because they are made up of β-sheets which give them a rigid and 

cohesive nature and excellent mechanical properties such as large persistence length.2 Finally, it 

is worth noting that the properties of individual polypeptide chains have a great influence on the 

properties of the aggregates they form. Thus, the results obtained here also agree with the 

greater stifness of β-sheets with respect to the α-helices. The behaviour using a 10:1 compression 

ratio represents additional evidence of the above explanation. The β-sheet conformation that 

PLL adopts when interacting with SDS in bulk is characterised by an extensive network of 

hydrogen bonds and is stiffer than the α-helix structure adopted by PLA.34,61 Additional hydrogen 

bonding between PLL chains at high compression ratios and edge-to-edge interactions between 

different beta-sheets could give rise to aggregation and formation of the solid domains observed 

that remain trapped at the air/water interface. Although the results are consistent with a β-sheet 

conformation for PLL and an α-helix conformation for PLA, the application of circular dichroism 

and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in the future will be essential to understand better 

the role of the secondary structure of different polypeptides in spread PP/S films. 

5.5 Conclusions 

We have shown for the first time in the present work that specific PP/S interactions in spread 

films compressed to different maximum ratios of the surface area can be used to tune their 

mechanical and structural properties as well as their resulting morphologies. PLL/SDS films show 

the presence of discrete ESs after the collapse until a solid film is formed. In contrast, PLA/SDS 

films show linear regions as well with a higher amount of material related to film folding. In 

addition, the application of the highest compression ratios studied (up to 10:1) shows that 

PLL/SDS films form more stable solid aggregates that redisperse with greater difficulty upon 

expansion and even become trapped at the interface. Different morphologies of the ESs are 

evident depending on the compression ratio applied. PLA/SDS films show reversible collapse 

regardless of the compression ratio used, whereas PLL/SDS films show irreversible collapse at the 

highest compression ratio applied. 
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NR data recorded over the full Qz-range showed the ability of PLL/SDS films to nucleate a high 

coverage of ESs when a sufficiently high compression ratio is applied. The low amount of water 

in these films and the presence of two distinct layers of ESs present a consistent physical picture 

with the solid films observed using BAM. Future application of the low-QZ
27 and mid-QZ

26 

approaches of NR will be essential to deeply understand the dynamic behaviour of the films. 

Although there is no direct evidence of retention of the secondary structure of PLL and PLA in the 

ESs of the spread films, the work was based on the hypothesis that different secondary structures 

formed in bulk complexes of the two systems may result in distinct film properties where ESs are 

present, and this turned out to be correct. The results indicate that the films obtained in this 

work are more rigid than the ones obtained before using a flexible random-coil polyelectrolyte,29 

which is consistent with the higher stiffness of the β-sheet and α-helix conformations with 

respect to the random coil and with previous studies showing the important role that 

polyelectrolyte stiffness plays in ESs formation.30 Therefore, we may approach the possibility of 

designing with high precision PP/S films that form ESs. 

In summary, high potential of using polypeptides in combination with oppositely charged 

surfactants in spread films at the air/water interface has been demonstrated. The richness of 

these molecules in terms of chemical diversity, biodegradability, biocompatibility, biomimicry, 

and the possibility of controlling their primary and secondary structure and, therefore, their 

function, in film applications opens up a wide field of research. Here, we present only two 

examples of PP/S films and how their properties can be controlled, yet this work provides the 

platform for the development of a broad range of PP/S systems. Thus, the continuation of these 

studies using different polypeptides and surfactants could have an important contribution to the 

development of new biomaterials with applications in tissue engineering,62 biosensors63 or 

antimicrobial coatings.64 
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5.7 Supplementary information 

5.7.1 Neutron reflectivity fitting procedure 

The NR full-Qz approach was used to resolve the structure of PLL/SDS films at a 4.5:1 compression 

ratio in 3 different isotopic contrasts. The three contrasts measured are important to get specific 

information about the structure of the film. The d-SDS/ACMW contrast is very sensitive to SDS 

molecules both in the surface monolayer and the ESs. The h-SDS/D2O contrast provides a 

sensitive measurement of the amount of ESs, as the difference between the SLD of SDS and the 

bulk is high. Thus, the penetration of h-SDS molecules into the D2O subphase causes a strong 

modulation of the reflectivity profile. Lastly, the d-SDS/D2O contrast is essential to determine the 

presence of PLL in the ESs. Here, the SDS molecules and the subphase have a similar SLD but it is 

very different from that of PLL. 

The data analysis has been performed in the Motofit software package of Igor Pro.42 The analysis 

followed the general procedure of co-refining fits of the data in different isotopic contrasts using 

a structural model with a minimum number of layers. The optimised model has 6 stratified layers: 

(1) SDS tails, (2) SDS headgroups with PLL and solvent, (3) PLL, (4) PLL/SDS ESs and solvent, (5) 

PLL, and (6) PLL/SDS ESs and solvent. The multilayer structure is shown schematically in Figure 

5.8. Each layer, i, is characterised by four parameters: the SLD (ρi), the thickness (di), the 

roughness and the solvent volume fraction (Vf,solvent). Table 5.1 shows the values of scattering 

length, b, molecular volume, Vm, and scattering length density, ρ, of SDS and PLL. 
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Figure 5.8. Schematic representation of the multilayer structure used in the NR data analysis. 

Table 5.1. Scattering length (b), molecular volume (Vm) and scattering length density (ρ) used in this work for the 
different components studied. 

Component b (fm) Vm (Å3) ρ (x 10–6 Å–2) 

SS Headgroups 29.71 61 4.87 

C12H25-Chains –13.76 352 –0.39 

C12D25-Chains 246.53 352 7.00 

SDS Molecules 15.95 413 0.39 

d25-SDS Molecules 276.24 413 6.69 

PLL (in ACMW) 18.85 173 1.09 

PLL (in D2O) 53.35 173 3.09 

 

All interfaces were given a roughness of 3.5 Å, which is consistent with the presence of capillary 

waves.56 All ‘surface monolayer’ (layers 1 and 2) parameters were fixed to those previously 

obtained with a 2:1 compression ratio,26 as it was observed that the monolayer composition did 

not change after collapse, e.g., the thickness of the SDS tails was 8.5 Å as the SDS surface excess 

in the monolayer (i.e. the surfactant layer in contact with air with hydrated polyelectrolyte bound 

to the headgroups) equals 4.0 ± 0.1 µmol/m2
.
56 In the case of the headgroups layer (layer 2), 

there were two important constraints applied. First, the surface excess of tails and headgroups 

was constrained to be equal to ensure physical reality. Second, the SLD of the headgroups layer 

depended on the subphase used since PLL has labile protons in the amine groups that can 

exchange with the solution. We assumed 90% proton/deuterium exchange for PLL,57 which 

translates into a headgroups SLD of 1.09 × 10–6 Å–2 in ACMW and 3.09 × 10–6 Å–2 in D2O. 

To minimise the number of free fitting parameters, a number of further model assumptions were 

made. First, the two layers of ESs were constrained to have the same thickness, given that they 

are each dominated by self-assembly of patches of SDS bilayer. Second, the same PLL/SDS 

stoichiometry as in the surfactant headgroups layer (layer 2) was used in the ESs (layers 4 and 6), 
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i.e. 40% PLL. Third, as the solvent volume fraction of the PLL layers (layers 3 and 5) converged to 

zero in each preliminary fit, solvent was excluded in the optimised model. Five free fitting 

parameters remained: d of layers 3 (PLL), 5 (PLL) and 4 = 6 (ESs), and the solvent volume fraction, 

vf, of layers 4 (ESs) and 6 (ESs). A genetic algorithm used, restricting fitting ranges of parameters 

to a physically meaningful values: 2–15 Å and 20–30 Å for the thicknesses of the PLL and ESs 

layers, respectively, with 0–1 for the two solvent volume fractions. Residual background values 

were used as follows: 5 × 10–6 for d-SDS in ACMW and 3 × 10–6 for d-SDS and h-SDS in D2O. The 

parameters used and fitted are shown in Table 5.2. The uncertainties of the fitting parameters 

have been calculated as the difference between the optimised parameter and the variation of 

the optimised parameter that gives rise to an increase of the χ2 of the fit by 10%. 

Table 5.2. Thickness (di), scattering length density (ρi), and composition obtained from the correspondent fit for each 
layer of the PLL/SDS films spread from overcharged aggregates, where i is the layer number. 

Layer Parameter d-SDS/ACMW d-SDS/D2O h-SDS/D2O 

1 

d1 (Å) 8.5 

ρ1 (x 10–6 Å–2) 7 7 -0.39 

Composition 100% SDS chains 

2 

d2 (Å) 4 

ρ2 (x 10–6 Å–2) 2.90 3.94 3.94 

Composition 
37% SDS heads 

40% PLL 
23% solvent 

3 

d3 (Å) 12.0 ± 0.7 

ρ3 (x 10–6 Å–2) 1.09 3.09 3.09 
Composition 100% PLL 

4 

d4 (Å) 26 ± 2 

ρ4 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.35 6.47 0.55 

Composition 
73% SDS 
5% PLL 

22% solvent 

5 

d5 (Å) 3 ± 1 

ρ5 (x 10–6 Å–2) 1.09 3.09 3.09 
Composition 100% PLL 

6 

d5 (Å) 26 ± 7 
ρ5 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.35 6.47 0.55 

Composition 
9% SDS 
1% PLL 

90% solvent 
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5.7.2 Neutron reflectivity fitting demonstration of PLL between the extended 

structures 

Figure 5.9 shows the reflectivity profiles and fits using the optimised model (A) with and an 

alternative model (B) without PLL (layer 5) located between the two layers of ESs (layers 4 and 

6). A fit of the data using the optimised model where the PLL layer is included between the ESs 

results in a χ2 value of 18 (panel A), while the absence of this layer leads to a χ2 of 25 (panel B), 

i.e. an increase of > 40% where the relative increase in number of free fitting parameters is 25%. 

In the case where the PLL layer is omitted, the model fit of the d-SDS/D2O contrast (i.e. the data 

most sensitive to the penetration of PLL beneath the surface monolayer) deviates strongly from 

the experimental data around the Kiessig fringe, emphasising the need for PLL to be included 

between the ESs. This result is also supported by the physical nature of oppositely charged 

polypeptide electrostatically screening the charges of the surfactant headgroups in the ESs. 

 

Figure 5.9. Neutron reflectivity profiles of a PLL/SDS film compressed to a 4.5:1 ratio using d-SDS/ACMW (red circles), 
d-SDS/D2O (blue circles) and h-SDS/D2O (orange circles) contrasts. The continuous lines show the fits using a model 
(A) with PLL between the ESs layers and (B) without PLL layer between the ESs layers. 

5.7.3 Surface pressure and ellipsometry stability measurements 

Ellipsometry was used to probe the stability of PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS films compressed to ratios 

of 2:1 and 5:1. These two compression ratios were chosen as the first is representative of the 

states of the films during the surface pressure collapse, and the second is representative of the 

states after the second kink in the isotherms where the apparent Π increases above Πc. These 
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experiments are considered insightful for assessing whether the films could be transferred to 

solids for future applications. The use of a technique such as Langmuir Blodgett/Schaeffer would 

require films with the ESs to be stable for a period under optimal transfer conditions. 

The experiments were performed by compressing the films at a constant speed until the 

maximum compression ratio was reached and the barriers were stopped. Both Π and dΔ were 

recorded during compression and for at least 1 h at maximum compression. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 

shows the results obtained using a maximum compression ratio of 2:1 and 5:1, respectively. In 

all cases, Π relaxes after the barriers are stopped but dΔ values remain stable indicating that the 

films presenting ESs that retain the excess of material are stable over long periods of time. 

The high stability of the films makes it possible to determine their structure using NR. Such 

structural measurements usually last between 40 min and 1 h. Therefore, ellipsometry confirms 

that the amount of material present at the interface does not change during the NR 

measurement. Furthermore, the stability and the solid character of the films at high compression 

ratios indicates that they are suitable candidates for transfer to solid supports. 

 

Figure 5.10. Variation of Π (black line) and dΔ (purple diamonds) as a function of time of (A) PLL/SDS and (B) PLA/SDS 
spread films at a 2:1 compression ratio. 
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Figure 5.11. Variation of Π (black line) and dΔ (purple diamonds) as a function of time of (A) PLL/SDS and (B) PLA/SDS 
spread films at a 5:1 compression ratio. 

5.7.4 Verification of surface pressure values at high compression ratios 

Figure 5.12 shows data obtained in an experiment performed using 2 surface pressure sensors 

on PLL/SDS films with respect to compression of the surface area to a ratio of 10:1. The 

experiments were performed because of doubts over possible artefacts in measurements of Π 

that exceeded Πc in case a phase transition of the film to a solid nature meant that the plate 

experienced an additional force from being pulled sideways during the compression process, and 

hence the values of Π no longer represented true surface pressure. Sensor 1 with a single plate 

was placed in contact with the film at the air/water interface and kept at the same position during 

the compression, while sensor 2 was repeatedly made to contact the film with a fresh plate each 

time while the barriers has briefly stopped the compression process. It was assumed that sensor 

2 could not be affected by the possible artefact of the plate being pulled sideways. The 

approximately constant values obtained with sensor 2 after the collapse point indicates that the 

increase in surface pressure above Πc is related to the additional force exerted by the solid film. 
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Figure 5.12. Variation of Π as a function of A using two different pressure sensors according to the methodology 
described in the text above. 
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6.1 Abstract 

The influence of the subphase pH on the interfacial properties and structure of films spread from 

hyperbranched PEI/SDS overcharged aggregates at the air/water interface has been investigated. 

For this purpose, we used a range of interfacial techniques that exploit different time and length 
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scales, namely ellipsometry, NR and BAM The spreading of PEI/SDS aggregates on a pure water 

subphase adjusted to pH 4 or pH 10 (close to the natural pH of the PEI solution used) resulted in 

the formation of films characterised by the presence of extended surfactant bilayers structures 

wrapped by PEI bound to a surface monolayer of both components. NR, BAM and ellipsometry 

studies reveal the formation of a more compact and rigid film at pH 4 and the presence of 

embedded aggregates at pH 10. These results can be explained by the greater dissociation of the 

aggregates at pH 4 due to the higher charge density of PEI, and at pH 10 the presence of 

aggregates with a low surface charge density that remain trapped at the interface. It can be 

therefore concluded that the pH of the subphase can have important effects on the spreading of 

P/S aggregates involving a weak polyelectrolyte as well as the dynamic and structural properties 

of resulting films. 

6.2 Introduction 

P/S mixtures have been studied for decades both in the bulk1–4 and at supported5–7 and fluid8–12 

interfaces. The interest in the understanding and development of these materials lies in their 

wide spread use in everyday products such as detergents,1 cosmetics,13 pharmaceuticals14 and 

lubricants.15 However, the inherent non-equilibrium nature of the aggregates formed by P/S 

mixtures has presented a significant challenge when attempting to understand their behavior, 

although significant progress in this matter has been made over the last two decades. A key non-

equilibrium aspect is related to their phase behavior, as during mixing  complexes form that have 

low charge density, lack colloidal stability and as a result aggregate. When the formed aggregates 

lack colloid stability even in the homogenised P/S mixture their slow aggregation occurs resulting 

in the phase separation of a concentrated P/S phase in equilibrium with a dilute surfactant 

solution. However, this phase separation may take place on several days, weeks or even months 

timescale depending on the concentration and colloid stability of the formed aggregates.16,17 

However, when the surfactant is present in a sufficiently large excess the P/S aggregates formed 

during mixing can develop colloid (kinetic) stability due to the excess surfactant adsorption taking 

place on the surface of these aggregates.18–20 Yet these aggregates typically do not disperse into 

individual charged P/S complexes if the bulk composition changes and the ionic strength is 
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low.16,19,21–23 This effect manifests itself even in the mixing of the components when local 

concentration gradients result in the instantaneous formation of kinetically trapped aggregates 

that remain intact even if the sample composition once fully mixed is in the equilibrium one-

phase region.24,25 

There are various facets of the ways in which non-equilibrium effects present in P/S mixtures can 

influence their resulting interfacial behaviour. The initial focus was to understand the depletion 

of material from solution as a result of aggregation (a dispersion of a concentrated P/S phase), 

implying that the concentrations of the components in solution (either free or in the form of 

complexes) available to form an adsorbed layer is lower, in turn resulting in a higher surface 

tension.17 Focus then turned to how the aggregates themselves can influence the interfacial 

properties, such as through becoming kinetically trapped in the interface, undergoing specific 

interactions with an adsorbed layer, or being transported under gravity.26 Work on the mixture 

PEI/SDS at a dynamic air/water interface using the overflowing cylinder technique showed that 

there can be even more material delivered to the interface by the dissociation of aggregates and 

Marangoni spreading of their components than the conventionally-assumed diffusion and 

adsorption of complexes from the bulk.27 Strong implications for the use of polyelectrolytes and 

surfactants under technologically relevant conditions were implied. 

A few years ago, using a system composed of NaPSS/DTAB, we developed a new methodology to 

form highly efficient spread P/S films through dropping onto the surface of pure water a small 

aliquot of neutral aggregates.28 The dissociation of the aggregates accompanied by the 

Marangoni spreading of the surface-active components resulted in the formation of a Langmuir 

film that exploited a further non-equilibrium effect by remaining trapped at the interface due to 

the entropy associated with counterion release into solution. It was shown that a higher surface 

excess resulted than from the adsorption of complexes resulting from the equivalent 

concentrations of the components from the bulk, and that no organic spreading solvent was 

required, together hinting at potential cost and environmental improvements in the use of these 

films for potential transfer applications.29–31 
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We went on to explore effects of aggregate charge and ionic strength of the subphase again using 

the NaPSS/DTAB system.32 Here it was shown that overcharged aggregates (with a surfactant 

excess present on their surface) resulted in spread films which upon either successive spreading 

or compression of the surface area on a Langmuir trough resulted in ESs of additional material 

beneath the ‘surface monolayer’, defined as a layer of surfactant in contact with air and 

polyelectrolyte bound to the headgroups. Even so, ellipsometry showed that these ESs were not 

stable enough with time to allow direct resolution of their detailed structure. It was also shown 

that increased ionic strength of the subphase switched off ES formation.32,33 Recent work turned 

to exploiting specific polypeptide/surfactant interactions, where ESs in biocompatible PLL/SDS 

spread films were shown to be stable with time leading to direct resolution of their structure 

with respect to the surface area.33 Three-dimensional control of the film structure through 

reversible tuning of the coverage not only of the surface monolayer but also of the ESs was 

demonstrated for the first time. 

While the properties of spread P/S films have now been investigated on systems involving several 

charged linear polyelectrolytes,17,28,32,33 no work on these films has been published to date 

involving either hyperbranched polyelectrolytes or polyelectrolytes where the charge density can 

be tuned. To address these points, the present work focuses on films spread through the 

dissociation of overcharged aggregates on pure water subphases at pH 4 and pH 10 of the PEI/SDS 

system, which has been extensively studied in previous works.20,27,34 Overcharged aggregates 

were chosen simply because they have been shown to result in the formation of ESs for the 

NaPSS/DTAB32 and PLL/SDS33 systems. Subphase pH values of 4 and 10 were chosen because PEI 

is highly cationic in the former case and almost neutral in the latter case, and additionally, for 

ease of data comparisons, these values and the 750 kDa molecular weight of the polyelectrolyte 

matched those used in previous studies on adsorbed layers under static35 and dynamic27 

conditions. In the static case, a notable conclusion was that there are aggregates embedded in 

adsorbed layers of PEI/SDS at pH 10 but not at pH 4. 

The aim of the present work is to understand effects of charge density on spread P/S films 

involving a hyperbranched polyelectrolyte for the first time. The objective is to resolve 

differences in the behavior of hyperbranched spread PEI/SDS films prepared using overcharged 
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aggregates with the linear spread NaPSS/DTAB and PLL/SDS films studied previously. Following 

characterisation of the charge of the bulk complexes to select the composition of mixtures used 

to prepare the aggregates for film preparation, several surface-sensitive techniques are applied 

to the films including Π–A isotherms, ellipsometry, BAM and NR under both dynamic and static 

conditions. Previous work on NaPSS/DTAB films showed the influence of the ionic strength of the 

subphase on the dissociation of the aggregates and the dynamic properties of the spread films.32 

In this work, we want to study the influence of the subphase pH on the dissociation of PEI/SDS 

aggregates and the dynamic properties of the spread films since the number of charges in PEI 

segments varies with the pH. 

6.3 Materials and Methods 

6.3.1 Materials 

750-kDa hyperbranched PEI solution (50% in water), SDS, d-SDS, ethanol (≥99.8%) and D2O, NaOH 

and HCl were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. PEI, d-SDS and all solvents were used as received. 

SDS was recrystallised twice in ethanol followed by drying under vacuum. Ultra-pure water was 

generated by passing deionised water through a Milli-Q unit (total organic content ≤ 4 ppb, 

resistivity = 18 MΩ·cm). 

6.3.2 Sample preparation 

A stock solution of 2000 ppm by mass PEI was prepared by diluting the original PEI solution (50% 

in water) in water and rotating the vial for a few hours. This stock was further diluted in water to 

200 ppm. Stock solutions of SDS and d-SDS 10 mM were prepared and diluted to the required 

concentration for each experiment. It is worth noting that the natural pH of 100 ppm PEI solutions 

is 10. 

Fresh mixtures of PEI/SDS aggregates were always prepared by rapidly mixing the same volume 

of the polyelectrolyte and surfactant solutions at double their final concentrations. The mixtures 

were extracted within 5 s after mixing the components and spread within the following 30 s to 

limit the growth of large aggregates prior to film formation. Since this study aims to study the 
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influence of subphase pH on the dissociation of PEI/SDS aggregates and the spread film 

properties, only the pH of the subphase was adjusted to 10 (low PEI charge density) or 4 (high 

PEI charge density) using concentrated solutions of NaOH or HCl, respectively. 

6.3.3 Electrophoretic mobility 

Electrophoretic mobility measurements were recorded using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 and the M3-

PLAS technique (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.) to estimate the surface charge of the 

aggregates. Measurements were performed at a constant concentration of PEI (100 ppm) as a 

function of the SDS concentration using a range of 0.4–3.5 mM. Two parallels of electrophoretic 

mobility measurements were recorded at each pH and the values were averaged. 

6.3.4 Langmuir technique 

The application of the Langmuir trough allows studying the dynamic response of P/S films at the 

air/water interface during compression/expansion cycles and evaluating the stability of the films 

when they are compressed at a given compression ratio. For that purpose, different troughs have 

were used in this work depending on the specific setup needed to combine this technique with 

the ones explained below (ellipsometry, BAM and NR). All the troughs were equipped with two 

barriers that move symmetrically while Π was recorded as a function of A or time. The surface 

pressure, defined as the difference between the surface tension of water and that of the 

interface under study, was  recorded using the Wilhelmy plate method. A Kibron G1 trough 

(Finland, Amax = 166.4 cm2) was used to record the Π–A isotherms of 100 ppm PEI/2.5 mM SDS 

films during successive compression/expansion cycles. Prior to the experiment, the trough was 

carefully cleaned with soap, ethanol and Milli-Q water. Then, an aliquot of 290 µL of a fresh 

mixture of PEI/SDS was spread on the correspondent subphase. This quantity was chosen to start 

the experiment with a surface monolayer in order to study the possible transition from surface 

monolayer to ESs during successive cycles. After 10 minutes of equilibration, the films were 

compressed by a factor of 2:1 using a 4.5 cm2/min compression/expansion rate. 

The Langmuir trough technique was coupled to ellipsometry, BAM and NR. Given the different 

requirements of each setup, the different Langmuir troughs used, and the details of each 
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experiment are indicated in the description of each technique. The spread volumes and the 

compression/expansion ratio were scaled from one experiment to the other considering the 

dimensions of the troughs to be consistent. 

6.3.5 Ellipsometry 

Ellipsometry is an optical technique highly sensitive and precise to determine changes in the 

surface excess of material at the air/water interface.36 It is based on the changes in the 

polarisation of light when it is reflected at an interface. These changes are defined by the 

ellipticity, ρ, which is related to the experimentally determined ellipsometric angles Ψ and Δ by 

the following equation: 

 𝜌 =
𝑟𝑃
𝑟𝑆
= 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛹 𝑒𝑖𝛥 (3.8) 

where rP and rS are the reflectivity coefficients of the parallel and perpendicular components of 

the electric field, respectively. When ellipsometry is applied in the study of thin films at the 

air/water interface, often only values of Δ are considered because Ψ is practically insensitive to 

changes in the surface excess.35,37 For that reason, only Δ values are analysed in this work. The 

ellipsometry data is presented as dΔ = ΔP/S (for the P/S film) – Δwater (for pure water), which 

provides an estimate of the surface excess of fluid thin films.38 

Ellipsometry was used to examine the stability of PEI/SDS films. In this case, spread films were 

prepared, and then the barriers were used to reduce the surface area until a surface pressure of 

40 mN/m was achieved, after which the surface pressure was held constant. An aliquot of 2000 

µL PEI/SDS aggregates was spread in this case to ensure that Π = 40 mN/m is reached before 

reaching the minimum area at which the barriers pass through the beam path. We decided to 

hold the pressure at 40 mN/m to promote a high coverage of ESs. The ellipsometry data were 

recorded using an Accurion EP4 ellipsometer (Germany) equipped with a blue diode laser with a 

wavelength of λ = 489.2 nm coupled to a Kibron G2 trough (Finland, Amax = 280 cm2). An angle of 

incidence of 50° and a data acquisition rate of 0.1 Hz were used. Because of the fast acquisition 

rate and the relatively small probed area (~1 mm2), ellipsometry is an ideal technique to detect 
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the presence of inhomogeneities on the micrometre scale as temporal fluctuations in the 

signal.35,37,39 

6.3.6 Brewster angle microscopy 

BAM experiments were performed to image the PEI/SDS films during the acquisition of the Π–A 

isotherms to get information about the in-plane organisation of the films and the presence of 

inhomogeneities in the µm scale.40 A Nanofilm EP3 Accurion Brewster angle microscope 

(Germany) equipped with a 50 mW Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm), a CCD detector and a 10x 

magnification objective was used. BAM images were taken at the Brewster angle of water (53.1°) 

without background subtraction. The setup used emitted p-polarised light that is guided towards 

the air/water interface. Thus, the image of the pure air/water interface appears black. The 

presence of a PEI/SDS monolayer causes a change in the refractive index of the interface which 

results in the reflection of light, resulting in a homogenous grey image. Finally, the presence of 

ESs beneath the surface monolayer appears as regions with high intensity (white bands or 

discrete regions). 

6.3.7 Neutron reflectometry 

NR is a powerful technique used to resolve the composition and structure of fluid films at the 

air/water interface.41,42 A typical NR experiment consists of shining a neutron beam on the 

interface under study at grazing incident angles and recording the neutrons reflected using 

neutron detectors. The ratio between the intensity of the reflected and the incident neutrons 

known as reflectivity, R, is usually recorded as a function of the momentum transfer normal to 

the interface, Qz, defined as: 

 
𝑄𝑧 =

4𝜋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝜆
 (3.18) 

where λ is the wavelength of the neutron beam and θ the angle of incidence. In this work, 

specular NR has been used, i.e., the angle of incidence and reflection are equal. Since neutrons 

interact with the nuclei of atoms, isotopic contrast variation is exploited to vary the SLD of a 
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material, defined as the sum of the scattering length of each atom, b, divided by the molecular 

volume, Vm. 

First, the low-Qz approach28 was used to determine the changes in the composition of PEI/SDS 

films during successive compression/expansion cycles. For that purpose, the Π-A isotherm 

experiment was reproduced using a Nima trough (UK, Amax = 265 cm2). Two independent 

measurements were recorded generating data in 1 min slices and using deuterated or 

hydrogenous SDS, and ACMW (air contrast matched water, a mixture of 8.1% v/v D2O in H2O, SLD 

= 0 Å–2) as subphase. The different techniques used in this work allow to study the films at 

different time and size scales. In addition, ellipsometry and BAM are very sensitive to the 

presence of inhomogeneities. Therefore, it is important to note that the area illuminated by the 

neutron beam is in the order of a few cm2, so the average composition and structure of the 

different surface regions is measured. Measurements were performed on the FIGARO 

reflectometer at the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France)43 using a wavelength range λ = 2–

16 Å, a 7% resolution in dλ/λ and an angle of incidence θ = 0.62°. The high flux at low-Qz values, 

essential for the measurements involving hydrogenous material on ACMW, and low natural 

incident angle of FIGARO instrument make it possible to resolve the composition of the P/S films, 

i.e, the PEI and SDS surface excess, Γ, defined as: 

 
𝛤𝑖 =

𝑉𝑓,𝑖

𝑏𝑁𝐴
 (3.20) 

where vf is the volume fraction of the component, NA is the Avogadro’s number and d is the 

thickness of the film. The two data sets can be used to determine ΓPEI and ΓSDS by solving the 

following equations: 

 ρ1 · 𝑑1 = 𝑁𝐴 · (Γ𝑃𝐸𝐼 · 𝑏𝑃𝐸𝐼 + Γ𝑆𝐷𝑆 · 𝑏𝑑−𝑆𝐷𝑆) (6.1) 

 ρ2 · 𝑑2 = 𝑁𝐴 · (Γ𝑃𝐸𝐼 · 𝑏𝑃𝐸𝐼 + Γ𝑆𝐷𝑆 · 𝑏ℎ−𝑆𝐷𝑆) (6.2) 

where ρ1 = 4 × 10−6 Å–2 and ρ2 = 0.34 × 10−6 Å–2 are the SLD values used in the model fits and d is 

the thickness fitted. As data using only the low-Qz values (0.01–0.03 Å–1) was analysed, these 

measurements are insensitive to the structure and only the amounts of PEI and SDS contribute 

to the scattering excess. The background (5.57 × 10−6) was determined as the average value 
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obtained in 10 independent reflectivity measurements of ACMW. Motofit44 was used to fit the 

thickness of a single layer model with a roughness of 3.5 Å and the SLD values indicated above. 

The values of b, molecular volume, Vm, and SLD used in this work are listed in Table 6.1. The 

values of b and SLD of PEI have been calculated considering a 90% proton/deuterium exchange 

of the amino groups, and a 60% and 25% of protonation in PEI molecules at pH 4 and 10, as 

previously determined.2 

Table 6.1. Scattering length (b), molecular volume (Vm) and scattering length density (ρ) used in this work for the 
different components studied. 

Component b (fm) Vm (Å3) ρ (x 10–6 Å–2) 

SS Headgroups 29.71 61 4.87 

C12H25-Chains –13.76 352 –0.39 

C12D25-Chains 246.53 352 7.00 

SDS Molecules 15.95 413 0.39 

d25-SDS Molecules 276.24 413 6.69 

PEI (in ACMW) pH 4 3.21 78 0.41 

PEI (in D2O) pH 4 16.7 78 2.15 

PEI (in ACMW) pH 10 4.19 78 0.54 

PEI (in D2O) pH 10 14.73 78 1.90 

 

Then, the full-Qz (0.01–0.25 Å–1) approach was used to determine the structure perpendicular to 

the interface of PEI/SDS films. For that purpose, the ellipsometry experiment was reproduced 

using a Nima trough (UK, Amax = 700 cm2). Measurements were performed on the INTER 

reflectometer at the ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source (Didcot, UK) using a wavelength range 

λ = 1.5–16 Å, a 5.5% resolution in dλ/λ and two angles of incidence (θ1 = 0.8° and θ2 = 2.3°). Three 

different isotopic contrasts were recorded: d-SDS/ACMW, d-SDS/D2O, and h-SDS/D2O. D2O was 

used to calibrate the absolute reflectivity. However, only the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O were 

considered to determine the structure of the films because the d-SDS/D2O contrast did not fit 

the common model. A more detailed explanation about the influence of isotopic effects on the 

system is discussed in the results and the section 6.7. 

Co-refinement of the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O was carried out using Motofit44 to provide a 

model that results in a satisfactory fit of the two contrasts. A model comprising 5 stratified layers 

was necessary to obtain a satisfactory co-refinement of the data: (1) SDS tails, (2) SDS headgroups 

with PEI electrostatically bound and solvent, (3) PEI layer and solvent, (4) SDS ESs and solvent, (5) 
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PEI layer and solvent. 4 parameters are used to define each layer, i: the thickness (di), the SLD 

(ρi), the solvent volume fraction (Vf,solvent) and the roughness. A roughness of 4.2 Å consistent with 

the presence of capillary waves considering the surface tension of the system (40 mN/m) was 

applied to all interfaces.45,46 Three different constraints were used to fit the surface monolayer. 

The first one is that the surface excess of tails and heads must be the same. The second one is 

that, given the dependence of the PEI SLD on the subphase used due to proton/deuterium 

exchange, the SLD of the headgroups layer in the ACMW and D2O contrasts must be consistent 

with the presence of the same amount of PEI. Lastly, to minimise the number of fitting 

parameters and, given that the most sensitive contrast to the amount of PEI in the headgroups 

is the d-SDS/D2O, we considered stoichiometric charge binding. The parameters fixed in the fit 

are the roughness of all layers, the thickness of layer 2, the SLD of all layers, and the solvent 

volume fraction of layer 1. Besides, the thickness of layer 1 has been fixed but iteratively modified 

while the thickness and Vf,solvent of layers 3, 4 and 5 have been fitted minimising the χ2 of the fit. 

The values of the parameters fitted have been restricted using the genetic algorithm as follows: 

2–15 Å and 20–30 Å for the thickness of PEI and ESs layers, respectively, and 0–100% for all 

Vf,solvent. Residual background values of 5 × 10−6 and 2 × 10−6 were used for the d-SDS/ACMW, and 

the h-SDS/D2O contrasts, respectively. The uncertainty of each parameter has been calculated as 

the difference between the optimised parameter and the value of that parameter that results in 

a 10% increase in χ2. 

6.4 Results and discussion 

Prior to presentation and discussion of new results on hyperbranched spread PEI/SDS films, a 

general description of the physical behavior of linear NaPSS/DTAB 28,32and spread PLL/SDS33 films 

when manipulated on a Langmuir trough is given. Upon compression of the surface area, the 

surface pressure increases until it reaches a critical value for each system of around 28 mN/m. 

Further compression results in a surface pressure plateau during which the values do not 

increase. This coincides with the formation of discrete ESs bound to the surface monolayer, which 

increase in coverage with ongoing compression of the surface area. Reincorporation of material 

from the ESs back into the surface monolayer occurs upon expansion of the surface area, albeit 
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with a kinetic barrier, shows that cycling of the surface area is reproducible and the structural 

changes are reversible. 

As ESs were produced using overcharged aggregates for the NaPSS/DTAB and PLL/SDS systems, 

first we characterise the change in surface charge of 100 ppm PEI/SDS complexes with varying 

bulk surfactant concentration so that the appropriate bulk surfactant concentration value can be 

selected to produce overcharged aggregates. Figure 6.1 shows electrophoretic mobility data 

recorded on PEI/SDS mixtures for (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 10. As expected, the results at pH 4 show 

that complexes exhibit positive charge at low bulk surfactant concentrations, and with increasing 

values there is charge reversal beyond the bulk composition corresponding to charge neutral 

complexes. The composition of charge neutrality is 1.56 mM, which is consistent with previous 

findings.2 Previous studies have indicated that the binding of SDS to PEI at pH 4 is 60%.2 At pH 10, 

charge neutrality is achieved at a lower concentration of 0.57 mM SDS due to the lower charge 

density of PEI, i.e. fewer SDS molecules are required to neutralise the polyelectrolyte charges. 

The scattering intensities below charge neutrality were very low, so the data are omitted as they 

have low significance and are not needed for this objective. The results highlight the impact of 

pH on PEI/SDS interactions, which can affect the spreading of the PEI/SDS aggregates in water 

adjusted to either pH 4 or pH 10. 

 

Figure 6.1. Variation of the electrophoretic mobility of PEI/SDS aggregates with the concentration of SDS using a 
constant concentration of 100 ppm PEI at (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 10. The black dashed lines indicate neutral charge. The 
error bars in the graph are smaller than the symbols. 
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A concentration of 2.5 mM SDS was chosen to produce overcharged aggregates for the creation 

of the spread PEI/SDS films. While the aggregates made to produce the spread films in this work 

resulted from mixing the components without pH adjustment, i.e. close to pH 10,20 the choice of 

this value – where the aggregates are overcharged at both pH 4 and pH 10 – means that if any 

aggregates were to become embedded in resulting spread films without a change in their 

composition on a subphase with either pH value, they would remain overcharged with a 

surfactant corona.20 Specifically, it may be noted that according to our mixing protocol, equal 

volumes of 200 ppm PEI and 5.0 mM SDS were mixed to produce turbid dispersions of 

overcharged aggregates in 100 ppm PEI/2.5 mM SDS mixture. 

Figure 6.2 shows three compression/expansion cycles of spread PEI/SDS films on a Langmuir 

trough. The surface pressure at the maximum compression ratio reached of spread films on a pH 

4 subphase (panel A) is around 32 mN/m, while that of films spread on pH 10 subphase (panel B) 

is 37 mN/m. Additionally, several ‘blips’ in the data can be observed only upon expansion of films 

on a pH 10 subphase, which we infer not be experimental artefacts but consistent with the 

presence of aggregates remaining embedded in the films, as they are for adsorbed layers, 

resulting in discrete Marangoni spreading events at the surface pressure rises. These differences 

provide a first indication that the P/S interactions in the spread films can be strongly affected by 

the degree of protonation of the polyelectrolyte. 

 

Figure 6.2. Π of PEI/SDS spread films on pure water subphases adjusted to (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 10 during three 
compression/expansion cycles on a Langmuir trough, where the maximum compression ratio is 2.0 (A/A0 = 0.5), and 
successive cycles are darker in color. 
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Commonly with the behavior of the linear NaPSS/DTAB,28,32 but not PLL/SDS33 films, the surface 

pressure during the first compression is higher than in that of subsequent cycles, which is 

attributed to annealing of the film into a different morphology rather than loss of material during 

the first compression. Data below from NR will allow us to confirm that the same interpretation 

is appropriate in this case. However, the general shapes of the isotherms of spread PEI/SDS films 

are very different to that of NaPSS/DTAB and spread PLL/SDS films, as there is no clear plateau 

in the surface pressure beyond which it has been shown that ESs form. Indeed, the surface 

tension of a layer of PEI/SDS complexes is 30 mN/m,35 which hints that a surface pressure of 

around 43 mN/m could be required to saturate the chains layer of the surface monolayer of the 

spread film. As it is known that the surface structures at the air/water interface of linear P/S films 

are influenced by the stiffness of the polyelectrolyte backbone,47 the different shapes of the 

isotherms for spread hyperbranched PEI/SDS films may be related to the different 

macromolecular architectures rather than simply to the different electrostatic interactions. 

We went on to resolve the film composition in terms of the surface excesses of PEI, ΓPEI, and SDS, 

ΓSDS, also over three compression/expansion cycles on a Langmuir trough, again at subphase pH 

values of 4 and 10, using the low-Qz implementation of NR. Figure 6.3 shows the measured values 

of ΓPEI and ΓSDS over the three cycles. The most striking observation is that ΓSDS reaches 7.4 ± 0.1 

μmol/m2 at pH 4 and 6.1 ± 0.1 μmol/m2 at pH 10 by the end of the first compression. It may be 

noted that the uncertainties in these measured values are both very low due to the strong 

difference in scattering between the deuterated and hydrogenous surfactant in comparison with 

the weakly-scattering polyelectrolyte on the contrast-matched subphase. These values both far 

exceed the surface excess of SDS at limiting surface coverage at its critical micelle concentration 

of 4.20 ± 0.09 μmol/m2.48 It may be noted that the onset of formation of ESs for PLL/SDS films 

occurs upon compression once the surfactant coverage in the surface monolayer reaches 4.0 ± 

0.1 μmol/m2,33 a value lower than the limiting surface coverage of the surfactant alone, hence 

these data strongly imply that, similarly to the films spread from overcharged aggregates for 

NaPSS/DTAB32 and PLL/SDS,33 ESs including SDS present beneath the surface monolayer form 

upon compression of spread PEI/SDS films on subphases of both pH values studied. Concerning 

the stoichiometry of the films, the results show that the amount of SDS and PEI is approximately 
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the same at pH 4, while there is a large excess of PEI at pH 10. At pH 4, the high charge density 

of PEI results in the compensation of the charged headgroups in the surfactant monolayer. 

However, electrophoretic mobility measurements showed that only 60% of SDS binds to PEI 

molecules at pH 4.2 Therefore, the extra binding step that leads to the apparent neutralisation of 

the films at pH 4 must occur during spreading, a process in which the rapid equilibrium of 

protonation of PEI plays an important role. At pH 10, the low charge density of PEI results in a 

high excess of PEI molecules needed to neutralise the charges of the headgroups in the surfactant 

monolayer. 

 

Figure 6.3. Surface excesses of PEI (lighter circles) and SDS (darker squares) of spread PEI/SDS films on pure water 
subphases adjusted to (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 10 during three compression/expansion cycles on a Langmuir trough, 
where the maximum compression ratio is 2.0 (A/A0 = 0.5), resolved using the low-Qz implementation of NR. 

The recorded values of ΓPEI are much more scattered, with higher error bars, as expected due to 

the lower scattering contrast between the polyelectrolyte in comparison with the measured 

background from the weakly-scattering hydrogenous surfactant on the contrast-matched 

subphase. What we can infer, if these measured values are a true representation of the PEI 

surface excess, is that ΓPEI exceeds ΓSDS, and the values of ΓPEI are higher on a subphase of pH 10 

than pH 4. Nevertheless, interpretation of these data must be carried out with a note of caution, 

as any aggregates embedded in the films may result in excess scattering that could significantly 

alter the measured values of ΓPEI but not those of ΓSDS. Therefore, judgement on this point should 

be reserved until full analysis of the film structure upon compression reported below. 
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Next, we examined the stability of spread PEI/SDS films at a high compression ratio, at which we 

have inferred above that ESs have formed, with measurements of dΔ from ellipsometry and 

surface pressure on a Langmuir trough. 

With a pH 4 subphase, as the barriers compress and the surface pressure increases, so does the 

values of dΔ, showing that the surface excess of material per unit area increases also. Even so, it 

is notable that there are some small fluctuations in the values of dΔ, which we will come back to 

later in our interpretation of images of the lateral morphology from BAM. Once maximum 

compression is reached, the surface excess remains virtually constant with a relaxation in the 

signal of just 3%, suggesting that the ESs formed during compression are very stable with time. 

There are no temporal fluctuations observed in the data at constant surface pressure, which can 

be interpreted either in terms of a lack of aggregates embedded in the films or in terms of a large 

number of small aggregates whose average number is practically constant in the area probed by 

the laser beam or in terms of a higher stiffness of the films where the signal from any aggregates 

in the area probed by the laser is constant with time. 

 

Figure 6.4. Ellipsometry dΔ (diamonds) and surface pressure (lines) data of spread PEI/SDS films on pure water 
subphases adjusted to (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 10 where the films are initially compressed to a surface pressure of 40 
mN/m and then held at that surface pressure. In the latter case, ellipsometry data from two experiments are shown 
to highlight the variable nature of the temporal fluctuations. 

With a pH 10 subphase, the maximum surface pressure is achieved with less compression of the 

surface area by the barriers, consistent with the higher starting surface pressure of the spread 

films (25 mN/m as opposed to 18 mN/m). A key difference is observed in the ellipsometry data 

where pronounced temporal fluctuations are observed, and data shown from two equivalent 
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experiments reveal that the fluctuations, within the same bounds of around 3–8°, are seemingly 

random with time. It follows in this case that the spread films are not rigid and the number of 

either embedded aggregates or ESs fluctuates significantly as they are being transported in and 

out of the area probed by the laser beam on the second timescale. 

Data from additional techniques are required to distinguish the possibilities raised in the data 

interpretations for subphases of both pH values. Next, we turned to optical imaging from BAM, 

and in this case, prior to a description of the results, it is important to highlight what we may 

hope to infer from the data. The technique has a resolution on the μm-scale while freshly formed 

P/S aggregates have a size on the hundreds of nm-scale.28 Therefore, we would not expect to 

resolve the presence of individual aggregates embedded in the films, yet we may hope to resolve 

any lateral association of the aggregates or the presence of ESs. Also, while in the absence of 

BAM imaging, we do not know the dimensions of the ESs for spread PEI/SDS films, it was possible 

to resolve a network of ESs in spread PLL/SDS films with a morphology on a length scale of 

hundreds of μm.33 Finally, the exposure time of the BAM images was typically 1 s. As a result, 

whether or not the intensity fluctuates for images taken at the same A/A0 may reveal information 

about the mobility or rigidity of the film. Figure 6.5 shows images recorded with decreasing A/A0 

(increasing compression ratio) for spread PEI/SDS films during compression on subphases of both 

pH values.  

 

Figure 6.5. BAM images of spread PEI/SDS films on pure water subphases adjusted to (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 10 during 
compression of the surface area on a Langmuir trough, where the insets show the value of A/A0 (inverse of the 
compression ratio), and the scale bars are 100 μm. 

With a subphase of pH 4, upon film compression, discrete bright patches on the tens of μm-scale 

are observed from A/A0 values from 0.75, yet the longer-range order of their presence is on the 
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hundreds of μm-scale. The small fluctuations upon film compression observed with ellipsometry 

in Figure 6.4 are therefore explained as domains of ESs or embedded aggregates that pass 

through the area of the interface probed by the laser beam. Upon further compression of the 

film, the morphology becomes more homogeneous and rigid, as when an A/A0 value below 0.55 

is reached there is no observed movement in the film. While it would be intuitive to infer that 

the bright patches observed are the ESs, objectively, these images are not sufficient to distinguish 

them from embedded aggregates and another technique applied below will be required to do 

so. 

With a subphase of pH 10, the films exhibited increasing intensity with compression from A/A0 = 

1–0.75 homogenous, yet fluctuations are observed thereafter even down to an A/A0 value of 0.5. 

Even at constant compression ratios, the images fluctuated in intensity, and of the two images 

shown at this compression ratio, the latter has a reduction in brightness of 11%. This result 

explains the key difference in the ellipsometry data of the films on subphases at the two values: 

the films are rigid at pH 4 yet mobile at pH 10. 

Nevertheless, questions remain about the nature of any aggregates embedded in the films, and 

a direct structural characterisation of films was missing. The structural implementation of NR 

with data recorded in three isotopic contrasts over the fully accessible Qz-range was applied. 

Figure 6.6 shows data recorded for spread PEI/SDS films compressed and held at 40 mN/m for 

both studied pH values as well as resulting model fits and volume fraction profiles normal to the 

interface, and Tables 6.2 and 6.3 reports the fitted structural parameters for the films at pH 4 

and 10, respectively. It is important to note that, as mentioned in the description of the NR 

technique, the d-SDS/D2O contrast does not fit the same model as the other two contrasts. While 

the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts can be co-refined resulting in a satisfactory result, 

the inclusion of the d-SDS/D2O contrast results in an increase of more than 100% in the χ2 of the 

fit (see section 6.7.1). This issue may be related to isotopic effects that alter intermolecular 

interactions or interactions of molecules with the solvent.47 For that reason, only the results of 

d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts are discussed here. 
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First, the reflectivity profiles of both systems show a clear Kiessig fringe that denotes the 

presence of a multilayer structure, similar to that observed in the PLL/SDS system.33 In addition, 

the model used requires the presence of 5 layers in both cases: (1) SDS tails, (2) SDS headgroups 

with PEI electrostatically bound and solvent, (3) PEI layer and solvent, (4) SDS ESs and solvent, (5) 

PEI layer and solvent. The extra layer of PEI beneath the surfactant ESs is in agreement with 

results recently obtained in the study of PLL/SDS films using high compression ratios, in which 

the presence of polyelectrolyte below the ESs was inferred for the first time, suggesting that the 

surfactant bilayer is wrapped by polyelectrolyte. 

 

Figure 6.6. Neutron reflectivity (A/B) data (points) and model fits (lines) of spread PEI/SDS films in two isotopic 
contrasts involving PEI with d-SDS in ACMW (red) and h-SDS in D2O (orange) on pure water subphases adjusted to 
(A/C) pH 4 and (B/D) pH 10 and compressed and held at 40 mN/m, resolved using the full-Qz implementation of NR; 
(C/D) resulting volume fraction profiles where surfactant is blue/dark green, polyelectrolyte is mauve/green and 
solvent is pink/light green in the two panels, respectively. 

At pH 4, the thickness of the surfactant tails is 11 ± 1 Å, which corresponds to a significantly higher 

amount of surfactant in the surface monolayer than that of the surfactant alone48 or when 
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interacting with PLL.33 This suggests that a very compact surface monolayer is formed, as 

reflected by the composition of layer 3 of about 100% PEI. This observation is in agreement with 

the explanation of the ellipsometry and BAM results above concerning presence of a rigid film. 

The ESs present are composed of a layer of surfactant of 16 ± 1 Å, lower than the one expected 

for an SDS bilayer, and a PEI layer beneath (layer 5) that is less compact and more extended than 

above it (layer 3). 

At pH 10, the thickness of the surfactant tails is 10 ± 1 Å and there is a 66% of PEI in layer 3 

indicating a less compact surface monolayer in this case, which is also in agreement with the 

ellipsometry and BAM results implying the presence of a mobile film. The ESs present below are 

composed of a layer of surfactant of 20 ± 1 Å, matching the presence of a bilayer of SDS and, 

similar to the results obtained at pH 4, a PEI layer beneath (layer 5) that is less compact and more 

extended than that above it (layer 3). 

Table 6.2. Thickness (di), scattering length density (ρi), and composition obtained from the fit of the PEI/SDS films 
spread on a subphase adjusted to pH 4, where i is the layer number. 

Layer Parameter d-SDS/ACMW d-SDS/D2O 

1 

d1 (Å) 11 ± 1 

ρ1 (x 10–6 Å–2) 7 −0.39 

Composition (V%) 100% SDS chains 

2 

d2 (Å) 4 

ρ2 (x 10–6 Å–2) 2.76 3.58 

Composition (V%) 
45% SDS heads 

45% PEI 
10% solvent 

3 

d3 (Å) 8 ± 1 

ρ3 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.41 2.15 

Composition (V%) 
99 ± 10% PEI 

1 ± 10% solvent 

4 

d4 (Å) 16 ± 1 

ρ4 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.69 0.39 

Composition (V%) 
33 ± 3% SDS 

67 ± 3% solvent 

5 

d5 (Å) 11 ± 1 

ρ5 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.41 2.15 

Composition (V%) 
60 ± 6% PEI 

40 ± 6% solvent 
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Table 6.3. Thickness (di), scattering length density (ρi), and composition obtained from the fit of the PEI/SDS films 
spread on a subphase adjusted to pH 10, where i is the layer number. 

Layer Parameter d-SDS/ACMW d-SDS/D2O 

1 

d1 (Å) 10 ± 1 

ρ1 (x 10–6 Å–2) 7 -0.39 

Composition (V%) 100% SDS chains 

2 

d2 (Å) 4 

ρ2 (x 10–6 Å–2) 2.71 3.39 

Composition (V%) 
41% SDS heads 

41% PEI 
18% solvent 

3 

d3 (Å) 7 ± 1 

ρ3 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.54 1.9 

Composition (V%) 
66 ± 17% PEI 

34 ± 17% solvent 

4 

d4 (Å) 20 ± 1 

ρ4 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.69 0.39 

Composition (V%) 
35 ± 2% SDS 

65 ± 2% solvent 

5 

d5 (Å) 12 ± 2 

ρ5 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.54 1.9 

Composition (V%) 
28 ± 5% PEI 

72 ± 5% solvent 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

The effects of subphase pH on the properties and structure of P/S films spread from aggregates 

containing a hyperbranched weak polyelectrolyte whose charge density varies significantly with 

pH were investigated for the first time in this work. The results show that these films behave 

significantly differently when spread on a water subphase at pH 4 and pH 10. The use of a variety 

of surface-sensitive techniques that provide information at different time and length scales has 

been critical for elucidation of the film behavioral properties. 

At both pH values, the general physical picture of the structures of spread PEI/SDS films upon 

compression of the surface area are similar, consisting of a PEI/SDS surface monolayer with 

bound discrete surfactant ESs wrapped in PEI. However, the subphase pH has a clear influence 

on the detailed structure. At pH 4, the thickness of the tails in the surface monolayer is greater 

while beneath the surface monolayer, the next layer is almost entirely composed of PEI, and the 
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thickness of the ESs is significantly lower than at pH 10. BAM images and ellipsometry together 

have revealed that the films are rigid at pH 4 and mobile at pH 10. Furthermore, ellipsometry has 

revealed that the films at pH 10 are highly heterogeneous due to a larger quantity of aggregates 

embedded in them, a physical picture that is similar to that observed on adsorbed layers in 

previous work. Thus, we can conclude that the increase in PEI charge density when aggregates 

are spread on a water subphase at pH 4 results in the dissociation of most of the PEI/SDS 

aggregates and the formation of a homogenous compact film, while embedded aggregates 

remain intact and trapped at the interface resulting in a heterogenous mobile film at pH 10. These 

observations can be explained by the lower surface charge density of PEI/SDS aggregates due to 

the lower charge density of PEI at pH 10, which limits aggregate dissociation and may even favor 

aggregate fusion, resulting in larger aggregates.35 

The general structure of PEI/SDS films upon surface area compression is generally similar to that 

obtained for PLL/SDS films. However, while the PLL/SDS system shows a plateau during 

compression whose onset coincides with the formation of ESs, in the case of spread PEI/SDS films, 

the surface pressure continues to increase after the onset of ESs formation. This result is in 

agreement with the higher coverage of SDS in the surface monolayer. 

These findings provide a method for fine-tuning the dynamic properties and structures of spread 

P/S films at the air/water interface. The results obtained in recent years indicate that we are 

getting closer to the goal of being able to design P/S films based on dynamic properties or desired 

structure, controlling parameters such as polyelectrolyte stiffness, charge density of the 

polyelectrolyte, ionic strength of the subphase, or charge of the aggregates used to create the 

films. Such films may be highly useful for a range of transfer applications. 
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6.7 Supplementary information 

6.7.1 Neutron reflectivity fits including d-SDS/D2O contrast 

As mentioned in the manuscript, the d-SDS/D2O contrast was not included since it does not fit 

the same model as the other two contrasts but corresponds to a surface PEI/SDS monolayer. 

Figure 6.7 shows the reflectivity and volume fraction profiles obtained by co-refinement of the 

three contrasts while Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the fitting parameters for the measurements at pH 

4 and pH 10, respectively. It can be seen that the fits to the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O 

contrasts deviate from the reflectivity profiles with respect to those obtained using only those 

two contrasts, and the model used is not valid for fitting the d-SDS/D2O contrast. In fact, while 

the χ2 of the fits without including this contrast is 8.5 and 6.9 for pH 4 and 10, respectively, these 

values increase to 19.8 and 21.1 when it is included. It was recently reported that isotopic effects 

can result in the variation of the coverage of ESs in P/S films at the air/water interface.47 The 

isotopic effects were discussed in terms of the SDS contrast or the subphase contrast used. 

However, the results obtained in this work show that the combination of both contrasts of SDS 

with both contrasts of solvents fit to the same model. It has been also demonstrated that the 

charge density of PEI can vary from H2O to D2O depending on the pH, but no significant 

differences were observed in the results of PEI/SDS aggregates at pH 4 and 10.49 Therefore, 

although there is a clear isotopic effect that results in a different structure when the d-SDS/ D2O 

contrast is used, future work is required to understand its origin. 
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Figure 6.7. Neutron reflectivity (A/B) data (points) and model fits (lines) of spread PEI/SDS films in three isotopic 
contrasts involving PEI with d-SDS in ACMW (red) and (blue) h-SDS in D2O (orange) on pure water subphases adjusted 
to (A/C) pH 4 and (B/D) pH 10 and compressed and held at 40 mN/m, resolved using the full-Qz implementation of 
NR; (C/D) resulting volume fraction profiles where surfactant is blue/dark green, polyelectrolyte is mauve/green and 
solvent is pink/light green in the two panels, respectively 
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Table 6.4. Thickness (di), scattering length density (ρi), and composition obtained from the fit of the PEI/SDS films 
spread on a subphase adjusted to pH 4, where i is the layer number. 

Layer Parameter d-SDS/ACMW d-SDS/D2O h-SDS/D2O 

1 

d1 (Å) 9 ±1 

ρ1 (x 10–6 Å–2) 7 7 −0.39 

Composition 100% SDS chains 

2 

d2 (Å) 4 

ρ2 (x 10–6 Å–2) 3.96 4.31 4.31 

Composition 
39% SDS heads 

35% PEI 
26% solvent 

3 

d3 (Å) 4 ± 1 

ρ3 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.41 2.15 2.15 

Composition 
80% PEI 

20% solvent 

4 

d4 (Å) 24 ± 2 

ρ4 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.69 6.69 0.39 

Composition 
39% SDS 

61% solvent 

5 

d5 (Å) 4 ± 3 

ρ5 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.41 2.15 2.15 

Composition 
50% PEI 

50% solvent 

 

Table 6.5. Thickness (di), scattering length density (ρi), and composition obtained from the fit of the PEI/SDS films 
spread on a subphase adjusted to pH 10, where i is the layer number. 

Layer Parameter d-SDS/ACMW d-SDS/D2O h-SDS/D2O 

1 

d1 (Å) 10 ± 1 

ρ1 (x 10–6 Å–2) 7 7 −0.39 

Composition 100% SDS chains 

2 

d2 (Å) 4 

ρ2 (x 10–6 Å–2) 3.96 4.31 4.31 

Composition 
41% SDS heads 

25% PEI 
34% solvent 

3 

d3 (Å) 7 ± 2 

ρ3 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.41 2.15 2.15 

Composition 
50% PEI 

50% solvent 

4 

d4 (Å) 18 ± 1 

ρ4 (x 10–6 Å–2) 6.69 6.69 0.39 

Composition 
33% SDS 

67% solvent 

5 

d5 (Å) 7 ± 2 

ρ5 (x 10–6 Å–2) 0.41 2.15 2.15 

Composition 
34% PEI 

66% solvent 
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7.1 Abstract 

A new methodology was invented a few years ago to form efficient spread P/S films by exploiting 

a mechanism where aggregates of the components dissociate and spread material across a water 

surface as a result of Marangoni flow, and the resulting films become kinetically trapped as a 

result of the entropy associated with counterion release. Since initial studies on traditional linear 

P/S mixtures, work has extended to hyperbranched P/S mixtures and PP/S mixtures as a function 

of the charge of the aggregate spread and the charge density of the polyelectrolyte/subphase 
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conditions. This review is based not only on published data but also new data filling in gaps where 

appropriate to deliver the most comprehensive general physical description to date of the 

physicochemical properties of spread films in terms of their composition, structures and 

morphology both under static (fixed surface area) and dynamic (compression/expansion cycles) 

conditions. The results highlight the complexity of the problem, as changing one variable such as 

the stiffness or polyelectrolyte charge density, or the ability of bulk PP/S aggregates to exploit 

differences in secondary structure, can have different implications from changing directly the film 

properties to a difference in the bulk binding of the aggregates used in the film spreading 

procedure that in turn changes indirectly the film properties. Key conclusions are that different 

systems can produce ESs upon surface area compression regardless of the charge of the 

aggregates used in the spreading process while others require overcharged aggregates, which 

are inferred to become embedded in the films and nucleate the transfer of material from the 

surface monolayer to associated reservoirs. Also, the stability of the reservoirs varies according 

to the system studied as well, with the most stable and tunable reservoirs originating in PP/S 

spread films, where we infer that interactions linked to secondary structures may be retained in 

ESs in the films. The results point to the need for more experimental data on different systems 

studied systematically under varying conditions to develop further understanding the physical 

picture of these films and work towards their use in biomedical or film transfer applications, 

which may have certain economic and environmental advantages over film preparation methods 

that are currently available. 

7.2 Results 

As indicated in section 2.2, this chapter is the basis for writing a review of the general behaviour 

of spread P/S films at the air/water interface. Hence, the introduction to the review will be based 

on that of this thesis, so it is omitted in this chapter to avoid repetition, and as it is a review article 

there will be no Materials and Methods section, because while much of the data is new, data on 

all systems will have been published and the Materials and Methods sections will be cited. 
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7.2.1 Polyelectrolyte/surfactant films spread from undercharged aggregates 

The Langmuir technique is a fundamental technique in this study as it allows the study of the 

dynamic behaviour when P/S films are subjected to lateral compression. In addition, the use of 

the Wilhelmy plate as a microbalance allows the recording of the Π–A isotherm, which is 

indispensable for interpreting the behaviour of these systems. The combination of this technique 

with others such as ellipsometry, BAM or NR offers the possibility to study in detail the 

composition, structure, morphology and presence of heterogeneities in the P/S films. The Π–A 

isotherms of the films spread from undercharged aggregates are shown in Figure 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1. Π–A isotherms of 3 cycles of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 
films spread from undercharged aggregates. Cycles are displayed progressively from lighter to darker. 

We have already described in a couple of papers the general features that can appear in the 

isotherms and their relation with the properties of the film.1,2 In short, the compression of a P/S 
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monolayer results in an increase in Π as a result of the increasing interactions between molecules 

present at the interface. The point at which the monolayer reaches its most compact state is 

known as collapse. From this point on, the surface pressure remains constant during compression 

and depending on the type of collapse mechanism, ejection of material to the bulk or formation 

of ESs occur. Some systems present the ability to fully reincorporate the material expelled back 

to the monolayer and others do not. The presence of hysteresis and a kink or pseudo-plateau 

during the expansion during consecutive cycles constitutes a characteristic feature that suggests 

the formation of ESs and the reincorporation of material back to the monolayer. Some general 

remarks on the different systems are noted in the following. 

NaPSS/DTAB: the Π–A isotherm during the first cycle shows a large plateau at ~27 mN/m during 

the compression, exhibits hysteresis and there is an abrupt decrease of Π from the first to the 

second cycle. The isotherm shifts to lower A/A0 and does not retain hysteresis for the following 

cycles. 

PLL/SDS: the Π–A isotherm is characterised by a large plateau at ~28 mN/m during the 

compression, a pseudo-plateau during expansion and a final Π value close to the initial one. Large 

hysteresis is observed during the three cycles and the data are reproducible. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: the Π–A isotherm during the first cycle reaches the collapse at 36 mN/m close to 

the minimum A/A0, exhibits some hysteresis and there is a decrease of Π from the first to the 

second cycle. The isotherm shifts to lower A/A0 and does not present hysteresis for the following 

cycles. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: Π–A isotherm is characterised by a plateau at ~40 mN/m during the compression, 

exhibits hysteresis, presents a kink upon expansion and there is a decrease of Π from the first to 

the second cycle. The Π–A isotherm during following cycles shifts to lower A/A0, retains the 

hysteresis, shows the kink upon expansion and it is reproducible. 

Ellipsometry measurements were performed to follow the variation of the amount of interfacial 

material during the compression of the films and check their stability over time. This approach is 

essential to evaluate the possibility of determining the film structure when using the full-QZ 

approach of NR, as these measurements last around 30–60 min. Besides, the presence of 
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inhomogeneities in the films will manifest themselves as temporal fluctuations of the dΔ values. 

The variation of dΔ as a function of time of the films spread from undercharged aggregates is 

shown in Figure 7.2. It is important to note that the stability of the PLL/SDS and NaPSS/DTAB films 

was studied at a constant area (the arrows in Figure 7.2A and B indicate the time at which the 

barriers were stopped). However, the PEI/SDS experiments were performed at a constant 

pressure of 40 mN/m due to the relative unstable nature of the spread films.3 

 

Figure 7.2. Variation of dΔ (diamonds) and Π (line) as a function of time of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS 
at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films spread from undercharged aggregates. Two independent ellipsometry 
experiments of PEI/SDS at pH 10 are shown. 

NaPSS/DTAB: the collapse in Π is accompanied by a collapse in dΔ. The value of dΔ at the collapse 

is 2.9 and decreases once the barriers are stopped until it reaches a value of 2.7 after 80 min. 

PLL/SDS: dΔ increases continuously even after the collapse in Π and the values reached at the 

minimum A/A0 once the barriers are stopped are very stable. 
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PEI/SDS pH 4: dΔ increases continuously during the compression of the film until reaching 40 

mN/m. The dΔ values remain stable during the 40 mN/m Π control and the values are consistent 

with the presence of an SDS monolayer with PEI bound to the headgroups. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: large fluctuations of dΔ over time during all the experiment revealing the 

presence of inhomogeneities in the film. Two dΔ independent measurements are shown to 

highlight the inhomogeneity of the film suggesting that aggregates may be embedded in it. 

The application of BAM allows characterisation of the lateral organisation of the interfacial 

material present at the interface, the presence of heterogeneity and the formation of discrete 

ESs. In general, the presence of a homogeneous film at the interface can be observed after 

spreading the material due to the difference in refractive index. Compression of the film results 

in an increase in intensity (i.e. brightness of the images). Finally, the formation of an additional 

layer of ESs results in a second refractive index change resulting in the appearance of discrete 

regions of increased intensity.  

 

Figure 7.3. BAM images of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films spread 
from undercharged aggregates at different A/A0. 
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Figure 7.3 shows 5 BAM images during compression and 1 during expansion of the 4 systems at 

different values of A/A0. The image of each film during its expansion has been included to check 

if film expansion results in a homogenous film again. 

NaPSS/DTAB: BAM images show a homogenous film with increasing intensity with the 

compression prior to the collapse. A few linear white bands can be observed at the minimum 

values of A/A0. 

PLL/SDS: BAM images show a homogeneous film with increasing intensity as the film is 

compressed prior to the collapse, and discrete bright patches in the μm-scale appear after the 

collapse that grow in number with the compression. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: BAM images show a homogeneous film with very low intensity at high A/A0 and 

increasing intensity with the compression. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: BAM images show a homogenous film with increasing intensity with the 

compression. 

The application of the NR low-QZ approach allows following the compositional dynamics of the 

films, i.e., the variation of the surface excess of surfactant (ΓS) and polyelectrolyte (ΓP) during the 

compression/expansion cycles. This is particularly useful to verify if the surface excess of 

surfactant is higher than the full monolayer coverage indicating the formation of ESs. It is also 

very useful to determine if there is loss of material during dynamic compression/expansion 

cycles, be it polyelectrolyte or surfactant. The composition of the film also helps us to understand 

the nature of the binding in the film. Figure 7.4 shows the results of the compositional dynamics 

during 3 compression/expansion cycles of P/S films spread from undercharged aggregates. 

NaPSS/DTAB: The collapse of the film is characterised by a plateau in Π and ΓDTAB at 3.2 μmol/m2, 

corresponding to a full surfactant monolayer. In addition, ΓDTAB and ΓNaPSS decreases from the first 

to the second cycle and there is 1:1 stoichiometry. 

PLL/SDS: the collapse of the film is characterised by a continuous increase of ΓSDS and ΓPLL even in 

the Π plateau. ΓSDS at the collapse is 4.0 ± 0.1 µmol/m2 and the values reached are higher than 

the one expected for a full monolayer of SDS (4.2 µmol/m2).4 No loss of material is observed 
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between cycles. The film presents a stoichiometry close to 1:1 before the collapse and excess of 

PLL after the collapse. The film composition is similar over successive cycles. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: the values of ΓSDS are always lower than the full monolayer coverage (4.2 µmol/m2) 

and the maximum reached at the minimum A/A0 decreases from the first (3.4 µmol/m2) to the 

second cycle (3.2 µmol/m2). The film composition shows a large excess of PEI during all the 

experiment. Since the ΓPEI values are very noisy, with the origin of the noise unknown at this time 

(e.g. instrumental or sample problem), this experiment is foreseen for repetition in March 2023. 

 

Figure 7.4. Variation of ΓS (dark squares) and ΓP (light circles) as a function of time of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, 
(C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films spread from undercharged aggregates during 3 
compression/expansion cycles. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: ΓSDS and ΓPEI continuously increase and decrease during the compression and 

expansion of the film. ΓSDS is always lower than the full monolayer coverage of SDS (4.2 µmol/m2) 
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and reaches maximum values of 3.4 µmol/m2. The film composition shows a very large excess of 

PEI during all the experiment. 

Finally, the structure of the films spread from undercharged aggregates was examined using the 

NR full-QZ approach. The general procedure of fitting the data with different isotopic contrasts 

using a common structural model with the minimum number of layers required has been 

followed. In general, the structure of a surface P/S monolayer is described as a monolayer of 

surfactant with solvated polyelectrolyte electrostatically bound to the headgroups. The use of 

isotopic substitution allows the structure of these films to be resolved with high precision, 

allowing for example the thickness, roughness or solvent volume fraction of the surfactant tails 

and heads to be determined separately. The choice of the optimal contrast is an ideal tool for 

obtaining the desired information from the system, and it is critical when the ESs, either in static 

or dynamic, are resolved.2 The presence of ESs is manifested in the reflectivity profiles by the 

appearance of a Kiessig fringe especially in the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts in which 

the difference in scattering between the subphase and the surfactant forming the ESs is 

maximum. The reflectivity profiles of the P/S films spread from undercharged aggregates are 

shown in Figure 7.5 together with the model fits. The correspondent volume fraction profiles are 

represented in Figure 7.6. 

NaPSS/DTAB: Data not measured (foreseen for recording in March 2023). 

PLL/SDS: Kiessig fringe observed in the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts. The structure of 

the film is composed of four layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS headgroups + PLL / (3) PLL / (4) SDS 

bilayer (coverage ~25%).  

PEI/SDS pH 4: No Kiessig fringe is observed. The structure of the film is composed of three layers: 

(1) SDS tails / (2) SDS headgroups + PEI / (3) PEI. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: Slight Kiessig fringe observed in the d-SDS/ACMW contrast. The structure of the 

film is composed of four layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS headgroups + PEI / (3) PEI / (4) SDS bilayer 

(coverage ~9%). 
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Figure 7.5. Reflectivity profiles of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films 
spread from undercharged aggregates and recorded using three isotopic contrasts: d-SDS/ACMW (red), d-SDS/D2O 
(blue) and h-SDS/D2O (orange). The continuous lines show the model fits. 

To conclude, the behaviour of the films spread from undercharged aggregates is summarised 

below, considering all the results obtained from the multi-technique approach applied. 

NaPSS/DTAB: NaPSS/DTAB films show a collapse in Π, dΔ and ΓDTAB during the first cycle 

consistent with the ejection of material to the bulk. This is further confirmed by the loss of 

material with time shown in the ellipsometry data and the ΓDTAB values at the beginning of the 

second cycle lower than the first one. The behaviour of the film during the following cycle is that 

typical of an insoluble monolayer. Although BAM images show the presence of some white bands 

at the minimum A/A0, the rest of the data shows clearly that the excess of material is loss to the 

bulk. 
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Figure 7.6. Volume fraction profiles resulting from the fits presented in Figure 7.5. where surfactant is 
black/blue/dark green, polyelectrolyte is grey/mauve/green and solvent is light grey/pink/light green. 

PLL/SDS: PLL/SDS films are characterised by a continuous increase in dΔ and ΓSDS, the appearance 

of discrete regions on the μm-scale during the collapse of the film and values of ΓSDS higher than 

the full monolayer coverage, i.e. consistent with the formation of ESs. The structure of the film is 

composed of a P/S surface monolayer with an extra bilayer of surfactant ESs. The reproducibility 

of the data from one cycle to the next, as well as the high stability of the dΔ values over time, 

show the high stability of these films and a high efficiency to reincorporate the material expelled 

from the monolayer during expansion. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: PEI/SDS films spread on pure water adjusted to pH 4 are characterised by collapse 

of the film during the first cycle, values of dΔ consistent with the presence of a P/S monolayer, 

uniform BAM images and ΓSDS values lower than the full monolayer coverage. All the results are 

consistent with the structural analysis of the NR full-QZ data, where a model correspondent to a 
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PEI/SDS monolayer fits the data and the behaviour of the film corresponds to that typical of an 

insoluble monolayer. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: The behaviour of these films is most complex. The isotherms show collapse, a 

kink during expansion, and are reproducible after the first cycle. The ellipsometry data show large 

fluctuations of dΔ over time consistent with the presence of regions in the film with a high 

amount of material. Nevertheless, the BAM images show the presence of a homogeneous film 

and its structure obtained from the full-QZ analysis consists of a P/S monolayer. Thus, the results 

obtained agree with the presence of embedded aggregates as indicated by ellipsometry that are 

smaller than the resolution of BAM and bigger than the resolution of NR. 

7.2.2 Polyelectrolyte/surfactant films spread from overcharged aggregates 

The Π–A isotherms of the films spread from overcharged aggregates are shown in Figure 7.7. 

NaPSS/DTAB: Π–A isotherm during the first cycle shows a large plateau at ~27mN/m during the 

compression, exhibits hysteresis, presents a kink upon expansion and there is an abrupt decrease 

of Π from the first to the second cycle and a shift of the isotherm to lower A/A0. The Π–A isotherm 

retains hysteresis over successive cycles. 

PLL/SDS: Π–A isotherm characterised by a large plateau at ~28 mN/m during the compression, a 

pseudo-plateau during expansion and a final Π value close to the initial one. Large hysteresis is 

observed during the three cycles and the data are reproducible. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: Π–A isotherm characterised by a continuous increase in Π during the compression 

and the absence of a collapse at constant Π values. There is a change in the slope that could be 

related to the collapse of the film understood as the onset of ESs formation. The data upon 

expansion is characterised by the presence of a pseudo-plateau. The Π–A isotherm retain the 

hysteresis and shows the pseudo-plateau upon expansion during following cycles, and the data 

are reproducible, although a slight shift of the isotherm to lower A/A0 is observed from the first 

to the second cycle. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: Π–A isotherm characterised by a continuous increase in Π during the compression 

of the film and the absence of a collapse at constant Π values. There is a change in the slope that 
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could be related to the collapse of the film. The data upon expansion is characterised by the 

presence of a pseudo-plateau. The Π–A isotherm retain the hysteresis and shows the pseudo-

plateau upon expansion during following cycles, and the data are reproducible, although a slight 

shift of the isotherm to lower A/A0 is observed from the first to the second cycle. 

 

Figure 7.7. Π–A isotherms of 3 cycles of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 
films spread from overcharged aggregates. Cycles are displayed progressively from lighter to darker. 

The variation of dΔ as a function of time of the films spread from overcharged aggregates is 

shown in Figure 7.8. 

NaPSS/DTAB: dΔ increases continuously even after the collapse in Π showing temporal 

fluctuations. The data show continuous temporal fluctuations of dΔ once the barriers are 

stopped, and values after 80 min close the ones obtained at the collapse of the film. 
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PLL/SDS: dΔ increases continuously even after the collapse in Π and the values reached at the 

minimum A/A0 once the barriers are stopped are very stable. The fluctuations observed during 

the compression can be related to domains of ESs that pass through the area illuminated by the 

laser beam. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: continuous increase of dΔ during the compression of the film. Small fluctuations 

observed during the compression can be related to domains of ESs that pass through the area 

illuminated by the laser beam. The dΔ values remain stable during the 40 mN/m Π control and 

the values are much higher than the ones expected for a SDS monolayer with PEI bound to the 

headgroups. 

 

Figure 7.8. Variation of dΔ (diamonds) and Π (line) as a function of time of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS 
at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films spread from overcharged aggregates. Two independent ellipsometry 
experiments of PEI/SDS at pH 10 are shown. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: large fluctuations of dΔ over time during all the experiment revealing that either 

the ESs or embedded aggregates are distributed heterogeneously in the film explaining the 
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pronounced fluctuations when they are transported through the area illuminated by the laser 

beam. Two dΔ independent measurements are shown to highlight the inhomogeneity of the film. 

The BAM images recorded during the compression and expansion of the P/S films spread from 

overcharged aggregates are shown in Figure 7.9. The image of the films during expansion has 

been included to show if the expansion results in a homogenous film again. 

 

Figure 7.9. BAM images of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films spread 
from overcharged aggregates at different A/A0. Scale bars are 100 µm. 

NaPSS/DTAB: BAM images show a homogenous film with increasing intensity with the 

compression before the collapse. Linear white bands are observed after the collapse and their 

number and intensity increases with the compression. 

PLL/SDS: BAM images show a homogeneous film with increasing intensity as the film is 

compressed prior to the collapse, and the appearance of discrete bright patches in the μm-scale 

after the collapse that grow in number with the compression. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: BAM images show a homogeneous film with increasing intensity as the 

compression proceeds up to A/A0 = 0.85. Upon further compression, the coexistence of 
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homogenous areas and areas presenting discrete bright patches can be observed until there is 

no observed movement in the film, suggesting the formation of a homogenous and rigid film. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: BAM images show a homogenous film throughout the experiment with increasing 

intensity up to A/A0 = 0.75. However, intensity fluctuations are observed as the compression 

proceeds suggesting that the films are mobile in this case. 

Figure 7.10 shows the results of the compositional dynamics during 3 compression/expansion 

cycles of P/S films spread from overcharged aggregates. 

 

Figure 7.10. Variation of ΓS (dark squares) and ΓP (light circles) as a function of time of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, 
(C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films spread from undercharged aggregates during 3 
compression/expansion cycles. 

NaPSS/DTAB: The collapse of the film is characterised by a continuous increase of ΓDTAB and ΓNaPSS 

with values of ΓDTAB higher than the full monolayer coverage (3.2 μmol/m2). There is an excess of 
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surfactant during the first compression and the film presents 1:1 stoichiometry during following 

cycles. Values higher than the full monolayer coverage are observed in all cycles. 

PLL/SDS: the collapse of the film is characterised by a continuous increase of ΓSDS and ΓPLL. ΓSDS at 

the collapse is 4.0 ± 0.1 µmol/m2 and the values reached are higher than the one expected for a 

full monolayer of SDS (4.2 µmol/m2).4 No loss of material is observed between cycles. There is an 

excess of surfactant during the first cycle and evolution to 1:1 stoichiometry during the following 

cycles. The film composition is similar over successive cycles. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: values of ΓSDS higher than the full monolayer coverage (4.2 µmol/m2) reached 

during the compression of the film and no loss of material is observed between cycles. Although 

the ΓPEI data is noisy, the film composition is close to 1:1 stoichiometry. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: values of ΓSDS higher than the full monolayer coverage (4.2 µmol/m2) reached 

during the compression of the film and no loss of material is observed between cycles. There is a 

large excess of PEI. 

Finally, the reflectivity profiles of the P/S films spread from overcharged aggregates are shown in 

Figure 7.11 together with their model fits. The correspondent volume fraction profiles are 

represented in Figure 7.12. 

NaPSS/DTAB: no Kiessig fringe is observed. The structure of the film is composed of three layers: 

(1) DTAB tails / (2) DTAB headgroups + NaPSS / (3) NaPSS. 

PLL/SDS: Kiessig fringe observed in the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts. The structure of 

the film is composed of four layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS headgroups + PLL / (3) PLL / (4) SDS 

bilayer (coverage 19%). 

PEI/SDS pH 4: Kiessig fringe observed in the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts. The d-

SDS/D2O contrast fits a model compose of 3 layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS headgroups + PEI / (3) 

PEI, while the other two contrasts fits to a model composed of five layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS 

headgroups + PEI / (3) PEI / (4) SDS bilayer (coverage 33%) / (5) PEI. The absence of ESs in the d-

SDS/D2O is attributed to isotopic effects that must be discussed in the future in more detail. 
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PEI/SDS pH 10: Kiessig fringe observed in the d-SDS/ACMW and h-SDS/D2O contrasts. The d-

SDS/D2O contrast fits a model compose of 3 layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS headgroups + PEI / (3) 

PEI , while the other two contrasts fits to a model composed of five layers: (1) SDS tails / (2) SDS 

headgroups + PEI / (3) PEI / (4) SDS bilayer (coverage 35%) / (5) PEI. The absence of ESs in the d-

SDS/D2O is attributed to isotopic effects that must be discussed in the future in more detail. 

 

Figure 7.11. Reflectivity profiles of (A) NaPSS/DTAB, (B) PLL/SDS, (C) PEI/SDS at pH 4 and (D) PEI/SDS at pH 10 films 
spread from overcharged aggregates and recorded using three isotopic contrasts: d-SDS/ACMW (red), d-SDS/D2O 
(blue) and h-SDS/D2O (orange). The continuous lines show the model fits. 
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Figure 7.12. Volume fraction profiles resulting from the fits presented in Figure 7.11 where surfactant is 
maroon/black/blue/dark green, polyelectrolyte is red/grey/mauve/green and solvent is light red/light 
grey/pink/light green. 

To conclude, the behaviour of the films spread from overcharged aggregates is summarised 

below, considering all the results obtained from the multi-technique approach applied. 

NaPSS/DTAB: NaPSS/DTAB films spread from overcharged aggregates show a behaviour 

significantly different from the ones spread from undercharged aggregates. The first compression 

is characterised by a collapse in Π where the values of dΔ and ΓDTAB continue to increase exceeding 

those related to full monolayer coverage, and BAM images show many white bands with 

increasing intensity with compression consistent with the formation of ESs. The kink in the data 

exhibited upon expansion, the retention of hysteresis over successive cycles and the ΓDTAB values 

higher than the full monolayer coverage reached in each cycle show that the material is efficiently 

reincorporated upon expansion and there is repeated formation of ESs during successive cycles. 
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However, the dΔ values drop during time after stopping the barriers until they reach the values 

of a compact surface monolayer. Thus, instability of the ESs precludes resolution of the ESs using 

the NR full-QZ approach, and a typical profile of a P/S monolayer was observed. 

PLL/SDS: The behaviour is very similar to that of films spread from undercharged aggregates. One 

of the significant differences is that while the films spread from undercharged aggregates show 

an excess of PLL in the minimum A/A0, films spread from overcharged aggregates show a 

stoichiometry close to 1:1. 

PEI/SDS pH 4: There is a continuous increase of dΔ and ΓSDS during compression, the ΓSDS values 

are higher than those corresponding to full monolayer coverage, there is appearance of bright 

patches and Kiessig fringes in the NR full-QZ data evidencing the formation of ESs. The kink in the 

data upon expansion and the reproducibility of the data during dynamic compression/expansion 

cycles show that these films are able to reincorporate efficiently the material ejected from the 

monolayer to the ESs upon compression. The small dΔ fluctuations observed during compression, 

consistent with the areas presenting bright patches observed in BAM images, can be explained 

as domains of ESs or embedded aggregates that pass through the area illuminated by the beam. 

The structural analysis of the NR full-QZ profiles shows that the films are composed of a PEI/SDS 

monolayer and SDS ESs wrapped by PEI. 

PEI/SDS pH 10: Similarly to the films spread from undercharged aggregates, the ellipsometry data 

show large fluctuations of dΔ over time, consistent with the presence of regions of ESs or 

embedded aggregates and regions with dΔ values consistent with the presence of a P/S 

monolayer. BAM images show homogenous films, and the light intensity fluctuates throughout 

the experiments, indicating that the films are mobile. The values of ΓSDS are higher than the full 

monolayer coverage and the full-QZ profile show Kiessig fringes, revealing the presence of ESs. 

The structural analysis of the NR full-QZ profiles shows that the films are composed of a PEI/SDS 

monolayer with bound ESs of SDS wrapped by PEI. However, while BAM images allude to the 

presence of ESs from the increasing brightness and heterogeneous character, they do not show 

discrete ESs. Thus, the results obtained agree with the presence of embedded aggregates as 
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indicated by ellipsometry that are smaller than the resolution of BAM and too big to be resolved 

by NR. 

7.3 Conclusions 

The results of the four systems that are presented jointly in this chapter can be considered as the 

consolidation of work to understand the spreading methodology developed in 20165 as an 

efficient procedure to create P/S films at the air/water interface and precisely control their 

properties and structure. As demonstrated by the results presented, the use of polyelectrolytes 

with different architecture (linear vs hyperbranched), secondary structure (polypeptides) or 

persistence length (different systems), as well as P/S aggregates with different charge/structure, 

or a subphase with a different pH, there are many variables that allow precise control of the 

properties and structure of these films. In addition, we must add what is already known about 

the influence of the ionic strength, where its elevation reduces non-equilibrium effects and 

switches off ES-formation.1 

PEI and PLL are used to form aggregates (and spread films) with SDS, and NaPSS with DTAB, where 

both surfactants have a dodecyl chain and one negative or positive charge in the headgroup. The 

differences between the results obtained on the spread films must be rationalised on differences 

between the polyelectrolytes used, the aggregates formed and the nature of the subphase. It is 

important to consider the different variables mentioned in the previous paragraph since, for 

example, it is known that the stiffness of the polyelectrolyte plays a very important role in 

stabilising the formation of ESs.6 Previous work on the effect of aggregate charge on NaPSS/DTAB 

film properties demonstrated that only aggregates overcharged with an excess of surfactant in 

the corona activate the formation of ESs, whereas undercharged aggregates do not.1 As the 

stoichiometry of the spread films, the inference was that some aggregates remain trapped in the 

formed films, which nucleate the formation of ESs upon successive spreading of material or 

compression of the surface area. But their presence was not resolved due to limitations in the 

various techniques applied. This physicochemical picture is similar to that of PEI/SDS at pH 4 but 

differs from the one of PEI/SDS at pH 10 and PLL/SDS, which show ESs formation regardless the 

charge of the aggregates used. In addition, it is shown that the stability of ESs varies from one 
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system to another, which is important when evaluating possible transfer applications, which may 

be related to the stiffness of the polyelectrolyte and its ability to wrap the surfactant ESs. 

It is important to highlight the need to use a multi-technique approach when interpreting the 

results obtained in the study of P/S films at the air/water interface. Without it, it would be 

particularly difficult to understand the behavior of the PEI/SDS system or the apparent 

discrepancy between the presence and absence of ESs observed when applying the low-QZ and 

full-QZ approaches of NR to NaPSS/DTAB films spread from overcharged aggregates. 
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8 Conclusions and perspectives 

The aim of this PhD project has been to gain precise control of the structures self-assembled in 

spread polyelectrolyte/surfactant films at the air/water interface prepared from the dissociation 

of aggregates under static and dynamic conditions with the ambition of tuning the film properties 

in three dimensions and with a focus on biocompatible systems. 

The specific objectives that have been addressed are: 

(1) Stepping towards biocompatible systems with a view to potential applications. 

(2) Gaining three-dimensional control over film structures. 

(3) Tuning the film properties according to the system and various external variables. 

Let us consider the advances made in aiming to meet these three objectives in turn. 

8.1 Stepping towards biocompatible systems with a view to potential 

applications 

The study of PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS systems represents an important step towards the use of the 

spreading methodology and the exploitation of the dynamic properties and structure of the 

resulting films in applications requiring biocompatibility. Ellipsometry measurements revealed 

that the PP/S films studied are stable for more than 1 h, making them robust and amenable for 

potential transfer applications. In the selection of polypeptides as a biocompatible system, it was 

hypothesized that the PP/S interactions in the bulk, which result in distinct secondary 

structures,1–4 could be exploited in 3D structures in the films. Indeed, indications from the data 

suggest that this may be the case as it was the resulting stability of these films that allowed us to 

show using a novel implementation of NR that we could control the 3D structures of the films for 

the first time. The use of polypeptides combined with a fully aqueous spreading methodology, 

which has higher efficiency than bulk adsorption, has the potential to provide both economic and 

environmental advantages for potential applications as it requires less materials and generates 

less waste compared to other methods. Additionally, this study demonstrates that specific PP/S 

interactions can be exploited to fine-tune the characteristics of the films, including their 
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morphology and mechanical behaviour, which will be discussed further below. These studies 

serve as a demonstration of the potential outcomes that can be attained using mixtures of two 

distinct polypeptides with the same surfactant, laying the foundation for developing a broad 

range of PP/S systems. In summary, the study of PLL/SDS and PLA/SDS films has shown not only 

that the spreading methodology can be extended to biocompatible systems, but also that the 

use of PP/S mixtures are highly suitable to control ES formation. 

8.2 Gaining three-dimensional control over film structures 

Inspired by the prior work of Tummino et al.,5 this project resolved the dynamic properties, 

structure, and morphology of PLL/SDS, PLA/SDS, PEI/SDS films at pH 4 and pH 10 spread from 

aggregates overcharged with an excess of surfactant. The hypothesis was that P/S films capable 

of nucleating ESs formation would form and that the change in coverage of the ESs, tuned 

according to the maximum compression ratio reached using a Langmuir trough, may be able to 

tune other film properties such as their mechanics or dynamics. 

All systems present qualitatively similar dynamic behavior, which is explained in the following. 

Marangoni spreading and dissociation of the aggregates results in the formation of the P/S 

surface monolayer. Compression of the surface monolayer leads to an increase in pressure due 

to increased molecular interactions at the interface and increased monolayer coverage. When 

the surface monolayer is complete, further compression causes its collapse and the excess of 

material is expelled from the interface in the form of ESs that remain bound to the surface 

monolayer. The expansion of the film is characterised by strong hysteresis and a pseudo-plateau 

in surface pressure during which excess material expelled during compression in the form of ESs 

is reincorporated at the interface. Ellipsometry, BAM and the NR low-QZ approach, have 

demonstrated that the ES coverage can be controlled by the compression ratio in all systems. 

The low-QZ approach was particularly useful in demonstrating that the excess surfactant is not 

expelled into the bulk but is retained by the film to form ESs. In addition, it was also shown that 

the amount of polyelectrolyte and surfactant at the beginning of each successive cycle is 

approximately the same which, together with the reproducibility of the Π–A isotherms, 

demonstrates the high capacity of these systems to regenerate the surface monolayer after 
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having been subjected to significant deformations resulting even in changes of the structure's 

dimensionality. 

Although formation of ESs in NaPSS/DTAB films was implied in previous work, the ESs were not 

resolved due to their transient nature.5,6 In contrast, the structure of spread P/S films in the 

collapse region was resolved for the first time in this project applying the NR full-QZ approach to 

films in which ESs form that could be shown to be stable over the time required to perform 

structural measurements using NR, i.e. PLL/SDS and PEI/SDS films. Structural differences can be 

observed. For example, the thickness of the surfactant tails layer is 11 ± 1 Å for PEI/SDS films at 

pH 4, while it is 8.5 ± 0.2 Å for PLL/SDS films. Hence, the different nature of the systems gives rise 

to different interactions that have an impact on their dynamic behavior and structure, but we 

will return to this point later. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the common structural 

model of spread P/S films in the collapse region consist of 5 layers: (1) surfactant tails, (2) 

surfactant headgroups with hydrated polyelectrolyte electrostatically bound, (3) polyelectrolyte, 

(4) surfactant ESs with a thickness corresponding to a bilayer, and (5) polyelectrolyte. The fifth 

layer was not resolved in some cases, e.g. for PLL/SDS films at a 2:1 compression ratio. However, 

its absence was attributed to the impossibility of resolving this layer when the ES coverage is low, 

since its presence was unequivocally confirmed when applying a 10:1 compression ratio to 

PLL/SDS films, and in the study of PEI/SDS films where a significantly higher ES coverage was 

resolved. 

The application of the low-QZ and full-QZ approaches provided very detailed information on film 

composition during dynamic compression/expansion cycles and structure when the surface area 

was constant. Yet neither of these approaches had previously provided information about the 

structural changes taking place during film dynamics. For example, it had not been determined 

whether the increase in the amount of surfactant in the ESs is due to an increase in the coverage 

of this layer, or an increase in its thickness. In this project a new NR approach has been developed 

that gives access to this type of information. The mid-QZ methodology, so called because it uses 

a mid-QZ range where the Kiessig fringe that reveals the presence of ESs appears, was used to 

resolve changes in the ESs at a dynamic air/water interface for the first time. The use of this 

methodology demonstrated that compressing the PLL/SDS films in the collapse region enables 
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precise control of the coverage of ESs while their thickness remains constant. Thus, the 

application of this methodology may help to understand the structural changes occurring during 

the collapse of many other types of films at the air/water interface, such as particle-laden 

interfaces7 and lipid monolayers.8 

8.3 Tuning the film properties according to the system and various 

external variables 

During the course of this project, several variables were used to tune the interfacial properties, 

the dynamics, mechanical properties, morphologies and structures self-assembled in P/S films. 

Among these variables, three of them are directly related to the physicochemical properties of 

the systems, which depend on the P/S interactions: (i) PP/S interactions and maximum 

compression reached, (ii) charge density and architecture of the polyelectrolyte and, (iii) charge 

of the aggregates. 

8.3.1 Polypeptide/surfactant interactions and maximum compression ratio 

Previous studies showed that the interaction of PLL and PLA with SDS in bulk results in the 

formation of an α-helix and a β-sheet secondary structure, respectively.1–4 Moreover, while the 

ammonium group of PLL exhibits only electrostatic interactions with the sulfate group, the 

guanidinium group of PLA exhibits additional interactions via hydrogen bonds.9 In this project, it 

has been demonstrated that specific PP/S interactions can be used to tune the mechanical and 

structural properties as well as their resulting morphologies. BAM images showed the formation 

of discrete ESs in PLL/SDS films while additional macroscopic folding of the film was observed in 

PLA/SDS films. An approach to manipulate films through different maximum compression ratios 

was used to determine if higher coverage of ESs than previously observed can be obtained, and 

if their increased coverage affects the mechanical properties of the films. 

The application of high compression ratios revealed important information. It was shown that 

using a 5:1 compression ratio resulted in the formation of solid and rigid films in both systems, 

presenting a reversible behaviour where the surface monolayer is recovered upon expansion. 

During the expansion it was observed that the solid PLL/SDS aggregates were more stable and 
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gradually re-dispersed, while those of the PLA/SDS film abruptly disappeared from the area under 

study shortly after the beginning of the expansion. Finally, the application of a 10:1 compression 

ratio resulted in the irreversible collapse of the PLL/SDS films due to the fracture of the solid film 

into solid domains that remained trapped at the interface, while the PLA/SDS films exhibited a 

reversible collapse mechanism in which the film folds and respread the excess of material back 

to the surface monolayer upon expansion. These findings demonstrate that even subtle 

differences in the side group of a polypeptide can have a major influence on the film response, 

opening the possibility to design new biocompatible or biodegradable films with tailored 

properties for applications such as in tissue engineering, biosensors and antimicrobial coatings. 

8.3.2 Charge density and architecture of the polyelectrolyte 

The hyperbranched PEI/SDS system has been studied to evaluate the impact of polyelectrolyte 

architecture and subphase pH on the Marangoni spreading and aggregate dissociation as well as 

the structure and dynamic properties of the films spread from overcharged aggregates. The 

results of electrophoretic mobility, ellipsometry, BAM and NR confirm that there is a strong 

influence of the subphase pH on the dissociation of the aggregates and the resulting structure. 

Electrophoretic mobility measurements show that the amount of surfactant required to 

neutralize the aggregates at pH 4 (1.56 mM) is significantly higher than at pH 10 (0.57 mM). 

Furthermore, previous authors showed that the binding of SDS molecules to the PEI chains in the 

bulk aggregates is ~60% at pH 4.10 

Results obtained from the low-QZ approach of NR on the spread films reveal that at pH 4 the 

amount of PEI is approximately equal to that of SDS, while at pH 10 the amount of PEI is 

approximately 3 times higher. This result supports the same physical picture with those obtained 

from the electrophoretic mobility measurements and the charge density of the polyelectrolyte. 

At pH 10, the low charge density of the polyelectrolyte and the low binding of SDS result in an 

excess of PEI needed to neutralize the charge on the films. In contrast, the high charge density of 

the polyelectrolyte at pH 4 does not seem to be sufficient to neutralize the charge of the 

aggregates in the bulk, where 60% SDS binding was revealed. Thus, the high impact of the pH of 

the subphase on the spreading is demonstrated. 
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Concerning the structure of the films, full-QZ measurements of NR revealed that the films are 

composed of the 5 layers mentioned above. At pH 4, the films are characterised by a thickness 

of 11 ± 1 Å, a compact layer of PEI with a very low volume fraction of solvent 1 ± 10%, and ESs 

with a thickness of 16 ± 1 Å. At pH 10, the structure is characterised by a tail thickness of 10 ± 1 

Å, a PEI layer with a solvent volume fraction of 34 ± 17% and ESs with a thickness of 20 ± 1 Å. The 

ellipsometry shows stable dΔ values at pH 4 when the film is compressed at 40 mN/m, while large 

temporal fluctuations are observed at pH 10, revealing a high heterogeneity of the films. Finally, 

the BAM images show the formation of a homogeneous and rigid layer at pH 4, while temporal 

fluctuations are also detected at pH 10 but no micrometer-scale inhomogeneities are observed. 

Thus, it is concluded that the increase in PEI charge density when aggregates are spread on a 

water subphase at pH 4 results in the dissociation of most of the PEI/SDS aggregates and the 

formation of a homogenous compact film, while embedded aggregates remain intact and 

trapped at the interface resulting in a heterogenous mobile film at pH 10. 

8.3.3 Charge of the polyelectrolyte/surfactant aggregates 

In this project a comprehensive comparison of the film properties of the NaPSS/DTAB, PLL/SDS, 

PEI/SDS at pH 4 and PEI/SDS at pH 10 systems has been carried out with respect to the charge of 

the aggregates used in the spreading methodology. 

Tummino et al. showed that only overcharged NaPSS/DTAB aggregates nucleate the formation 

of ESs in NaPSS/DTAB spread films. In this project, only the PEI/SDS system at pH 10 shows a 

similar behavior, while the PLL/SDS and PEI/SDS systems at pH 10 form ESs regardless of the 

charge of the aggregates. Therefore, it is shown that, although it is relevant in some systems, the 

charge of the aggregates is not a common parameter when it comes to nucleation of ESs. The 

spreading of overcharged P/S aggregates cannot be taken as a general rule to activate the 

formation of ESs, which is information that was not known prior to this project. Nevertheless, 

given that there are two steps in films formation (spreading and surface area compression), still 

more work is required to understand more about why undercharged aggregates can be used to 

generate ESs upon surface area in some systems but not others. 
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8.4 Perspectives 

The complexity of these systems is evident from the studies conducted in this project. A change 

in one variable can have far-reaching effects, such as modifying the charge density and thus 

altering the properties of the polyelectrolyte, which in turn affects the bulk P/S binding, the 

dissociation of aggregates, and the structure and morphology of spread films. The use of 

polypeptides is a particularly complex example, as their specific interactions can change the 

secondary structure and make the polyelectrolyte more rigid, potentially stabilizing the ESs once 

formed. Although the project advances the understanding of the structural and dynamic behavior 

of spread films produced through the aggregate dissociation methodology, additional research is 

required on various systems in future work. To accomplish this goal, the spreading methodology 

and a multi-technique approach are crucial. The spreading methodology allows one to create P/S 

films rapidly and effectively through dissociation of aggregates at the interface. The use of 

multiple techniques has been demonstrated to be a very effective method for studying the 

dynamics, structure, and lateral organization of P/S spread films. The combination of different 

reflection techniques, which provide insights into the behavior of systems at different time and 

size scales, proved to be indispensable for understanding the behavior of PEI/SDS films. It is 

therefore essential to use the techniques presented in this project, as well as any others that 

yield valuable information. 

The PP/S systems not only enable the control of film properties through various parameters, but 

they also offer additional benefits compared to traditional polyelectrolytes, such as the formation 

of secondary structures, which it is known to play a crucial role in determining the functionality 

of polypeptides.11–13 Hence, PP/S systems offer great promise in terms of attaining even greater 

control over the structure, morphology, and properties of P/S films. To this end, techniques such 

as infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy14 and circular dichroism15 would play a crucial role 

in determining the secondary structure of polypeptides. 

It has been highlighted that the deposition of P/S films holds potential for various applications. 

Hence, future work could focus on investigating the possibility to transfer P/S films from the 

air/water interface to solid substrates. Probably the best starting point would be PP/S films, 
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which have been shown to be the most robust and reproducible, so even multiple consecutive 

depositions of the same layer could be explored. The Langmuir-Blodgett or Langmuir-Schaefer 

deposition methods,16 well-established techniques for transferring Langmuir films from air/water 

interface to solids, should be employed. It would be crucial to establish the ideal deposition 

conditions such as the compression rate during deposition and the type of substrate 

functionalization. The use of atomic force microscopy could also prove beneficial to assess any 

structural and morphological changes that may occur during deposition. If the morphology is 

retained after the deposition, atomic force microscopy can provide valuable quantitative 

information about the in-plane organization of P/S films, such as height and size of the discrete 

ESs shown in PLL/SDS films. 

Lastly, it has been discussed that loose analogy in the behaviour of these films can be made with 

lung surfactant dynamics.17 The outstanding properties of lung surfactant films are attainable 

due to the formation of extended phospholipid reservoirs at the air/alveoli interface mediated 

by specific proteins. The design of synthetic systems capable of mimicking the properties of lung 

surfactant might be important in the development of new therapies for the treatment of the lack 

of an operative surfactant system, especially in neonates.18,19 The use of PLL and SDS is an 

important step towards the use of these systems in biomedical applications. Although the 

maximum surface pressure reached with these systems is relatively low and no lipids have been 

used in this project, the multi-technique approach is a start. Further research on spread P/S films 

using surfactants that reach very low surface tensions or lipids, as well as a deeper understanding 

of the dynamics of these systems, may help researchers to develop new therapies and bridge the 

gap to the physicochemical processes occurring during nucleation of extended lipid reservoirs in 

the lung surfactant during respiration. This work has provided a source of inspiration for a project 

currently developed at the University of Manchester, where NR, particularly the mid-Qz 

methodology pioneered in the present project, is currently being exploited to examine the 

structural transformations that occur during the dynamics of model lung surfactant systems. 
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